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ABSTRACT 
Cohesive markers help to relate words and sentences together in the text. Also, it makes 
the whole text united and meaningful resulting from their functions in linking the 
sentences. While translating from the SL to the TL, the translator may not translate the 
whole cohesive markers or translate them incorrectly which affect the communicative 
meaning of the SL. Thus, many studies have analyzed different texts at different 
languages by using one of the translation theories to find the better strategy of translating 
such cohesive markers. In this study, the researcher will make use of Halliday and Hasan 
(1976) model of cohesion to find the frequency of cohesive markers used in both texts, 
Arabic and English texts, the source texts are taken from The New York Times and The 
Washington Post online articles, their translated Arabic versions are taken from the 
online Arabic newspaper, namely, Asharq Al-Awsat. Also, the study will adopt Nida‟s 
translation techniques (1964) to identify the translation techniques used to translate 
English grammatical cohesive markers into Arabic text. The results showed that, Arabic 
texts used more grammatical cohesive devices than English text. The incidences of 
references and conjunctions are greater in Arabic text than in English text. However, the 
incidences of ellipsis and substitution are more in English text than in Arabic. Moreover, 
the three techniques of Nida are appeared in analysis, besides, two new techniques are 
appeared in this study. By identifying the translation techniques used in translating the 
cohesive markers, the translators or the linguists will be aware of these techniques.  
Keywords: 
Translation, Cohesion, texture, technique, References, Substitution, Ellipsis, Conjunction 
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ABSTRAK 
Penanda Wacana membantu untuk mengaitkan perkataan dengan ayat di dalam teks. Ia 
juga menjadikan keseluruhan teks bersatu, berkesinambungan dan memberi makna, hasil 
daripada fungsi mereka dalam menghubungkan ayat. Ketika menterjemahkan daripada 
SL kepada TL, penterjemah mungkin tidak menterjemahkan keseluruhan penanda 
wacana atau salah menterjemah yang boleh menjejaskan makna komunikatif SL tersebut. 
Oleh itu, banyak kajian telah menganalisa teks yang berbeza dalam pelbagai bahasa 
dengan menggunakan salah satu teori penterjemahan untuk mencari strategi yang lebih 
baik untuk menterjemah penanda wacana tersebut.  Dalam kajian ini, penyelidik akan 
menggunapakai model wacana Halliday dan Hasan (1976) untuk mencari kekerapan 
penanda wacana yang digunakan dalam kedua-dua teks, Arab dan Inggeris, teks-teks 
sumber diambil daripada artikel dalam talian The New York Times dan The Washington 
Post , versi Arab yang diterjemahkan adalah diambil daripada akhbar dalam talian Arab, 
iaitu, Asharq Al-Awsat. Selain itu, kajian akan mengamalkan teknik-teknik terjemahan 
Nida (1964) untuk mengenal pasti teknik-teknik terjemahan yang digunakan untuk 
menterjemahkan penanda wacana tatabahasa teks Bahasa Inggeris ke dalam teks Bahasa 
Arab. Hasil kajian menunjukkan bahawa, teks Bahasa Arab lebih menggunakan penanda 
wacana tatabahasa berbanding teks Bahasa Inggeris. Kejadian rujukan dan kata hubung 
adalah lebih besar dalam teks Bahasa Arab berbanding dalam teks Bahasa Inggeris. 
Walau bagaimanapun, insiden elipsis dan penggantian adalah lebih banyak dalam teks 
Bahasa Inggeris berbanding dalam Bahasa Arab. Tambahan pula, ketiga-tiga teknik Nida 
muncul dalam analisis, selain daripada dua teknik baru muncul dalam kajian ini. Dengan 
mengenal pasti teknik-teknik penterjemahan yang digunakan dalam menterjemahkan 
penanda wacana, para penterjemah atau pakar linguistic akan lebih mengetahui teknik 
teknik ini. 
Petunjuk: Terjemahan, perpaduan, tekstur, teknik, Rujukan, Penggantian, Elipsis, Kata 
Hubung 
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CHAPTER ONE 
1.0 Introduction 
Languages are tools to express meanings. They are rich in linguistic items that convey 
different meanings. Cohesive markers are one aspect of the semantics which can be 
expressed and used differently in different languages. Cohesion is the set of linguistics 
means which are available for creating a texture. The texture is the basic units in a text that 
makes it more meaningful by creating relationship between sentences and paragraphs 
besides the semantic relations. Without these units the sentences and paragraphs would be 
isolated and not organized. Furthermore, cohesion occurs where the interpretation of some 
elements in the text depends on that of another. Therefore, texture of the text makes a text 
distinguishes from a non-text (Halliday & Hasan, 1976, p. 2, in Chaalal, 2009, p.10). 
In other words, cohesion makes any text more meaningful as showing the relationship 
between sentences and parts of the text allows the reader to easily identify the exact 
meaning of the text. Thus, cohesive markers unify the whole text, and hence, the more 
cohesive markers, the more the text is powerful. The text considered as powerful because 
cohesive markers hold and linking the content of the text together to be as one piece of 
information. Consequently, many studies have conducted to identify the cohesive markers 
in different languages at different texts.  The purpose of these studies is to show how these 
cohesive markers operate in a text and to show their functions in a text. Moreover, these 
cohesive markers are differently distributed according to the type and the language of text. 
In the present study, only Arabic and English language will be examined through political 
texts. 
Translation is important in all fields of life especially in politics since it is considered as an 
essential issue for each country through shaping the way of people life, therefore, people 
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are interested in watching, reading, or listening to what happen around them by different 
means of media not only in their own language but also in other languages through 
different translated texts which are available on online websites. Yet, translating a source 
text into a target one in different language is not an easy process, since in translation 
translators change the structure of the source language to adopt the one in the target 
language. Therefore, translators must be aware about conveying the communicative 
meaning of the SL, that is, while translating from the SL to the TL, sometimes the meaning 
of the SL becomes awkward, for example, translators fail to translate the cohesive markers 
into TL correctly. Thus, writers or translators must understand some strategies and 
techniques which are used to translate the cohesive markers from the SL to the TL. Hence, 
this study will tackle the translation techniques used for translating the cohesive markers 
from the SL into the TL. 
1.1 Problem statement 
Nowadays, news affection on the audience is an essential issue as news seeks to convey 
certain communicative message in different issues: political, cultural, religious and others. 
The political written text is one of the main issues the audience interested in since writers 
and critics view their opinions about events occur in certain countries. This study deals with 
political text related to Middle East issues since Arab people are interested to read what 
other writers‟ opinions about the political issues taken place in their countries as those 
writers are biased in their perspectives. Besides, as a result of globalization and world of 
technology, some people tend to use the internet as means of communication with outside 
world more than other means of communication. Online newspapers are one source of 
information about the world. They are commercial as they cost a lot of money and time. 
Therefore, they need to convey only the important news and political opinions to laymen 
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and only news and political types which are of interest to the public. Moreover, the 
translators of such texts must be aware about evoking the communicative meaning of the 
SL by using cohesive ties. 
When translating from English text into Arabic text, the translators translate all the 
cohesive markers which mean shifting the cohesive markers or make replacement. 
However, some translators don‟t translate all cohesive markers in English text which make 
the text seems awkward or meaningless and lead to the loss of information.  In other words, 
they don‟t follow certain translation techniques which affect the communicative meaning of 
the English text. Thus, they should be aware about these techniques used to translate 
English cohesive markers into Arabic in order to respect the output meaning of the ST 
which means he/she needs to convey the same or original message. 
1.2 Objectives of the study 
This study aims to examine the phenomena of translating English political texts into Arabic 
using a cohesive analysis proposed by Halliday and Hasan (1976) model. Besides, it 
identifies the translation techniques which are used by translators by make use of Nida‟s 
(1964) translation techniques. Briefly, it aims to achieve two main objectives: (i) to identify 
the frequency of cohesive markers in both Arabic and English political texts. (ii) To 
identify the translation techniques used in translating the cohesive markers from English 
into Arabic language. 
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1.3 Research questions 
The present study is an attempt to answer the following questions: 
1. What are the frequencies of different cohesive markers in both Arabic and English 
texts?  
2. What are the main techniques used in translating these cohesive markers into 
Arabic? 
1.4 Significance of the study 
This study is important due to the function of cohesion in creating a united text through the 
different types of cohesive markers in a text that make it more meaningful by creating 
relationship between sentences and paragraphs besides the semantic relations. Moreover, 
without these cohesive markers the sentences and paragraphs would be isolated and not 
organized in a proper way. Furthermore, (Baker, 1991, p. 6, in Silveira, n.d., p. 441) 
clarifies that cohesion enables us to connect different items in the text  by means of lexical, 
grammatical or other devices in the text.  
Mistranslation of the cohesive markers may change the communicative meaning of the SL 
and may lose the main important information of the SL text. Therefore, some translation 
techniques could help to convey the same message of the original text.  
1.5 Scope and limitation of the study 
This study covers the English-Arabic political texts taken from the online political texts 
from the year 2012. The selected articles which represent the source language are in 
English language and their equivalent translated versions are in Arabic language 
representing the target language. These articles are sourced from the following online 
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newspapers: “The New York Times‟ and “The Washington Post” for the source text while 
their translated version taken from “Asharq Al-Awsat”.  
The study will analyze only seven texts of the SL and the TL by make use of Halliday and 
Hasan (1976) model for cohesive analysis and Nida (1964) for the translation techniques. 
1.6 Definitions of terms 
Translation: Nida & Taber (1982, p. 12) cited in Chan (2003) state that “translating 
consists in reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of the 
source language message, first in terms of meaning and second  in terms of style‟‟.   
Translation strategies: Krings (1986, p. 18) defines them as translators‟ plans to solve 
translation problems while translating to a target text, while Loescher (1991, p. 8) refers to 
the strategies of translation as “a potentially conscious procedure for solving a problem 
faced in translating a text, or any segment of it”, cited in Ordudari (2007). Also, Venuti 
(1998) cited in Baker (2005, p. 240) ensures that translation strategy involves “the basic 
tasks of choosing the foreign text to be translated and developing a method to translate it", 
and strategies used are depend on different types of texts such as political, cultural and 
economic. 
Cohesion: Halliday & Hasan (1976) cited in Crane (2006, pp. 132-133) refer to this 
concept as “non-structural text-forming relations” and the relation refers to the semantic 
ties which reflect the meaning within the text, and hence, without these semantic ties, the 
sentences will lack the relationship between them. 
Cohesion in translation: The use of cohesive devices in the text shows how the text 
becomes more textual, and how translation can be affected by textual cohesion. According 
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to Halliday and Hasan (1976, pp. 1-2), text defines as “a unit of language in use.” And “It 
refers to any passage spoken or written of whatever length, that does form a unified 
whole… It is not a grammatical unit like a clause or sentence. …. regarded as a semantic 
unit: a unit not of form but of meaning”, cited in Chaalal (2009: 7). Thus, translators should 
consider the features of cohesive ties in both the SL and the TL while they are interpreting 
the certain meaning. Furthermore, Baker (1992, ibid, p. 19) emphasizes that a good 
translator should read the whole text one time at least before he starts the translation of the 
text, because this way helps him or her to convey the communicative meaning of the ST. 
Texture: Halliday & Hasan (1976: 2) define texture as a “Property of being a text”, that is, 
every text has an organization of sentences by means of cohesive markers or ties which 
make relationship between sentences and paragraphs to convey certain meaning. Besides, 
Halliday and Hasan ensure that texture of the text makes a text distinguishes from a non-
text, cited in Chaalal (2009, p. 10). 
Political discourse and translation: Political discourse is defined as “a complex form of 
human activity” (Chilton & Schäﬀner1997, p. 207) cited in Schäﬀner (2004, p. 117). 
Translation contributes to the development of political discourse and through translation 
information could be transmitted beyond national borders and the reactions in a country to 
statements made in another country are in fact reactions to the translated information, (ibid, 
p. 120). Moreover, translators need to take into consideration, the socio-cultural 
background of people of a target language since a little mistake in translation may lead to 
“an accusation of a politician”, (ibid, pp. 120-121). Therefore, media has a vital role in the 
transmission of political ideas and information about other countries as people can form 
their opinions and develop their thinking on the basis of political reports especially those 
which are reliable, (ibid, pp. 126-127). 
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Arabic language: It is one of Semitic languages such as Hebrew, Amharic, and Aramaic. It 
has a great literary heritage before Islamic era and it has expanded during the Islamic 
empire, 7
th
 to 12
th
 centuries. Nowadays, it is a language of more than 200 million people as 
it considered the official language of twenty countries and the liturgical language of more 
than a billion Muslims in different parts of the world, (Ryding, 2005, p. 1). 
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA): It is the standard form of writing for Arab countries 
and the main medium for communication means such as broadcasting and public speaking 
as academic conferences. In addition, it is a language for communication between Arabs 
from different geographical parts of the Arab world since each Arab country has its own 
dialect/s. To be more precise, education in the Arab countries focuses on teaching the MSA 
to reinforce the understanding of literary and historical heritage and to unify between Arab 
countries by creating a shared present and past, (Ryding 2005, 7). 
Asharq Al-Awsat Newspapers: As mentioned in its website, the online Asharq Al-Awsat 
is an Arab daily newspaper that is founded and published in London in 1978, not only its 
publication focus on pan-Arab and international affairs but also on analysis of worldly 
events especially what being happened in Middle East. The staff of working group contains 
skilled journalists and editors besides talent translators. Moreover, it is the only Arabic 
newspaper owing the Arabic copyright of renowned international syndicates as USA 
Today. 
The New York Times or (NYT): referring to its website, it is an American 
daily newspaper that launched in New York City since 1851, and, it is considered as the 
most popular American online newspaper website. 
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The Washington Post (WP): as cited in its website, it is one of the leading American daily 
newspapers and the most widely newspaper published in Washington. It is founded in 1877 
and known for its international reporting of events taken place in the world. What 
differentiate this newspaper from others is through political reporting which focus on the 
workings of the U.S government such as White House and Congress. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
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2.0 Introduction  
This chapter consists of three main sections. The first section reviews a theoretical 
background for cohesion in Arabic language and English language in order to help 
identifying grammatical cohesive ties in the present study, besides, the significance of 
cohesion and coherence in text. The second section deals with previous studies related to 
cohesive ties differences in both English and Arabic language, importance of using such 
cohesion, difficulties in translating these cohesive markers and the ways to overcome these 
problems. The third section sheds light on some strategies proposed by scholars used for 
cohesive ties‟ translation.  
2.1 Theoretical Background 
2.1.1 Cohesion and coherence significance 
Dooley & Levinsohn (2000, p. 13) indicated that each language has its own system for 
using cohesive devices, however, some general type of cohesion are common, which means 
some of them „will be found cross-linguistically‟. Moreover, they added that the signals of 
cohesion which link parts of sentences in the text are known as cohesive ties. It can be 
stated that almost scholars such as (Grimes 1975:112ff; Halliday & Hasan 1976; de 
Beaugrande & Dressler 1981:3; Brown &Yule 1983:191ff) agreed that cohesion is 
achieved by making use of linguistic means in order to signal coherence, cited in Dooley 
and Levinsohn (2000, p. 13).   
Halliday and Hasan (1976, pp. 31-33) ensure that grammatical and lexical elements make 
cohesion only when they are used to express or interpret internal relations in the text, that 
is, single elements cannot be  cohesive ties by itself. Moreover, when two ties are related in 
the text, this relation will help to provide unity to the text. Also, Halliday and Hasan (1976, 
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p. 288) claim that the grammatical markers or ties are easier to be identified than the lexical 
ones, therefore, their effects are clearer than that of lexical cohesion since they presuppose 
another item clearly for the interpretation unlike lexical ones which carry no clear reference 
for their potential cohesive function. Halliday and Hasan (1976) believe that the denser the 
cohesive ties are, the more coherent is the text. However, Tanskanen (2006, p. 7) argues 
that, there is difference between cohesion and coherence as cohesion refers to elements 
exist throughout the text to form connections and relationships between sentences and 
paragraphs whereas coherence doesn‟t exist in the text, but it is rather “the outcome of a 
dialogue between the text and its listener or reader”, (ibid, p. 7). In other word, cohesion is 
one of the ways to achieve coherence in a text. Furthermore, Hasan (1984) says that 
coherence is measured by the reader or the listener and it depends on “cohesive harmony‟‟ 
which means the interaction of cohesive devices in the text. He adds, the denser of the 
“cohesive harmony‟‟ used in the text, the more coherent the text will be, (ibid, p. 20). Other 
researchers, such as (de Beaugrande & Dressler 1981: 3; Brown & Yule 1983: 195; Ellis 
1992: 148; Enkvist 1978; Hellman 1995; Lundquist 1985; Sanford & Moxey 1995) claim 
that unity in the text emerged from coherence between units in the text rather than overt 
markers of cohesion contribute to form a text regardless the number of cohesive ties 
between the sentences, cited in Tanskanen (2006, p. 16). 
 
 
2.1.2 Cohesion in Arabic 
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In Arabic, the following words or terms are used to refer to cohesion: at-tamasuk an-nasi, 
as-sabk, and al-itisaaq, Dendenne (2009, p. 13). The cohesive devices in Arabic are 
summarized as follow: 
1) References: The three major types of references are: personal, demonstrative and 
comparative, they are summarized as the following: 
Personal References: In Arabic, it refers to names or entities in the sentence and its 
function or role in the sentence refer to the following groups: (i) a subject that takes a form 
of independent words, (ii) an object and possessive pronouns that take the form of suffixes. 
The personal pronouns in Arabic are outnumbered those in English language, they are eight 
in English while twelve in Arabic because in Arabic language they identify the gender, 
number and person. Moreover, unlike English, it is possible to identify the dual person in 
Arabic pronouns, besides; the masculine and the feminine forms of second and third person 
are included. It is worth noting that, in Arabic there are two types of personal pronouns 
which briefly discussed below, (Ryding 2005:, pp. 298-321). 
First, the independent personal pronouns: they are clarified as shown in table (2.1) 
below; they are used as separated forms for some functions: (i) to emphasize the doer of the 
verb. (ii) To be used as the subject of verbless or „equational‟ sentences, for example,  
Arabic sentence: “anti Sadiiqat-ii”           English Translation:  You are my friend” 
BT: You my friend 
(iii) To be used as predicate of „verbless‟ sentence, e.g  
Arabic sentence: “haadhaa huwa”             English translation: “this is he”. 
BT: this he 
(iv):  to be used as a copula to replace the verb „to be‟ e.g  
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Arabic sentence: “al-muhimm-u huwa l awdat-u”.      
English translation: “The important [thing] is to return” 
BT: the important is return  
Table (2.1) the independent personal pronouns in Arabic adopting from Ryding (2005: 298-299) 
 Singular Dual Plural 
First person „I‟ anaa  ٓؾٔ 
„we‟ nahn-u 
Second person 
Masculine 
 
Feminine 
 
 َذٔأ 
„you‟ anta 
 َذٔأ 
„you‟ anti 
 
ُّزٔأب „youَtwo‟َantumaa 
 
 
ُُزٔأ 
„you‟ antum 
ُٓزٔأ 
„you‟antunna 
Third person 
Masculine 
 
Feminine 
 
 َٛ ُ٘ 
„he‟ huwa 
 َٟ  ٘  
„she‟ hiya 
 
بُّ٘ 
„they two‟ humaa 
 
 
ُُ٘ 
„they‟ hum 
ُٓ٘ 
„they‟ hunna 
 
However, it is not impossible to omit independent pronouns, because the subject of the verb 
could be implied via the verb itself in the form of suffixes. According to Saeed (2011), the 
suffixes of verbs help to identify, number, gender and tense.  
Second: Suffix personal pronouns, /Damaair muttaSila/ which is either attached to the 
noun to indicate (possessive pronouns) or attached to object of a verb or a preposition 
(object pronouns). The Possessive pronoun suffixes attached to nouns are shown in table 
(2.2) below. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table (2.2) possessive pronoun suffixes in Arabic adopting from Ryding (2005: 301) 
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 singular dual Plural 
First person ٟـ 
„my‟ -ii 
 بٕـ 
„our‟ -naa 
Second person 
Masculine 
 
Feminine 
 َهـ 
„your‟ -ka 
 َهـ 
„your‟ -ki 
 
 
بُّىـ 
„your‟ -kumaa 
 َُ ُىـ 
your‟ -kum 
ُٓىـ 
„your‟ -kunna 
Third person 
Masculine 
 
Feminine 
َُٗـ/ َََ ٗـ  
„his‟ -hu / -hi 
بٙـ 
„her‟ -haa 
بّ ٙـ/ بُّٙـ 
„their‟-humaa/himaa 
 ُٙ ـ/ َُُٙـ  
„their‟ -hum _ -him 
َ  ٙٓ ـ/ُٓٙـ 
„their‟ –hunna/-hinna 
 
Not only the above suffixes of personal pronouns are attached to nouns but also they are 
attached to the verbs to express tense, gender, mood, number and person. Also, they can be 
used as object of the prepositions, see table (2.3) below: 
Table (2.3) the object pronoun suffixes in Arabic adopting from Ryding (2005: 305-306) 
 singular dual Plural 
First person ٟـ / َٟٔ  
„me‟ -nii / -ii 
 بٕـ 
„us‟ -naa 
Second person 
Masculine 
 
Feminine 
 َهـ 
„you‟ -ka 
 َهـ 
„you‟ -ki 
 
 
بُّىـ 
„you two‟ -kumaa 
 َُ ُىـ 
you‟ -kum 
ُٓىـ 
„you‟ -kunna 
Third person 
Masculine 
 
Feminine 
َُٗـ/ َََ ٗـ  
„him‟ -hu / -hi 
بٙـ 
„her‟ -haa 
بّ ٙـ/ بُّٙـ 
„[the two of ] them‟ 
humaa/himaa 
 ُٙ ـ/ َُُٙـ  
„them‟ -hum _ -him 
َ  ٙٓ ـ/ُٓٙـ 
„them‟ –hunna/-hinna 
 
Demonstrative pronouns: As cited in Ryding (2005, pp. 315), they are namely, in Arabic, 
(asmaa al-ishaara), and they are used to show distance or „proximity to the speaker‟. These 
pronouns are more varied in Arabic language comparing to those found in English language. 
In terms of distance, (that and those), they are used in Arabic to determine gender and 
number: for singular (dhaalika) is used for masculine whereas (tilka) is used for feminine, 
for plural, (uulaa‟ika) is used for masculine and feminine.  In terms of proximity (this and 
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these) haadhaa, these pronouns also express gender and number as shown in the table (2.4) 
below:  
Table (2.4) Demonstrative pronouns in Arabic adopting from Ryding (2005: 315) 
 
 
 
 
According to Ryding (2005, pp. 298-321), some of the demonstrative pronouns used in 
Arabic language are: „dhaaka‟ (that), „dhaat‟, ‘ha‟ (this), „hunaa‟ (here), „hunaaka‟ (there), 
‘hunaalika‟ (over) there. 
Comparative References: they are used to show similarity or differently adjectives. The 
adjective comparative and superlative in Arabic, namely, (ism al-tafdiil) and they have 
certain form where in Arabic, the prefix /a-/, namely ‘initial hamza‟ is used for the 
comparative form of the adjective, (ibid, pp. 244-245). While the prefix /-al/ is used for the 
superlative forms, Saeed (2011, pp.  85). 
2) Substitution and Ellipsis: they are used to avoid repetition and there are three terms used 
for Ellips which are: “hadhf, idmar and taqdir”, as cited in Al-Liheibi (1999, pp. 168). Yet, 
the parts of the sentence which is omitted can be recovered or understandable from the 
previous elements, (ibid, pp. 170-172).  
3) Conjunction: in Arabic, namely, /huru:f alatif/ e.g „wa‟ , „fa‟, „tumma‟, „aw‟, , „bal‟ and 
„laki:n‟ respectively mean as follow: „and‟, „then‟, „then and‟, „or‟, „but‟ and „however‟ . 
These conjunction are not used alone in the sentences, their function is to join the words 
together, (Chaalal, 2009, pp. 29-31). Conjunction has four types: First, Additives: e.g.  „wa‟ 
and „fa‟, in English translated as (and , then). Also, „aw‟ means (or) in English considered 
 Masculine Feminine 
Singular از٘ 
haadhaa 
 َٖ  ز٘ 
haadhihi 
Dual 
 Nominative 
 
 Genitive/accusative 
 
 
 َْ از٘ 
haadh-aani 
 َٓ ٠ز٘ 
haadh-ayni 
 
 َْ برب٘ 
haat-aani 
 َٓ ١رب٘ 
haat-ayni 
Plural  َءلائ٘ 
haaulaai 
 َءلائ٘ 
haaulaai 
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as an additive tie which express alternative purposes. Second, Adversatives: e.g. „bal‟ and 
„la:kin‟ translated as „and‟ and „however‟ in English, „bal‟ has two meanings, one is an 
„additive‟ which means „and‟ and the other is an adversative which means „however‟. 
Third, Causal: e.g „fla budda ?an‟ in English translated as „therefore‟. In addition to that , 
the casual ties can be prefix that attach the beginning of the sentences e.g. „liza‟, „li‟, 
„mimma‟ and „mimma ja‟ala‟ translated in English as „for this reason‟. Fourth, Temporal: 
e.g „Binama‟, „tumma‟ and, „izama‟ equal to (when, then and, and if) in English, (Othman, 
2004, in Chaalal, 2009, p.  29). 
2.1.3 Cohesion in English 
Reference:  Scollon (2001, pp. 63-64) claim that perhaps it is not possible to find a 
sentence without a reference and these references make discourse cohesion. Not only 
pronouns but also the definite article „the‟ helps to provide such cohesion.  
Comparative: It is one type of reference that is used to compare person, entity, event or 
action with another person, entity, etc. It can be adverb such as „more‟ and „less‟. Also, it is 
possible to use double comparatives such as „more and more‟, which suggest ideas such as 
„more than average‟ and „relatively‟. Another form is „the…the‟, e.g “the elder I get, the 
happier I am‟‟, Swan (1996, pp. 122-123). According to Halliday and Hasan (1976, p. 77), 
comparative can also be adjectives like (same, equal, identical, additional, similar, 
different, better, etc) and can be adverbs such as (likewise, differently, such, etc). 
Conjunctions: they are words provide strong relationships between two clauses since they 
are placed between those clauses, Scollon (2001, p. 65). Also, Swan (1996, p. 129) defines 
them as words that connect clauses into meaningful sentences, he adds, normally one 
conjunction is enough to be used to join two clauses. However, it is not impossible to use 
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two conjunctions in some cases when a co-ordinating conjunction connects two subordinate 
clauses e.g „and so‟, „and yet‟, „and because‟, etc, (ibid, p. 131).  
Ellipsis: Semantically, they are defined as leaving words because the exact meaning can be 
clearly understood without them, (ibid, p. 172). In other words, the writer avoids repetition 
of words. 
Substitution: It is used to avoid repeating a word used before by using “a general-purpose 
substitute word or pro-form‟ such as „one‟, „do‟ and „so‟, besides, substitution can be with 
auxiliaries e.g „I will‟, (ibid, pp. 542-543). 
2.1.3.1 Common types of cohesion 
Dooley & Levinsohn (2000, pp. 13-17) design the main common six types of cohesion 
which may be found „cross-linguistically‟. These types are adopted from Halliday and 
Hasan (1976), and Brown and Yule (1983) as follow: 
1. Descriptive expressions alluding to entities mentioned earlier: the cohesion is 
achieved here through introducing new expression which is connected to an expression 
previously mentioned. These expressions such as: „the following day‟ and „in the next 
room‟. Here, the earlier expressions could be „the preceding day‟, and „a certain room‟.  
2. Identity: the cohesion is achieved by the use of “identical forms, identical meaning, and 
identical reference or denotation”. There are six subcategories under this type as follows: 
        1. Repetition: (whole or partial) of an expression 
2. Lexical replacement: to refer to a referent point by using a different lexical form. 
3. Pronouns: to refer to an object, person, entity, etc. 
4. Other pro-forms: they are one type such as do ... it (Halliday & Hasan 1976, p. 
126), they are used beside pronouns 
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5. Substitution:  to refer to one thing by using same type in different case, or it is “a 
kind of partial identity of denotation”, Halliday and Hasan (1976, p. 88) 
6. Ellipsis: “substitution by zero” (Halliday & Hasan 1976, p. 143). 
3. Lexical relations: they include Hyponymy, Part-Whole, and Collocation. Hyponymy 
defined as one word which considered as a subtype of another and it can form whole 
relationship or part relationship. For example, „Flowers‟ and „Daffodils‟ have a whole 
relationship whereas „the human body‟ and „the arm‟ form a part relationship. On the other 
side, Collocations, is defined as “the habitual co-occurrence of individual lexical items” 
(Crystal 1997, p. 69), e.g „Sunday‟, „Monday‟.  
4. Morphosyntactic patterns: there are three subcategories under this type. First, 
Consistency of inflectional categories: such as consistency in (tense, aspect, etc.), for 
instance, a sequence of sentences can show tense marking, as in „landed and snapped‟. 
Second, Echoic utterances, used to evoke attention back to the previous utterance to make a 
comment. Third, Discourse-pragmatic structuring, one example pattern is “point of 
departure and prediction” which links the next prediction to something the listeners are 
assumed to have in their mental representations, e.g „Long ago‟, and „in one‟. 
5. Signals of relations between propositions: they help to easily interpret the exact 
meaning of the speech, e.g the use of (For example,) to interpret previous sentence.  
6. Intonation patterns: to place an utterance within the overall scheme (e.g., near the end) 
of the discourse. They are important since they can tell when speakers are “winding down” 
their talks 
2.2 Previous studies 
Many previous studies applied Halliday and Hasan cohesion analysis model (1976); they 
all have shown how cohesion creates one kind of texture, which is, the basic units that 
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create semantic relation in the text. Crane (2006) analyzed an article entitled (Ruins with a 
view from Newsweek) by applying Hasan and Halliday cohesion analysis model (1976). 
He shows that cohesion markers join both ideas and experiences. Also, by cohesion the 
readers become more proficient in understanding the exact meaning of English text. Crane 
recommends understanding cohesive markers in language classroom to help decode 
meaning.  
The problem of cohesion is not only in applying the cohesive markers on the TL, but also 
in identifying the cohesive markers rule in the SL. Thus, unawareness of cohesive rules 
could be the reason for misunderstanding the text. A study of Al-Jarf (2001) shows how 
Arabian students have difficulties in identifying the cohesive marker rules of English 
language. Out of 59 female students aged 20-21 years old who study English-Arabic 
translation at the college of translation in Saudi Arabia are the sample of the study. They 
completed the four skills of English language and are at fifth semester at the time of the 
study. Before the study being conducted, the students received instructions about cohesive 
ties of Halliday and Hasan (1976), each cohesive was analyzed and exemplified, the 
students practiced on three texts by identifying the cohesive ties and analyzing each one by 
connecting it with its reference. After a week, they took cohesion test, the researcher asked 
them to read the text and identify the cohesive ties and their relevance in the text. The 
incorrect answers were analyzed also in this study in order to explore the strategies used in 
identifying the cohesive ties. The findings reveal that degree of cohesive ties‟ difficulty 
arranged as following: substitutions, reference and ellipsis, then conjunction. Thus, 
conjunctions device considered the easiest one comparing with other cohesive markers. An 
example of incorrect identified reference of anaphor, pronoun: While resolving the 
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referential of anaphor, students associated it with the closest noun. The researcher implies 
that the incorrect references caused by unawareness of cohesion rules. 
Many studies have been conducted to show the differences and similarities between Arabic 
and English cohesive ties. Sometimes, the cohesive markers are different in the way they 
act according to the language used. Some languages like Arabic and Persian are used high 
frequency of cohesive marker to strengthen the meaning of the text. Thus, the frequency of 
the cohesive markers is different from language to another. According to Mohamed & 
Majzoub (2000), Arabic cohesive markers have what equivalence in English language. 
However, the two languages in some cases differ in the uses of cohesive markers in the 
text.  For example, Arabic language considered as an additive language due to the using of 
many conjunctions in the text, while English language considered as a non-additive 
language, cited in Chaalal (2009, p. 32). 
Hinkel (2001) in his paper, (Matter of Cohesion in L2 Academic text), analyzes the 
cohesive markers and their frequency rates. The study data focus on essays written by 895 
NSs (native speakers) and NNSs (non-native speakers). The native languages for NNSs are:  
Arabic, English, Korean, Indonesian and Japanese. The students choose one of five topics 
to write an essay. The cohesive markers were counted by hand to show the frequency of 
their using and to show how students employ the cohesive markers in the essay.  The study 
shows that Arabian texts include more frequently cohesive markers than in NSs texts unlike 
Indonesian students who include fewer cohesive markers which make the text very short. 
The most interesting finding in this paper is that NNSs highly used demonstrative 
pronouns, one type of cohesive markers e.g. (that, these, the…) and they used 
demonstrative pronouns at more frequency rates than NSs do. Their purpose is to unify the 
text and to make relationship between the sentences in the text so that they can convey the 
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message of the meaning of the text. These finding of Hinkel (2001) explores also how 
students translate the cohesive markers incorrectly, as Hinkel (2001, p. 111) mentions that 
even students who complete ESL and TOEFL attempt to unify the text by using high 
frequency of cohesive markers. The students unaware or maybe don‟t know about the 
translation strategies which are used while translation from the SL to TL. 
Both references and ellipsis, two types of cohesive elements, are operated in the same way 
in Arabic and English language and they considered as basic function in both English and 
Arabic languages. A study of (Hanan, 1988) investigates how references and ellipsis are 
operated in the same way in Arabic and English languages. The study analyzes two genre 
texts, four short stories and four essays. The study shows how the three types of cohesion 
are used and how they make the text meaningful and it compares cohesive markers in 
Arabic with those in English language. The analysis of Hanan (1988) based on Halliday 
and Hasan cohesion analysis (1976). The findings of her paper reveal that both references 
and ellipsis are operated in the same way in both Arabic and English language. Also, in 
Arabic language, verbal substitution type may occur, nominal substitution rarely occur and 
clausal substitution may not occur comparing with English language in which this type 
highly occur. This study used a good method as the researcher analyses two genres to show 
that frequencies of cohesive markers are varied in different genres. 
Another study by (Mohamed & Omer, 2009), they analyze three Arabic short stories texts 
and their equivalent translated texts in English. The translation to the English was produced 
by professional native English speakers. Also, they analyzed other three Arabic short 
stories and their contextually equivalent stories in English, they are not translated texts. The 
study aims to investigate the relationship between both the cohesive ties and the cultural 
contexts in the two languages. The findings reveal that there are differences in the use of 
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cohesion in the two languages and these differences are not linguistically but social culture, 
for example, Arabic and English language use different type of conjunction in different way 
where Arabic cohesion is mainly additive unlike English cohesion which is mainly non-
additive includes causative, temporal and adversative. 
When we translate, we transfer the SL texts to TL text by transfer what equivalent to the TL 
texts. The translator sometimes misunderstands or misuses the strategies of translating the 
cohesive devices from the SL into the SL, which may lead to loss of the information of the 
ST. The answer to this problem is to find a good strategy of translation to solve the problem 
while translating to the target texts. The study of Silveira (n.d.) only focuses on these 
cohesive devices: conjunctions, substitutions and references. She only follows these 
cohesive devices of Halliday and Hasan because these cohesive markers are the most 
problematic devices in the corpus that are investigated in this study. The corpus consists of 
a short English text taken from the book of management. The postgraduate students of the 
“Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina” are required to translate 30 lines of the text into 
Portuguese language in a two hour test and it is possible to use the dictionary. The study 
aims to investigate how postgraduate students use cohesive devices and how they translate 
them. The study reveals that students fail to keep the message of the content of the ST 
because they are unaware about the translation strategies of cohesive devices. In case of 
substitution, in translating to Portuguese, most of the students omit the verb which makes 
the idea unclear and ambiguous. In case of references, the students translate the equivalent 
references which used in ST. In addition, they use the strategy of omissions for some 
references which leads to the loss of information and the difficulty to keep track with the 
previous information in the text. While in case of translating the conjunctions, the 
translators tend to use literal translation which changes the meaning of the text and makes 
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the text awkward. Here, the researcher just give the students two hour to perform 
translation, if the duration is more than 2 hour, the results maybe more valid. Also, the 
postgraduate students are majors in management, if the sample chosen from language or 
linguistics faculty, the results maybe more valid to rely on. In case of the sample, one text is 
not enough to show the output of translation, that is, this text maybe easy to some students 
while difficult to others. However, the findings achieve the aim of this study. Furthermore, 
Silveira suggests that a translator must have enough knowledge relating to textual Cohesion 
(p. 441). 
The difficulties of translating such cohesive ties can be ascribed to the differences between 
languages linguistically. For instance, the study of Chaalal (2009) entitled “Foreign 
Learners‟ Difficulties in Translating the Arabic Discourse Marker „Fa‟ into English”  
makes use of a questionnaire and a test for a group of third year students chosen from 
translation faculty at the University of Constantine in Algeria. The study aims to examine if 
those students are aware of the strategies used to translate the cohesive marker „Fa‟, means 
„and‟, from Arabic into English Language and to show the importance of using conjunction 
as cohesive markers in both English and Arabic language. The cohesive marker „Fa‟, which 
considered as a conjunction device, in Arabic, has multifunctional nature because it 
semantically has different meanings. The findings show that the translation of the students 
lack both the coherent and cohesion because they are unaware about the multifunctional 
conjunction of the cohesive device „Fa‟. The conjunction „Fa‟ has five functions in Arabic 
language which are: Sequential, Resultative, Causal, Explanatory and Adversative which 
translated into English as in sequence: (then, and so, because, for example, and but). The 
researcher suggested to teach the cohesive markers in the two languages, Arabic and 
English language, focusing on their functions and categories.  
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Another study by Dendenne (2009) also aims to investigate how students can translate the 
Arabic cohesive markers, only conjunctions, into the English text. These conjunctions are: 
„Wa‟, „Fa‟ and „Thumma‟, each one has multiple meanings that depend on the relation 
between sentences and paragraphs. The sample is twenty first year Algerian master students 
at the faculty of English language and the researcher conducts a test consisted of twenty 
two Arabic sentences where there are two instances for each function of Arabic connectors 
chosen from various text types. The findings of the study reveal that, the lack of awareness 
of conjunction as cohesive device among students which leads to inaccurate translation 
affects the communicative meaning of the ST. In addition, the students are unaware about 
the punctuation marks of English text at textual level; they just use the comma and the full 
stop. 
The cohesive markers of Halliday & Hasan (1976) include grammatical and non-
grammatical cohesion. „Reference‟, „substitution‟, „ellipsis‟, and conjunction are considered 
as grammatical cohesion, while the lexical cohesion refers to non-grammatical cohesion. 
However, both of them create one kind of texture in the text and the translator should be 
aware about their role and function in the text which differs from language to another. In 
her study, Djamila (2010) aims to explore the frequency of shifting lexical cohesive ties 
while translating from the SL, Arabic, to the TL, English. The „shift‟ is defined as 
“departures from formal correspondence in the process of going from SL to TL”, (Catford, 
1965, p. 27, in ibid, p. 2). Also, her study aims to explore the semantic and textual of the 
text after being translated to TL. The study adopts Halliday and Hasan (1976) model of 
“cohesion in English” in which five types of cohesive markers are classified. The 
researcher only investigates (reiteration and collocation) as lexical cohesion. Reiteration, 
which means repetition, includes: “word repetition, synonym, superordinate and general 
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word”, whereas collocation means that two words occur together regularly, for example, 
“orange and peel”. First year master 30 students at department of English, at Mentouri 
University of Constantine, are randomly chosen for a test of translation, they asked to 
translate the Arabic text into its English version. The Study adopts both quantitative and 
qualitative research; quantitative focused on the frequency of shifting Arabic ties into 
English; whereas the qualitative focused on finding whether these shifts create equivalent 
target text. In the samples of each data, shifts classified into main categories which are: 
semantic, grammatical, addition and omission shifts. The findings of the study reveal that 
the students maintain only few lexical cohesion while alerting most of the ST ties. Also, the 
students used different types of shifts. The grammatical shifts are the most used shifts in 
their translation. And hence, the study implies that both Arabic and English language have 
different grammatical structure. In addition, the study reveals that new lexical cohesions are 
used by the students which results from the semantic shifts while the process of translating. 
However, this shift affects the communicative meaning of the TT. Besides, adding and 
omitting shift create non cohesive text and poor language. 
Baker (1992, p. 206) shows that using different grammatical structures in both the SL and 
the TL may change the communicative message the translator want to convey. Therefore, 
to convey the message by translating the exact or equivalent meaning of the SL, the 
translator should take in his or her consideration some types of shifts, for example, 
„adding‟, „omitting‟, or „altering‟ the ties meaning of the TT, , cited in Djamila (2010). 
Another study by Mokrani (2009) aims to analyze the references in English literary text as 
a device of grammatical cohesion and its equivalent translation in Arabic text. Also, it aims 
to compare the translation strategies used to transfer the referential cohesion from English 
to Arabic text. The English literary text consists of two paragraphs which are translated into 
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Arabic language by an experienced translator. After comparing the SL and its translation in 
the TL, the findings reveal the problematic of translation referential cohesion from English 
to Arabic because each language has its different nature. Arabic is more flexible than 
English, that is, sometimes Arabic doesn‟t require the subject in the sentence unlike English 
language. The solutions which are adopted as strategies in the translation of the sample are: 
„omission‟, „compensation‟ and „transposition‟. Omission strategy means to omit part of the 
ST, but the referential cohesion can be understood from the text. Compensation strategy 
means that some part of the text cannot be translated but their lost meaning is expressed 
within the text, in other parts. Finally, transposition strategy means “the process where 
parts of speech change their sequence; when they are translated, it is in a sense a shift of 
word class”, (Mokrani, 2009, p. 29). 
It is worth noting that, the type of register, (closed, limited, or free), could determine the 
frequency of cohesion devices in the text. In other word, the more open the register, the 
denser use of cohesive devices. In her study, “Variability of Cohesive Devices Across 
Registers”, Buitkienė (2005) examines three texts belonging to different registers to explore 
frequency and distribution of cohesive markers across each genre. These three texts are as 
follows: a legal text belongs to a restricted register, a short story as an open-ended register 
and a newspaper text that could be placed as middle of the two samples. The study 
investigates the two kinds of cohesion, the grammatical and the lexical cohesive ties. The 
results reveal that lexical cohesive ties predominate throughout the three texts, both legal 
and newspaper texts have higher frequency than story text, 82% for newspaper, 91% for 
legal text, and 52% for story.  On the other hand, low percentage of references are used in 
legal and newspaper texts as 4% in the legal text and 12% in the newspaper, comparing a 
percentage of 41% in the story text, since both genres seek to convey clear information to 
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avoid ambiguity. Also, story text contains more substitution and ellipsis than legal and 
newspaper one to ensure that story rely on conversation and fiction unlike other realistic 
genres. Furthermore, for the distribution of lexical cohesive devices, it is noted that simple 
repetitions constitute the majority in all texts; the frequency appears in legal and newspaper 
denser than in story for clarity purpose. All the followings, „synonyms‟, „hyponyms‟, 
„meronyms‟, and „antonyms‟ are rarely used since they are more related to fiction and they 
express ambiguity. Another example appears in the study of Ambiyo, (2007), as the 
researcher conducted a comparative analysis of cohesion, three road traffic accidents 
reports taken from both newspaper articles and three of academic texts by make use of 
Halliday and Hasan (1978) model in order to categorize the type of cohesive markers in 
both texts, besides comparing the coherence of both texts. The results reveal that both type 
use different types of cohesive markers such as „conjunction‟, „references‟, „ellipsis‟ and 
„substitution‟ to show connection in texts. Also, it is common to use lexical cohesion unlike 
substitution and ellipsis which are rarely used. Moreover, academic texts used more 
cohesive ties as lexical repetitions, demonstrative reference and conjunctions since it is a 
formal genre seeking to convince the reader to trace its opinion through presenting the 
views clearly and carefully stating opinions in logical ways. However, the newspaper texts 
are used more lexical synonyms, pronoun and definite references, and nominal ellipsis 
since they aim to convey certain current news to people as they are commercial expressing 
main information and avoiding repetitions. 
The present study only focuses in the grammatical cohesion since they are used to convince 
and attract the listener or the audience, especially in political texts. Ramamoorthy & Al 
Khalidy (2011) study the grammatical cohesion of six political speeches of the king of 
Jordan; two speeches are taken from each following category: local, national, and 
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international. This study aims to investigate the frequency of grammatical cohesive devices 
used in the six selected speeches and how they are differently used in the three categories. 
The findings reveal that substitution, reference and conjunctions are used in all the six 
speeches while ellipsis is not used in all of them. Also, all categories of reference were used 
and personal pronouns references are highly used in international speeches since they are 
important ones followed by national and local speeches. Moreover, the king uses a lot of 
conjunctions especially the conjunction (and) that constitutes the highest frequency among 
other conjunctions in all speeches.  
Unlike Halliday and Hasan‟s idea that the denser cohesive devices used, the more coherent 
the text, other scholars as Carrell (1982) and Brown and Yule (1983) believe that the 
content rather than cohesion ties throughout the text brings coherence to the text. Brown 
and Yule (1983) add that some genres such as (advertisement and brochures) seem to lack 
cohesive devices but they are considered coherent texts since different genres employ 
different criteria of coherence, cited in Shahriar & Pathan (2012, pp. 378-379). 
Coherence is always achieved in text when it is meaningful and connected logically. 
However, Shahriar & Pathan (2012) claim that coherence in text is not impossible without 
using cohesion. In their study, two English texts have been analyzed, one is a poem and the 
other is an advertisement taken from a UK website. The paper based on textual analysis to 
investigate whether cohesion is required for coherence in the two genres or only other 
factors such as context, schema exophoric reference are enough for that. The findings imply 
that lexical cohesion forms powerful cohesive ties in both texts and have an impact to make 
coherence to texts, especially „repetitions‟ highly used to confirm the most prominent word 
in the text. The two genres have clear schema but in different styles of writing. For the 
grammatical cohesive devices, comparative cohesive ties are common in the poem and non-
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exist in advertisement. Both demonstrative cohesion and substitution are rarely appeared in 
both texts whereas Ellipsis is common in both texts. Moreover, conjunctions are common 
in both texts especially the conjunction „and‟ which has the massive concurrencies. Thus, 
not only cohesion devices bring coherence in the text but also other devices of coherence 
such as content. Also, occurrence of these devices could be determined by the type of genre 
discourse used.  
2.3 Cohesion shifts in Translation 
Here, the researcher attempts to provide some literature related to cohesion translation as 
discussed by some scholars as follow:  
Blum-Kulka (1986) 
Blum-Kulka (1986, p. 17) defines cohesion as an „overt relationship holding between parts 
of the text‟ and it is identified by „language specific markers‟. She postulates two directions 
of shifts used in translating cohesive markers as follows: 
a. Shifts in levels of explicitness, i.e. the general level of the target texts textual 
explicitness is higher than or lower than that of the source text. 
b. Shifts in text meaning(s):i.e. the explicit and implicit meaning potential of the 
source text changes through translation (ibid, p. 18). 
Kulka postulates that the grammatical differences between languages affect the cohesive 
devices that are used in both source and target text by means of „transformations‟ such as 
(addition). Also, the differences in „stylistic preferences‟ between languages, in translation, 
are expressed by shifts in levels of explicitness. Furthermore, she claims that the translator 
might produce a TL text which is more redundant than that in the SL text, resulting from „a 
rise in the level of cohesive explicitness in the TL text‟, (ibid, p. 19). In her main hypothesis, 
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namely, “the explication hypothesis”, Blum-Kulka (1986, p. 19) claims that, there is “an 
observed cohesive explicitness from the SL to the TL texts regardless of the cohesive 
differences between the two languages”. She refers to „Explication‟ as “an inherent feature 
in the process of translation”, (ibid). In addition, she asserts that through translation, the 
translator must pay attention to the cohesive ties as they provide semantic unity of the text 
and any fault through transfer them in translation may change the target meaning of the 
text, (P. 21). 
Explicitation 
Vinary & Darbelnet (1958) in (Baker, 2005, p. 80) refer to „Explicitation‟ and 
„Implicitation‟ as „addition‟ and „omission‟ strategies. The term was first used by them and 
later developed by Nida (1964). Furthermore, Vinary and Dabelnet (1958, p. 8) define 
„Explicitation‟ technique as the process where implicit information of the source text is 
introduced in the target text whereas „Implicitation‟ is the process where certain explicit 
details in the source language are defined in the target language (ibid, p. 10).  Scholars 
discuss that in terms of „gains and losses‟, e.g, in Hungarian pronouns, it is not possible to 
identify the gender, thus, part of the meaning is lost when translating the personal pronoun 
(she) from English to Hungarian,  (Baker, 2005, p. 80) 
Other scholars never used the terms „Explicitation‟  and „Implicitation‟ and they refer to 
other terms or expressions such as Barkhudarov (1975) and Vaseva (1980) where both use 
the term „grammatical transformations‟ as cited in (Baker, 2005, p. 81). Moreover, 
Barkhudarov (1975, p. 223) lists four types of grammatical transformations in translation, 
which are: „addition‟, „omission‟, „substitution‟, and „transposition‟. He claims that 
„addition‟ is necessary to clarify elliptical expressions or information in the target text, 
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later, Vaseva (1980) in his study on Bulgarian Russian and Russian Bulgarian translation, 
asserts that a translator use „addition‟ to produce explicit information in the target text 
which is implicit in the source text, for example, articles are available in Bulgarian and 
unavailable in Russian and the possessive pronoun can be omitted in Russian while it is not 
possible to do that in Bulgarian.  
According to Toury (1980a, pp. 11-18) in (Baker, 2005, p. 227) Shift defined as changes 
which may occur through the process of translation to the target language and it belongs to 
„linguistic performance‟ resulting from linguistic and systemic differences between the 
source and the target language. In his view, translation involves „invariant under 
transformation‟‟ like other transfer process, (ibid). In other words, transformation is 
defined by changes, namely, „shift‟. 
Proshina (2008) 
There are some techniques used while translating from the SL to TL aiming to achieve 
equivalence by following some transformations or a „shift of translation‟. Three categories 
types of Transformations which are: “grammatical, lexical (semantic) transformations, and 
complex (lexical and grammatical) transformations”, (p. 35).  She defined 
„transformations‟ as the syntactical or morphological changes in the original translated unit 
(p. 41). Types of Grammatical transformation are summarized as follows, (pp. 35-46): 
1). Grammar substitution: it occurs as a result of the structural differences between 
languages. That is, while translating to TL, the translator may change a grammar category 
of the translated unit. For examples: the substitution of active voice to passive voice and 
vice versa, the substitution of the noun number category (plural by singular or singular by 
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plural), the substitution of the noun by the verb and the substitution of the  adjective by the 
adverb or vice versa.  
2). Word order change: it occurs when the sentences of languages have different 
information structures.  
3). Sentence partitioning or (replacement): it occurs as a result of semantic and structural 
reasons where a simple sentence in the source text is replaced with a complex one in the 
target text. 
4). Sentence integration: it occurs when the translator translated complex sentences of the 
source language to simple one in the target language.  
5). Grammar compensation:  it occurs when the translator uses other grammar means 
because a grammar form of the SL text is not available in the TL text. For example, (p. 42) 
to compensate the translated mistaken pronoun in English sentence by a mistaken 
preposition in Russian because an equivalent mistake in the use of pronoun doesn‟t exist in 
Russian, e.g, ''Out of who?'' asked Barbara”, here she should say „whom‟. The purpose of 
this transformation is to show “the character's illiteracy” through translation. 
6). Other Lexical and grammatical transformations 
Explicatory translation or ‘explicitation‟:  to make the implicit information in the source 
language as explicit in the target language due to the differences  between languages in 
terms of structure and background knowledge. This technique is often accompanied with 
the „addition‟ of new words, namely, transformation by „addition‟. Another kind of 
transformation know as, „reduction‟ or „omission‟ that is used to avoid translating irrelevant 
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words, it may occur when there is one word in the target language that expresses a phrase in 
the source text. 
Newmark (1988) 
According to Newmark (1988, p. 59),  there are some of the cohesive devices in some 
languages which have more than one function or,„polysemous‟, as Newmark described, this 
may considered as a problem to translator/s. 
Newmark (1988) Shifts/Transpositions: A 'shift (Catford's term) or 'transposition‟ (Vinay 
and Darbelnet) is a procedure where the grammar of SL changed when translated to TL. 
Types of the shifts summarized as follows: (pp. 85-87).  
1. A change in number, from singular to plural, or a change in the position of the 
adjective. It is considered as an obligatory type of shift.  
2.  A shift occurs when the grammatical structure of the SL is not available in the TL,  
this shift is an optional one e.g. to translate verb-noun instead of gerund. 
3. A shift occurs when it is not grammatically impossible to use a literal translation, 
but if do so; it will not be a natural usage in the TL. Therefore, a verb in the SL may 
be translated as a noun or an adverb in the TL.  
4. A shift occurs by the replacement of a virtual lexical gap, in a SL, by a grammatical 
structure in a TL. 
Newmark asserts that a shift or a transposition is the only translation procedure focuses on 
grammar. Besides, it occurs as a result of both: the linguistic differences between languages 
and for stylistic considerations. He adds that, “most translators make transpositions 
intuitively”, (p. 88).   
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Darwish (2010) 
He claims that techniques used to translate cohesive devices are different from language to 
another (p. 228). These techniques are: „Retaining‟, „Omission‟, „Addition‟ and 
„Replacement‟. „Retaining‟ is used to achieve faithful translation; however, if retaining a 
cohesive device may not make the sentence sound natural another technique used which is 
„omission‟ whereas if the meaning becomes awkward, „addition‟ technique could be used. 
Another technique is „replacement‟, for example, to replace a pronoun by a noun or vice 
versa, (pp. 226-232).   
Catford (1965:20) defines translation as “the replacement of textual material in one 
language (SL) by equivalent textual material in another language (TL)”, the textual 
materials refers to both the grammar and the lexical items of the source language text, he 
claims that when there is no replacement of textual materials, translator can use simple 
transference to convey the same meaning, (p. 21).  Catford (pp. 73-79) proposes two main 
types of shift, namely, (i) Level shifts: where there is a shift of the SL item at one linguistic 
level such as grammar into a TL equivalent at different levels such as lexis level or vice 
versa, and, (ii) Category shifts: which has four types as the followings: 
Structure-shifts: where there is a change in the order of the SL elements when translated to 
the TL or a change in the grammatical structure of the SL. Moreover, these changes occur 
at all ranks, for example related to grammatical change, zero article in the ST is shifted to a 
definite article in the TT, another example related to order in structure, the subject + verb + 
direct in English structure in ST is translated by an object + verb + subject structure in  
Arabic (TT).  
Class-shifts: where an item is shifted from one part of speech to another one, for example, a 
verb in the ST translated to a noun and vice versa.  
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Unit shifts: where there is change in a rank when an equivalent in the TL is at different 
rank, for example, a word in English language may be translated as a phrase in Arabic 
language.  
Intra-system shifts: where two languages are differing in their system, for example, when 
plural in the SL shifted to dual form in the TL as in Arabic language which has this system 
unlike other languages as English. Another example is the case of gender, in Arabic it is not 
impossible to identify the gender of names unlike English language, thus, feminine may 
shifted into masculine in Arabic. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
METHODOLOGY 
3.0 Introduction 
In this chapter, the researcher presents the followings: the data, the instruments which are: 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) Model for cohesion and Nida (1964) for translation techniques. 
Also, procedures of data analysis are presented besides framework of the study.  
3.1 Data collection 
The data for this study are the English political texts and their Arabic version. The source 
texts are written in English language while the target texts are written in Arabic language. 
These texts are classified as (political opinion texts) since these kinds of text provide space 
of presenting ideas unlike other types of political texts such as news where the writer only 
states the main idea/s. Besides, Arab readers seek to read the opinion and the analysis of 
western writers because they are bias in their points of view. These texts have been sourced 
online from the current year 2012 because many events have been taking place in this year 
specifically in the Middle East. Moreover, seven texts are collected to be analyzed (three of 
them are collected from „The Washington Post‟ newspaper and four of them are collected 
from „The New York Times‟ newspaper). The study will analyze “The New York Times” 
online newspaper, because it is the most popular American online newspaper website. Also, 
it will analyze „The Washington Post‟ online newspaper because it is one of the leading 
American daily newspapers and the most widely newspaper published in Washington. The 
translated versions of English texts taken from “Asharq Al-Awsat”, the only Arabic 
newspaper owing the Arabic copyright of renowned international syndicates, and its staff 
are professional translators. Consequently, this study will make use of Halliday and Hasan 
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(1976) model, only focused on the grammatical cohesion since the grammatical markers or 
ties are easier to identify than the lexical ones. Also, their effects are clearer than that of 
lexical cohesion since they presuppose another item clearly for the interpretation unlike 
lexical ones which carry no clear reference for their potential cohesive function, Halliday & 
Hasan (1976, p. 288).  In addition, Nida‟s (1964) will be used to identify translation 
techniques which are used while translating the English grammatical cohesive markers.   
3.2 Theories Used 
3.2.1 Halliday and Hasan (1976) Model 
They refer to these cohesive items which show relations among text as „a tie‟, (p. 3). 
Cohesive markers are clearly classified in Halliday and Hasan (1976) and summarized as 
follow: 
1) References: (pp.  31-39) they are used to introduce the participants and to keep track of 
them throughout the text. “It provides a link with a preceding portion of the text”, 
(Halliday & Hasan, 1976, p. 51, in Crane, 2006). Reference can be „Personal‟, 
„Demonstrative‟, or „Comparative‟. Personal: to use noun pronoun e.g. (I, me, you, we, us, 
they, them, he, him, she, her, it, one etc.) or to use possessive determiners e.g. (mine, yours, 
ours, his, her, theirs, its one‟s, etc.). See table (3.1) below: 
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Table (3.1): Personal references in English (Halliday and Hassan 1976:38) 
 
Demonstrative: to use locative references e.g. determiner as (this, these, that, those, the), 
and adverb as (here {now}, here then). See table (3.2) below: 
Table (3.2): Demonstrative references (Halliday and Hasan 1976:38) 
 
Comparative:  to use similarity or differently adjectives or adverbs to show whether two 
things two things are similar or different. Adjectives like (same, equal, identical, additional, 
similar, different, better, more, other, else…) adverbs like (identically, likewise, differently, 
otherwise, equally, less, so, such, more, similarly, etc.), Halliday & Hasan (1976, p. 77). 
See table (3.3) below: 
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Table (3.3): Comparative reference in English (Halliday and Hasan 1976:39) 
 
2) Substitution: they are used to avoid repetition by replacing one item by another. They 
are related to grammatical function and can be „nominal‟, that is, it functions as “head of 
the nominal group” (p. 91).  e.g. (one and ones), also can be „verbal‟, it functions as the 
“head of a verbal group” and it always posited final of the group e.g. (do) and (do 
so/be/say) (p. 112), or clausal e.g. (so, not), (p. 141). See table (3.4) below: 
Table (3.4): Substitution forms in English (Halliday and Hasan 1976:141) 
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3) Ellipsis: occurs when some information in the text are „unsaid‟ but still „understood‟ as 
it can be implied or presupposed in the text easily. Halliday and Hasan (1976, pp. 142-143) 
refer to Ellipsis as „substitution by zero‟.  It can be nominal, verbal or clausal.  
4) Conjunction:  cohesive markers that join sentences and paragraphs together in order to 
make semantic relationship between them. It can be additive, adversative, causal or 
temporal. „Additive’, by adding or completing what previously came e.g. (and, also, too, 
or, furthermore, in addition, and…not, nor, neither, either), „adversative’ by opposing the 
idea presented in the preceding sentence e.g. (but, however, on the other hand, nevertheless, 
yet, only), ‘causal’, by showing that the second clause is a logical cause or a result of the 
preceding clause e.g. (so, then, for, because, consequently, for this reason, it follows from 
this), or „temporal’  that relates two clauses in time e.g. (next, after that, until then, then, 
finally, at last, an hour later). 
5) Lexical cohesion: this type of cohesion differs from the previous elements because it is 
considered as non-grammatical cohesion. It refers to the selection of the vocabulary as it 
has two types which are: (i) Reiteration: the repetition of a lexical item directly or by using 
of synonyms or a general related word, and, (ii) Collocation: the occurrence of two lexical 
words together within the same lexical environment. 
3.2.2 Nida’s (1964) translation techniques 
When translating to the target language, a translator should pay attention to produce an 
equivalence target text. However, as the differences between languages, equivalence 
sometimes does not exist in the target language, Nida (1964) proposed adjustment 
techniques to be used for this case, cited in in (Baker, 2005, p. 81). These techniques or 
procedures as follows: „additions‟, „subtractions‟ and „alterations‟. These techniques are 
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used „to adjust the form of the message to the characteristics of the structure of the target 
language‟, to produce semantically equivalent structures, equivalent communicative effect 
and stylistic equivalences (Molina & Albir, 2002, p. 502). The three „adjustment of 
techniques‟, (additions, subtractions and alterations) are summarized as follows, (Molina & 
Albir 2002, p. 502): 
Additions: Nida (1964) proposed different reasons which oblige a translator to use this 
technique , some of these reason summarized as follows: to make an elliptical expression in 
the source language clear in the target language,  to adjust grammatical structure of the 
target language, to amplify implicit element to explicit one, to connect using connectors, 
and to avoid ambiguity.  
Subtractions:  Nida (1964) stated the following reasons for using this technique in the target 
language as follows: to avoid unnecessary repetition and to specify conjunctions, adverbs 
and references. For instance, Nida suggests to use pronouns instead of God or to omit it 
because it appears 32 times in „the thirty-one verses of Genesis‟, (ibid, p. 502). 
Alterations: It occurs as a result of differences between languages and it takes three types:  
First: changes occur as a result of transliteration, that is, a new word is introduced from the 
source language because it doesn‟t exist in the target language.  
Second:  changes occur due to grammatical differences between languages, such as changes 
in grammatical categories.  
Third: changes occur due to „semantic misfits‟, that is, there is no standard equivalent to the 
term exists in the source text. Hence, translator tends to use other techniques such as using 
a descriptive equivalent to solve this problem. 
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3.3 Data analysis and procedures 
This study will use the quantitative and the qualitative analysis. The analysis of the data 
will adopt a comparative methodology of the SL with its equivalent translation in the TL. 
To achieve the first objective of this study, the study will make use of Halliday and Hasan 
(1976) model of cohesion, the focus will only be on the grammatical cohesive elements 
which are: „References‟ which include (personal, demonstrative and comparative), 
„Substitution‟ and „Ellipsis‟ which include (nominal, clausal and verbal), and „Conjunction‟ 
(additive, adversative, causal and temporal). 
Moreover, each line of Arabic and English texts is numbered in order to tabulate the 
reference line for each cohesive device as shown in Appendix A (1) for English texts and 
Appendix A (2) for Arabic texts. Then, each text in the SL and the TL will be analyzed 
according to this model by finding the frequency of using cohesive markers in both texts 
and whether these cohesive markers are operated differently in both texts. The cohesive 
markers of English texts are tabulated in Appendix B (1) whereas those of Arabic texts are 
tabulated in Appendix B (2).  
To achieve the second objective of the study, the study will make use of Nida‟s techniques 
of translation (1964). The study will discuss how the cohesive markers translated from the 
SL into the TL and find the common techniques used in translating the cohesive markers 
from English to Arabic language. Furthermore, each grammatical cohesive device in the 
English texts will be tabulated in appendix C in order to find its translation in the Arabic 
texts. Then, the study will look for the technique used for translation these cohesive 
markers.  
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3.4 Framework: 
 
    Halliday and Hasan Theory (1976) Cohesion  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Nida’s (1964) Translation techniques  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1. Reference: 
1. Personal 
2. Demonstrative 
3. Comparative 
2. Substitution and Ellipsis 
1. Nominal 
2. Verbal 
3. Clausal 
 
3. Conjunction 
1. Additive 
2. Adversative 
3. Clausal 
4. Temporal 
SL 
English 
Text 
 
 
 
TL 
Arabic 
Text 
1. Additions 
2. Subtractions 
3. alterations SL TL 
(i) To identify cohesive markers 
in both Arabic and English 
political texts. 
(ii) To identify the translation 
techniques used in translating the 
cohesive markers from English 
into Arabic language. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
DATA ANALYSIS 
4.0 Introduction 
This chapter consists of two sections; the first section deals with the frequency of each 
grammatical cohesive device in each political text by make use of Halliday & Hasan‟s 
(1976) model of cohesion. Furthermore, the cohesive markers of English and Arabic texts 
are categorized under their relevant classification of Halliday & Hasan‟s (1976) model, as 
shown in Appendix B (1) for English texts and B (2) for Arabic texts. Then, number of 
occurrence is calculated for each classification to find out the frequency or the distribution 
of each grammatical cohesive device in political Analyst texts. 
The second section explores the main translation techniques used to translate these cohesive 
grammatical devices from English language into Arabic language using Nida‟s (1964) 
translation techniques and how the difference in the technique might affect the meaning of 
the text. 
4.1 Frequencies of grammatical cohesive devices 
As shown in Appendix B (1) for English texts & Appendix B (2) for Arabic texts, each text 
is analyzed in order to have the frequency of each cohesive grammatical device in Arabic 
and English texts. The findings of frequency for each text in both languages are briefly 
discussed in the following sub sections below. 
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4.1.1 Text One 
English text: ‘War, War and More War for Sudan’   
Arabic text: نادىسلا راظتواب بورحلا هم ذيزم    
Table 4.1 The frequency of grammatical cohesive devices in text (1) 
Cohesive device English Arabic 
No. % No. % 
 R
e
fe
r
e
n
ce
 
 
Personal 
30  
 
45 
44.1%  
 
66.2 % 
36  
 
51 
43.9 %  
 
62.2 % Demonstrative 13 19.1% 15 18.3 % 
Comparative 2 2.9 % 0 0% 
Substitution 2 2.5 % 2 2.4% 
Ellipsis 9 13.2 % 3 3.7% 
Conjunction 12 17.6 % 26 31.7% 
Total 68 100% 82 100% 
 
It is noticed in the table (4.1) that, both texts make use of the four types of the grammatical 
cohesive devices, which are: (Reference, Substitution, Ellipsis and Conjunction). However, 
they are used at different rates throughout the two texts. Also, it is noticed that Arabic text 
has more grammatical cohesive devices than English text where Arabic text uses a total 
number of 82 cohesive devices whereas English text uses a total number of 68 cohesive 
devices. Similarly, in both texts, the order of cohesive devices according to their frequency 
is arranged as follow: „References‟, „Conjunction‟, „Ellipsis‟ and „Substitution‟. The 
frequency of each cohesive device is illustrated in the following sub sections below. 
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4.1.1.1 Reference 
In English text, there are 45 incidences of reference constitute the majority of grammatical 
cohesive devices and have a percentage of 66.2 % of all the cohesive devices. It is noted 
that, the three types of references: (personal references, demonstrative references and 
comparative references) are used and their percentage are respectively distributed as 
follows: 44.1% for personal references, 19.1% for Demonstrative references and 2.9 % for 
comparative references. Consequently, the highest percentage of references is extensively 
distributed under personal reference.  
Regarding the use of reference in Arabic text, the results reveal that reference constitutes 
the majority of all the grammatical cohesive devices used overall the text. There are 51 
incidences of reference out of 82 cohesive devices comprising a percentage of 62.2 % of all 
the grammatical cohesive ties and distributing as follows: 43.9 % for personal references 
and 18.3 % for demonstrative references, while, there is no incident for comparative 
reference used in the text. Additionally, the results reveal that Arabic text makes more use 
of references than English text does. 
For the 30 personal references in English text, they are noted through the use of both noun 
pronouns and possessive determiners throughout the text and they are used as ties to 
presupposed participants or entities as shown in the Appendix B (1). For example, a noun 
pronoun such as (they) in line 9 refers to (Groups of conflict) which is in line (8), and, a 
possessive determiner such as: (his party) in line (8) which refers back to (Omar al-Bashir) 
in line (1).  
On the other hand, the 36 personal references in Arabic text are used in the form of 
independent personal pronouns and suffix personal pronouns as shown in Appendix B (2). 
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For example, the independent personal pronouns such as: َٛ٘ /huwa/, /humma/ بّ٘ ,and 
/hum/ ََُ٘  respectively mean as follows: („he‟, „they two‟, „they‟), and, the suffix personal 
pronouns which either attached to the noun (possessive pronouns) or to the object of a verb 
or a preposition (object pronoun) such as: َٗزِٛىؽ /hkomatu-hu/ in line (3) which means (his 
government), the suffix /-hu/ means (his) attaches to the noun /hkomatu/ means 
(government) to have (a possessive pronoun) refers back to the noun ش١ؾجٌآَغؽَشّػ (Omar 
Hassan al-Bashir) which is in line (1). Another example, in line (7) ٌََٗ  /la-hu/ means (to 
him), the suffix /-hu/ means (him) attaches the preposition /la-/ means (to) to have (an 
object pronoun) refers back to the noun ش١ؾجٌا (al-Bashir) which is in line (6).  Also, in line 
(56) َُ٘دٚاشر /turawido-hum/ means (surrounded them), the suffix /-hum/ means )them( 
attaches to the verb دٚاشر /turawido-/ equal to (surround) to have (an object pronoun) refers 
back to the noun ْٚدشّزٌّا /al-motamaridoon/ means (the rebels) which is in line (55). For 
the purpose of clearness in Arabic, the suffix personal pronoun which is attached to a verb, 
an object or a preposition easily identifies gender, number and person. Hence, Arabic 
language uses higher frequency of personal references comparing with English language in 
this analysis.  
For the 13 demonstrative references in English text, they are used through different types of 
demonstrative references, and it is noted in Appendix B (1) that almost the demonstrative 
references used in the text are used through (the definite article „the‟). Other demonstrative 
references used are (that, these), for example, (these groups) in line (33) refers back to 
(Turabi radical Islamist groups) which is in line (29).  
Similarly, Arabic text makes use of demonstrative references to trace the information using 
locative references. The results reveal that, there are only 15 incidences of demonstrative 
references out of 51 references. For example as shown in Appendix B (2), the use of the 
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prefix يا /al-/ which has the same function of the definite article (the) in English, e.g. in line 
(6) دبػّٛغٌّا /al-majmoa:t/ means (the groups), the definite article /al-/ attaches to the noun 
/-majmoa:t/ to refer back to حدشّزَِػٛ١ع /joyosh motamarida/ means (rebel armies) which is 
in line (3). Other demonstrative references used such as /dhaalika/ means (that) and 
/haadhihi/ means „this‟ or „these‟, for example, in line (26) َدبػّٛغٌّاَ ٖز٘  /haadhihi al-
majmoa:t/ means (these groups) refers back to ٟثاشزٌاَدبػّٛغِ /majmoa:t al-Turabi/ means 
(Turabi groups) which is in line (22). The most important point is that in Arabic language, a 
singular feminine demonstrative reference /haadhihi/ is used to determine non-human noun 
(plural or singular) and the plural demonstrative reference is only used to refer to a human 
noun according to Ryding (2005, p. 315).  
For the 2 comparative reference which are used in English text, for example, the cohesive 
tie (other) in line (29) refers back to (Osama bin Laden groups) which is in line (27).  
4.1.1.2 Substitution 
There are only 2 incidences of substitution devices used in both texts. In English text, they 
comprise a percentage of 2.5 % of all the grammatical cohesive devices, whereas, in Arabic 
text they comprise a percentage of 2.4% of all the grammatical cohesive devices. 
Consequently, both texts tend to use a considerably smaller part of this device. For  
example in English text Appendix B (1), the use of the nominal substitution (one) in line 
(10) to replace the noun (group) which is in line (8). Another example in Arabic text 
Appendix B (2), in line (32) هٌزوَْلااض٠ /yazala:ni kadhalika/ means (they still so), the use of 
clausal substitution (so)  هٌزوَ  to replace the clause ظ١ئشٌاَ دبطٍعَ يٛؽَ َبػَ ش٠شَِفلاخ /khilaf 
mareer aam hawla soltat al-raees/ means (dispute over the power of the presidency) which 
is in line (29).  
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4.1.1.3 Ellipsis 
There are 9 incidences of ellipsis used in English text constituting a percentage of 13.2 % 
of all the cohesive devices, whereas, only 3 incidences of this cohesive device are used in 
Arabic text constituting a percentage of 3.7% of all the cohesive devices. Therefore, these 
results reveal that Ellipsis is more used in English language than in Arabic language.   Yet, 
this device is not widely used since the writer, as a „political analyst‟, aims to convey the 
message which means that he or she tends to explicitly express the idea in order to avoid 
ambiguity and confusion in the text. Even though, ellipsis here is functionally used for 
avoiding repetition and for stylistic reason.  For example in English text in line (36),َas 
shown in Appendix B (1), as follows: 
(Bashir eventually agreed because he realized these policies … Arab world) 
Here, the verb (agreed) needs an object to complete the meaning of the sentence, that is, 
there is elliptical information which is presupposed in the previous paragraph in lines (33-
34). Then, the original sentence will be as follows: 
(Bashir eventually agreed (for the explosion of Islamist groups from the country), because 
he realized these policies … Arab world)  
The same example, also used in Arabic text in line (28) which is َش١ؾجٌاَكفاٚ and its elliptical 
information is presupposed in line (26) which is َْادٛغٌآََِدبػّٛغٌّاَ ٖزَ٘ دشطٌ as shown in 
Appendix B (2). It is clear then, that the presupposed information is understood from the 
preceding sentences or paragraphs, therefore, the message of the text is clearly conveyed 
without any ambiguity.  
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4.1.1.4 Conjunction 
In English text, there are 12 incidents of conjunction devices used out of 68 cohesive 
devices constituting a percentage of 17.6 % of all the cohesive devices. Furthermore, the 
results reveal that the four types of conjunctions are used, which are: „temporal‟ such as 
(currently), „adversative‟ such as (yet) and (but), „additive‟ such as (as well as) and (also) 
and „causal‟ such as (so). On the other hand, there are 26 incidences of conjunction devices 
used out of 82 cohesive devices in Arabic text that constitute a percentage of 31.7% of all 
the cohesive devices,. Moreover, like English text, it makes use of the four types of 
conjunctions, which are: „additive‟ such as /wa/ means (and), „adversative‟ such as /la:kin/ 
means (but/however), „temporal‟ such as /tumma/ means (then), and „causal‟ such  as /fa/ 
means, (so).  
An important point to be noticed here is that, Arabic text has more conjunctions than 
English text since „additive conjunction‟ is highly used in Arabic text comparing to the 
other three types of conjunctions. In addition to that, it is noted that some conjunction 
devices in Arabic text are multifunction, for example, /fa/ can be an „additive‟ which means 
(and) as in line (6), and it can be „causal‟ which means (and so) as in line (14), and 
„adversative‟ which means (but) as in line (34), see Appendix B (2). 
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4.1.2 Text Two 
English text: In Egypt and Libya, radicals are jockeying for power 
Arabic text:  تطلسلا ىلإ لىصىلل نىلياحتي ايبيلو رصم يف نودذشتملا 
Table 4.2 The frequency of grammatical cohesive devices in text (2) 
Cohesive device English Arabic 
No. % No. % 
 
R
ef
er
en
ce
  
Personal 
16  
32 
35.6%  
 
71.1% 
33  
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46.5%  
71.8% 
Demonstrative 10 22.2% 13 18.3% 
Comparative 6 13.3% 5 7% 
Substitution 2 4.4% 0 0% 
Ellipsis 3 6.7% 2 2.8% 
Conjunction 8 17.8% 18 25.4% 
Total 45 100% 71 100% 
As shown in the table (4.2), Arabic uses more grammatical cohesive devices than English 
does; the Arabic text has a number of 71 cohesive devices whereas English has a number of 
45 cohesive devices. The frequency of each cohesive device is illustrated in the following 
subsections below: 
4.1.2.1 Reference 
In both texts, reference has the highest frequency comparing to the other three devices. In 
English text, there are 32 incidences of reference used out of 45 grammatical cohesive 
devices that constitute a percentage of 71.1% of all the cohesive devices. Whereas, 51 
incidences of references out of 71 cohesive grammatical devices are used in Arabic text 
constitute a percentage of 71.8% of all the cohesive devices.  Thus, Arabic text uses more 
references than English does. Furthermore, the majority of references in both texts are 
categorized under „personal references‟ followed by „demonstrative references‟ and 
„comparative references. The distribution of references in English text is as follows: 16 for 
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personal reference, 10 for demonstrative reference and 6 for comparative reference. On the 
other hand, the distribution of references in Arabic text is as follows: 33 for personal 
reference, 13 for demonstrative and 5 for comparative reference. 
It is noted that, the personal references in both texts make use of noun pronouns and 
possessive determiners to trace participants or entities throughout the text. For instance, in 
English text as shown in Appendix B (1), the noun pronouns used such as (he) in line (17) 
refers back to the noun „an analyst‟ which is in line (17), and the possessive determiners 
used such as (their anger) in line (31) which refers back to (extremists) in line (30). For 
Arabic text as shown in Appendix B (2), the noun pronoun used such as /hum/ in line (24) 
which means (they) and refers back to the noun /mutatarifiin/ means (extremists) which is 
in line (23), and, the possessive pronouns that take the form of suffix such as َ
ُٙجضغ/ghadabu-hum/ in line (24( means (their anger) where the suffix /-hum/ means (their) 
attached the noun /ghadabu/ to refer back to the noun /mutatarifiin/ means (extremists) 
which is in line (23).  
Besides, the results revealed that Arabic text uses more demonstrative reference than 
English text. The demonstrative references used in English text, as shown in Appendix B 
(1), are: (this), (that) and (these). For example, the cohesive tie (that crowd) in line (17) 
refers to (the protesters moving toward the U.S. Embassy) which is in line (11-12). Another 
example, (these countries) in line (34) refers back to (Egypt and Libya) which mentioned in 
the previous paragraph. On the other hand, the demonstrative references used in Arabic text 
, as shown in Appendix B (2), are: /haadhaa/ means (this) for masculine singular, /haadhihi/ 
means (this) for feminine singular, /haaulaai/ means (these), /haadhayni/ means (these two), 
/tilka/ means (that) for feminine singular and  /dhaalika/ means (that) for masculine 
singular. For example, خصسبىٌاَ هٍر /tilka al-karitha/ in line (33) means (that disaster) and it 
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refers to خ١وش١ِلأاَحسبفغٌاٍَٝػَءلا١زعلااَ  /al-isteela ala al-safara al-amreekia/ means (the seizure of 
the U.S. Embassy) which is in line (31). Another example, in line (4) ٓ٠ذٍجٌا /al-baladain/ 
means (the two countries) where the prefix /al-/ that represent the definite article in Arabic 
which equal to (the) in English  refers to ب١ج١ٌَٚشقِ (Egypt and Libya) in line (3).  
 However, it is noted in table (4.2) that English text uses more comparative references than 
Arabic text. The comparative devices used in English are: (more), (less), (similar) and 
(same) and those devices used in Arabic are ًلأ (a-kal) means (less) andَشضوأ (a-kther) means 
(more), here, the prefix /a-/ used to form the comparative form of the adjective in Arabic. 
The most important point to be noticed here is that, there are some words in Arabic text that 
semantically used to show comparability between things even though they are not 
categorized under comparative structure in Arabic. That is, these are not have the structure 
of the prefix /a-/, for example, ظفٔ /nafs/ in line (46) equal to (same) in English language 
since this word semantically has the same function as in English.  
4.1.2.2 Substitution 
The results in Appendix B (1) revealed that, there is only 2 incidences of substitution used 
in English text constitute a percentage of 4.4% of all the cohesive devices; they are used for 
stylistic reason to avoid repetition. In contrast, there is no incidence of this device in Arabic 
text. For example, the use of verbal substitution (does) in line (35) to replace the verb 
clause (has an interest) which is in line (34). Hence, complete statements appear in both 
texts as a writer of this type of genre (political opinion text) tends to present his or her 
opinion freely since there is no need to make redundancy that appeared in other types of 
political texts such as political news.   
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4.1.2.3 Ellipsis 
Only 3 incidences of ellipsis out of 45 grammatical cohesive devices are used in the English 
text. They constitute a percentage of 6.7% of all the cohesive devices. On the other hand, 
only 2 incidences of Ellipsis out grammatical cohesive devices are used in the Arabic text 
and they constitute a percentage of 2.8% of all the cohesive devices. It is clear then that, 
both texts use fewer ellipsis devices and tend to completely express the ideas. For example, 
in English text (they can‟t or won‟t) in line (42) where the verbal elliptical information is 
(restore order) which is in line (42), likewise, this example used in Arabic text too in line 
(34) ًؼفرٌََُٚأَغطزغرٌَُ / lam tastati aw lam tafal/ means (can‟t or won‟t) where the elliptical 
information is َبظٌٕاَذ١ؼرَْأ /an toeda al-nizam/ means (restore order) which is in line (34).  
4.1.2.4 Conjunction 
As noticed in table (4.2), only 8 incidences of conjunction devices are used in the English 
text constituting a percentage of 17.8% of all the cohesive devices, whereas 18 incidences 
of this device are used in the Arabic text constituting a percentage of 25.4% of all the 
cohesive devices. Consequently, it could be stated that Arabic text has more conjunction 
devices than English text which is ascribed to the highly used of „additive conjunction‟ /wa/ 
means (and) in Arabic text which provides new ideas between sentences and paragraphs.  
Also, it is noted that „adversative conjunction‟ is the most common type used in English 
text through the use of (but), while in Arabic text, both „adversative‟ and „additive‟ are the 
most common types that intensively used in the text, the „additive conjunction‟ such as the 
use of /wa/ means (and), and the „adversative‟ such as the use of َََٓىٌ  /la:kin/ means (but). 
In addition, two conjunctions device are used together in Arabic text, such as ٓىٌٚ /wa 
la:kin/ translated as (and but).  
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4.1.3 Text Three 
 English text: Next Up: Turkey vs. Iran  
 Arabic text: تهجاىملا تلبقملا ايكرت ذض ناريإ   
Table (4.3) The frequency of grammatical cohesive devices in text (3) 
َ
َ
َ
َ
َ
َ
َ
 
 
 
As shown in table (4.3), Arabic text has more grammatical cohesive devices than English 
text. The Arabic text has a total of 71 cohesive devices while the English text has a total of 
35 cohesive devices. It worth noting that, there is no incidence of substitution in both texts 
since the writer aims to convey complete and clear ideas. The distribution of these 
grammatical cohesive devices in both texts is clarified in the following sub sections below: 
 
 
 
 
 
Cohesive device English Arabic 
No. % No. % 
 R
ef
er
en
ce
  
Personal 
16  
21 
45.7%  
60% 
27  
 
41 
38%  
57.6% 
Demonstrative 3 8.6% 12 16.9% 
Comparative 2 5.7% 2 2.8% 
Substitution 0 0% 0 0% 
Ellipsis 4 11.4% 0 0% 
Conjunction 10 28.6% 30 42.3% 
Total  35 100% 71 100% 
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4.1.3.1 Reference 
The results revealed that reference has the highest frequency in all the grammatical 
cohesive devices used in both texts. This cohesive device has a percentage of 60% of all the 
cohesive devices in English text and 57.6% of all the cohesive devices in Arabic text. 
Furthermore, Arabic text has more references than English text since Arabic text has a total 
of 41 reference devices used out of 71 cohesive devices whereas English text has a total of 
21 reference devices used out of 35 cohesive devices. Moreover, it is noted that the three 
types of references are covered in both texts and similarly distributed according to their 
frequency, in order, (personal, demonstrative and comparative).   
In term of personal references, In English text, there are 16 incidences of personal 
references used out of 24 references constituting a percentage of 45.7% of all the cohesive 
devices. On the other hand, 27 incidences of personal references are used in Arabic text out 
of 41 references and they comprise a percentage of 38% of all the cohesive devices. As 
noticed, both texts make use of noun pronouns and possessive determiners to introduce 
participants throughout the text. For instance, in English the noun pronoun (it) in line (6) 
refers to (Turkish-Iranian rivalry) which is in line (5), and, the possessive determiner (its) in 
(its own people) in line (4) refers to (Turkey) which is in line (2), see Appendix B (1). The 
examples used in Arabic text:  the noun independent pronoun ٛ٘ /huwa/ in line (8) means 
(it) refers to /hizb al-adalah wa al-tanmiya/ َخ١ّٕزٌاَٚ خٌاذؼٌاَ ةضؽ  means (the Justice and 
Development Party) which is in line (8). Another example to show possessive determiner, 
بٙجؼؽ /shaabi-haa/ in line (4) means (its own people) as the suffix /-haa/ attached the noun to 
refer back to ب١وشر (Turkey) which is in line (2), see Apeendix B (2). 
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With regards to demonstrative reference, there are only 3 incidences of this cohesive device 
used in the English text out of 21 references constituting a percentage of 8.6% of all the 
grammatical cohesive devices. For example, the definite article (the) in (the two 
governments) in line (15) refers to (Iran and Turkey) which in lines (14-15), as shown in 
Appendix B (1).  On the other hand, 12 incidences of this cohesive device out of 41 
references are used in the Arabic text constituting a percentage of 16.9% of all the 
grammatical cohesive devices. For example, the use of the prefix definite article /al-/ means 
(the) in ٓ١زِٛىؾٌاَ    /al-hokomatayni/ means (the two governments) in line (14) to refer back 
to  َب١وشرََْٚاش٠ا (Iran and Turkey) which is in line (13), see Appendix B (2). 
Regarding the use of comparative reference, only 2 comparative references are used in both 
texts where they comprise a percentage of 5.7% of all the cohesive devices in English text 
and a percentage of 2.8% of all the cohesive devices in Arabic text. For example, as shown 
in Appendix B (1): (more aggressive) in line (52) in the English text is compared with 
(Turkey) which is in line (50). Similarly, this example used in the Arabic text in line (41) 
شضوأَخ١ٔاٚذػ  /a-kther odwaniya/ means (more aggressive) compared with ب١وشر (Turkey) which 
is in line (39) , here, the prefix /a-/ used to form an adjective comparative form, see 
Appendix B (2). 
4.1.3.2 Ellipsis 
Only 4 incidences of ellipsis device out of 35 grammatical cohesive devices are used in the 
English text and they constitute a percentage of 11.4% of all the cohesive devices. On the 
contrary, there is no existence of this device in the Arabic text since the Arabic text tends to 
completely express information by using long sentences. For example, as shown in 
Appendix B (1), there is an omission of the doer (it) or (Turkey) in line (4) and instead the 
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sentence begins with the verb (face), even though, the message is still understandable from 
the context of the text and the missing information is in line (2). 
4.1.3.3 Conjunction 
Conjunction devices highly used in Arabic text than in English text since Arabic text has a 
total of 30 conjunction devices that constitute a percentage of 42.3% of all the cohesive 
devices, whereas, English text has a total of 10 conjunction devices constituting a 
percentage of 28.6% of all the cohesive devices. Moreover, different types of conjunction 
devices are used in both texts. For example, as shown in Appendix B (1), conjunctions used 
in English text such as: „additive‟ (also), „adversative‟ (while), „causal‟ (Hence), and 
„temporal‟ (then). And as shown in Appendix B (2),  conjunctions used in Arabic text such 
as: „additive‟ /wa/ means (and), „adversative‟ /la:kin/ means (but),  „causal‟ /mimma ada/ 
means (leads to), and „temporal‟ /tumma/ means (then).Yet, it is noted that in Arabic text, 
the „additive‟ conjunction /wa/ means (and) is the most obvious conjunction which is used 
throughout the text.  
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4.1.4 Text Four 
English text: Watching Elephants Fly 
Arabic text: ةذهاشم تليفلا ريطت  
Table 4.4 The frequency of grammatical cohesive devices in text (4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As shown in the table (4.4), the grammatical cohesive devices used in English text are 
distributed in order depending on their frequency, as follow: (Reference, Ellipsis, 
Conjunction and Substitution), whereas the order of these grammatical cohesive devices 
used in Arabic text is distributed as follows: (Reference, Conjunction, Ellipsis and 
Substitution). It is observed that Arabic text uses more grammatical cohesive devices than 
English text: 114 cohesive devices used in Arabic text and 89 cohesive devices used in 
English text. The following sub sections will illustrate the frequency of using these 
cohesive devices in both texts.  
4.1.4.1 Reference  
It is noticed that reference device has the greatest number of incidences in both texts, and, it 
has more incidences in Arabic text than those in English text. Similarly, the personal 
Cohesive device English Arabic 
No. % No. % 
 R
e
fe
r
e
n
ce
 
 
Personal 
47  
70 
52.8%  
78.7%
  
62  
83 
54.4%  
72.8% 
Demonstrative 22 24.7% 20 17.5% 
Comparative 1 1.1% 1 0.9% 
Substitution 2 2.2% 1 0.9% 
Ellipsis 9 10.1% 2 1.8% 
Conjunction 8 9% 28 24.6% 
Total  89 100% 114 100% 
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references in both texts have more occurrences than other types of references, followed by 
demonstrative while few incidences fall under comparative reference in both texts.  
In English text, there are 70 reference cohesive devices used out of 89 grammatical 
cohesive devices constituting a percentage of 78.7% of all the grammatical cohesive 
devices. The 70 references devices are distributed under the following: 47 usages of 
personal references constituting a percentage of 52.8% of all the cohesive devices, 22 
usages of demonstrative references comprising a percentage of 24.7% of all the cohesive 
devices and only one incidence of comparative reference with a percentage of 1.1% of all 
the cohesive devices used.  
On the other hand, 83 cohesive devices in Arabic text out of the 114 grammatical cohesive 
devices are categorized under references constituting a percentage of 72.8% of all the 
grammatical cohesive devices. These references are classified as follows: 62 of them are 
personal references, 20 of them are demonstrative references and only 1 of them is a 
comparative reference, and their percentages are respectively calculated as follows:  54.4%, 
17.5%, and 0.9% of all the grammatical cohesive devices. 
As observed in appendix B (1), the 47 personal references in English text are noticed 
through the use of possessive determiners and through the use of noun pronouns. Besides, 
all of the tabulated examples in the appendix B (1), are personal references which refer 
back to either persons or entities.  For example, the noun pronoun (they) in line (21) refers 
to the plural noun (the women) which is in line (20). Another example, the possessive 
determiner pronoun (their kids) in line (26) refers to (Some illiterate elderly women) which 
is in line (25).  On the other hand, the 62 personal references in Arabic text are noticed in 
appendix B (2) through the usage of independent personal pronouns and suffix personal 
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pronouns that refer to either persons or non-person. For example, the independent noun 
pronoun َُ٘ /hum/ in line (7) means (they) refers back to ةاضؽلأاَخ١ِلاعلإا  /al-ahzab al-
islamiya/ means (the Islamist parties) which is in line (6). Another example, the suffix 
personal pronoun /-hunna/ (a possessive pronoun means (their)) attached the noun اش١عْ  
/jeerana / means (neighbors) in line (21) and it refers back to ٌاداش١ضىََِٓءبغٌٕا  /al-katherat 
mina al-nisaa/ means (many women) which is in line (21). 
It is also noticed in Appendix B (1) that, the 22 occurrences of demonstrative references in 
English text are observed through the use of definite article (the),  the determiners (this), 
(these), (that) and (those) and the adverbs (here) and (then).  For example as shown in 
appendix B (1), (these Islamist parties) in line (11) which refers back to (the Muslim 
Brotherhood and the Salafist Al Nour Party) which is in lines (7-8). On the other hand, the 
20 occurrences of demonstrative references in Arabic text are observed through the use of 
the definite article /al-/ means (the), the determiner /haadhihi/ means (this) if it used for 
singular and means (these) if it used for a non-human noun, the determiner /dhaalika/ 
means (that) and /tilka/ means (that) if used for a singular human noun and (those) if refer 
to a non-human plural noun, and the adverbs /hunaa/ means (here) and /dhaalika alheen/ 
means (then). For instance as shown in appendix B (2), تلاشٌّاَ از٘ /haadhaa al-morakib/ 
means (this observer) in line (46) refers back to ٓ١١ٌٚذٌآَ١جلاشٌّاَ ذؽأ /ahad al-morakibeen al-
dawlyeen/ means (an international observer) which is in line (45). Another example in line 
(10) َ ٖز٘خ١ِلاعلإاَةاضؽلأا  /hadhihi al-ahzab al-islamiya/ means (these Islamist parties) refers 
back to ٟفٍغٌاَسٌٕٛاَةضؽَٚٓ١ٍّغٌّاَْاٛخلإا /al-ikhwan al-moslimeen wa hizb al-noor al-salafi/ 
means (the Muslim Brotherhood and the Salafist Al Nour Party) which is in line (6-7). 
Regarding the use of comparative reference, the same example of comparative reference is 
similarly used in both texts. In English text as shown in appendix B (1), the comparative 
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references (better, more honest) in line (28) are used together as one comparative device to 
show dissimilarities between two movements mentioned in the text and it refers to (the 
secular liberal candidates) which is in line (25).  On the other hand, as shown in appendix B 
(2) in Arabic text, شضوأَٚ ًضفأ /a-fdal wa a-kther/ means (better and more) in line (25) 
compared to line (22) ٓ١١ٔبٍّؼٌآَ١ؾؽشٌّا /al-morashaheen al-ilmanyeen/ means (secular liberal 
candidates).  
4.1.4.2 Substitution 
It is observed that only two substitution devices are used in English text representing a 
percentage of 2.2% out of the 89 grammatical cohesive devices. These devices shown in 
appendix B (1) are: (do) in line (7) which replaces the verbal phrase (take notes) which is in 
line (6) and (ones) in line (31) which replaces the noun (The Muslim Brotherhood) which is 
in line (31). On the other hand, there is only one incidence of substitution device used in 
Arabic text representing a percentage of 0.9% out of the 114 grammatical cohesive devices. 
This device is used in line (23) ٍٓؼف٠ /yafaalna/ means (to do) which replaces the verb ٓرٛف 
/sawatnaa/ means (to vote) which is in line (23) as shown in appendix B (2). Thus, 
substitution device in the previous examples in both texts is used for stylistic reason to 
avoid repetition.  
4.1.4.3 Ellipsis 
Ellipsis is used in English text more than in Arabic text since there are 9 incidences of this 
device in English text representing a percentage of 10.1% of the 89 grammatical cohesive 
devices. While, only two incidences of this device are used in Arabic text representing a 
percentage of 1.8% out of the 114 grammatical cohesive devices. For example used in 
English text as shown in appendix B (1): (told them to) in line (26) where the elliptical 
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information is the verb (vote) which is in line (26). That is, the completed sentence is (told 
them to vote) and the omitted verb is previously mentioned. Therefore, a reader easily 
understands the complement of a sentence. Another example from Arabic text as shown in 
appendix B (2), in line (51) ٌٖدشفّثَ ب١فبوَ ظ١  /laysa kafiyan bimofradihi/ means (it is not 
sufficient alone) needs a complement for the elliptical information which is ك١مؾزٌَخ٠اذثَحذ٠ذع  
/litahkeek bidaya jadida/ means (to achieve a new beginning) which is in line (51). 
4.1.4.4 Conjunction 
Arabic text contains a greater number of conjunction devices than English text. There are 
28 incidences of this device in Arabic text constituting a percentage of 24.6% out of the 
114 grammatical cohesive devices. On the other hand, 8 incidences of this device are used 
in English text constituting a percentage of 9% out of the 89 grammatical cohesive devices. 
It is apparent that, half of conjunctions used in English text are categorized under the 
„adversative‟ conjunction (but) as shown in appendix B (1), while, over half of these 
conjunctions in Arabic text are categorized under the „additive‟ conjunction /wa/ means 
(and) as shown in appendix B (2).  
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4.1.5 Text Five 
English text: Morsi’s Wrong Turn 
Arabic text: هجىت يسرم ئطاخلا  
Table 4.5 The frequency of grammatical cohesive devices in text (5) 
Cohesive device English Arabic 
No. % No. % 
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Personal 
32  
43 
46.4%  
62.3% 
35  
 
45 
50%  
 
64.3% Demonstrative 10 14.5% 9 12.9% 
Comparative 1 1.4% 1 1.4% 
Substitution 2 2.9% 1 1.4% 
Ellipsis 15 21.7% 7 10% 
Conjunction 9 13% 17 24.3% 
Total  69 100% 70 100% 
 
As shown in table (4.5), Arabic text contains more grammatical cohesive devices than 
English text: Arabic has a number of 70 cohesive devices, whereas English has a number of 
69 cohesive devices.  Also, all the four grammatical cohesive devices are used in both texts. 
Besides, the reference device is a prevailing device in both texts since over half of the total 
number of devices is categorized under this device. Furthermore, the order of Arabic 
cohesive devices according to their frequency is as follows: (Reference, Conjunction, 
Ellipsis and Substitution). While, the order of these cohesive devices in English text is as 
follows: (Reference, Ellipsis, Conjunction and Substitution). The following sub sections 
show the frequency of using each cohesive device in both texts. 
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4.1.5.1 Reference  
The results revealed that there are 45 incidences of references used in Arabic text 
representing a percentage of 64.3% out of the 70 grammatical cohesive devices. On the 
other hand, 43 incidences of this device are used in English text representing a percentage 
of 62.3% out of the 69 grammatical cohesive devices. Consequently, Arabic text has a 
greater number of reference devices than those used in English text. However, in both texts, 
the occurrences of this device extensively fall under personal references, then 
demonstrative, while, a considerably smaller incidence categorized under comparative 
reference.  
The 43 reference in English text are distributed as follows: 32 of them are personal 
references constituting a percentage of 46.4% out of the 69 grammatical cohesive devices, 
10 of them are demonstrative references representing a percentage of 14.5% out of the 69 
grammatical cohesive devices, and only one incidence of comparative reference 
representing a percentage of 1.4% out of the 69 grammatical cohesive devices. On the other 
hand, the 45 references in Arabic text are distributed as follows: 35 of them are personal 
references, 9 of them are demonstrative references and only one of them is a comparative 
reference. And their percentages are calculated as follows, respectively:  50%, 12.9%, and 
1.4% out of the 70 grammatical cohesive devices.  
Regards the use of personal references in English text, pronouns and possessive determiner 
pronouns are used in the text to trace persons and entities. An example as shown in 
appendix B (1), the noun pronoun (they) in line (6) refers back to (Iran‟s people) which is 
in line (5). Another example, the possessive determiner (their) in line (51) refers back to (3 
million peaceful demonstrators) which is in lines (49-50). On the other hand, independent 
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personal pronouns and suffix personal pronouns are used in Arabic text. For example as 
shown in appendix B (2), the independent personal pronoun ٛ٘ /huwa/ in line (8) refers to 
ٟعشِ (Morsi) which is in line (7). Another example is the suffix personal pronoun /-him/ 
means (their) in ُٙراٛفأ /aswati-him/ means (their votes) which is in lineَ (7) where the 
possessive determiner represented by the plural suffix /-him/ that refers to َٓ١١ٔاش٠لإاَ /al-
iranyeen/ means (the Iranians) which isَin line (6). 
It is noticed in appendix B (1) that demonstrative references used in English text are:  the 
determiners (this), (these) and (that), besides, the adverb (then). For example, the 
demonstrative reference (these two blocs) in line (29) refers to (Western democratic 
capitalists and Eastern Communists) which are in line (28). While, the demonstrative 
references used in Arabic text as shown in appendix B (2) are: (/al-/ means (the), /haadhihi/ 
means (this) for feminine singular, /haadhaa/ means (this) for masculine singular, /dhaalika/ 
means (that), /tilka alfatra/ means (then), /haatayni/ means (these two)). For example, the 
demonstrative reference َٓ١رب٘ /haathayni/ means (these two) in line (19) refers to َٞشىغؼِ
خ١لشؾٌاَ خ١ػٛ١ؾٌاَٚ خ١ٌبّعأشٌاَ خ١ثشغٌاَ خ١طاشمّ٠ذٌا /muaskaray al-deemoqratiya al-gharbiya al-
raasmaliya wa al-shoyoiya al-sharkiya/ means (Western democratic capitalists and Eastern 
Communists) which is in line (18).  
It is observed in appendix B (1) that, the comparative reference used in English text is the 
adjective (same) in line (7) that refers to (a democracy movement) which is in line (7). 
Similarly, as shown in appendix B (2) Arabic text used the same comparative reference of 
English which is ظفٔ /nafs/ means (same) in line (4) refers to /haraka deemokratiya/ َخوشؽَ
دَ خ١طاشمّ٠  means (a democracy movement) which is in line (4). Here, /nafs/ is a word that 
semantically provides a meaning of similarity that equal to (same) in English language even 
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though the form of comparative reference which is the prefix /al-/ is not existed in this 
word.  
4.1.5.2 Substitution  
There are only 2 incidences of this device in English text constituting a percentage of 2.9% 
out of the 69 grammatical cohesive devices. Also, only one incidence of this device is used 
in Arabic text representing a percentage of 1.4% out of the 70 grammatical cohesive 
devices. Therefore, it can be stated that few substitution devices are used in this kind of 
text, which is, (political opinion text). The 2 examples in English text, as shown in 
appendix B (1), are: the substitution device (one) in line (48) replaced the noun (a primer) 
which is in line (46), and, the substitution device (done that) in lines (22-23) replaces the 
clausal (hand over the presidency of the Nonaligned Movement) which is in lines (21-22). 
On the other hand, the example used in Arabic text, as shown in appendix B (2) is the verb 
ًؼف٠ /yafaal/ means (do) in line (15) that replaces صب١ؾٔلااََذػَخوشؽَخعبئسٍَُغ٠ / yosalim riasat 
harakat adam al-inhiyaz/ means (hand over the presidency of the Nonaligned Movement) 
which is in line (14).  
4.1.5.3 Ellipsis  
It is apparent that English text has more ellipsis devices than in Arabic text. There are 15 
incidences of this device in English text representing a percentage of 21.7% out of the 69 
grammatical cohesive devices. While, there are only 7 incidences of this device used in 
Arabic text representing a percentage of 10% out of the 70 grammatical cohesive devices. 
Moreover, an important point to be noted here is that English text used more ellipsis 
devices than Arabic because Arabic text tend to use more personal references than those in 
English text and as a result English text has more occurrences of ellipsis devices than 
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Arabic by omitting the personal references in some cases. For example in English text, as 
shown in appendix B (1), is  the verb (followed) in line (13)  that needs  a complement 
which is (a courageous democracy revolution) which is in line (12). Another example used 
in Arabic text as shown in appendix B (2) is ًّؾرَْأ /an tashmala/ in line (28), means (to 
include), where the subject حسب٠ضٌاَ  /al-ziyara/ which is in line (27) is omitted to avoid 
repetition.  
4.1.5.4 Conjunction 
The results revealed that Arabic text has a greater number of conjunction devices than 
English text. In Arabic text, there are 17 incidences of this device constituting a percentage 
of 24.3% out of the 70 grammatical cohesive devices used throughout the text. On the other 
hand, there are only 9 incidences of this device used in English text representing a 
percentage of 13% out of the 69 grammatical cohesive devices. Furthermore, the four types 
of the conjunction devices are used in both texts. Besides, „Adversative‟ and „additive‟ 
conjunction are the most common types of conjunction used in Arabic text as shown in 
appendix B (2). The „additive conjunction‟ is noticed through the use of the conjunction 
device /wa/ means (and). While, the „adversative‟ conjunction is noticed through the use of 
the conjunction device /la:kin/ means (but). On the other hand, the „adversative‟ 
conjunction (but) is the most obvious conjunction device appeared in English text as shown 
in appendix B (1).  
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4.1.6 Text Six 
English text: The United States’ chance for a do-over with Egypt 
Arabic text: رصم عم ةذيذج تحفص ءذبل ةذحتملا ثايلاىلا تصرف 
Table 4.6 The frequency of grammatical cohesive devices in text (6) 
Cohesive device English Arabic 
No. % No. % 
 R
e
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Personal 
17  
 
27 
35.4%  
 
56.3% 
30  
 
42 
41%  
 
57.5% Demonstrative 9 18.8% 12 16.4% 
Comparative 1 2% 0 0% 
Substitution 0 0% 0 0% 
Ellipsis 11 23% 4 5.5% 
Conjunction 10 20.8% 27 37% 
Total  48 100% 73 100% 
 
As the results revealed in the table (4.6), it can be stated that Arabic text has more 
grammatical cohesive devices than English text: Arabic text has a total number of 73 
grammatical cohesive devices whereas English text has a total number of 48 grammatical 
cohesive devices. Besides, the distribution of these cohesive devices in Arabic text 
according to their frequency, in order, is as follow: (Reference, Conjunction and Ellipsis). 
While, the order of these cohesive devices in English text is as follow: (Reference, Ellipsis, 
and Conjunction).  It is also noticed that there is no incidence of substitution device in both 
texts. The following sub sections show the percentage of using those grammatical cohesive 
devices in both texts. 
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4.1.6.1 Reference 
References constitute the majority of grammatical cohesive devices that are extensively 
used in both texts.  In Arabic text, this cohesive device has a percentage of 57.5% out of the 
73 grammatical cohesive devices, whereas English text has a percentage of 56.3% out of 
the 48 grammatical cohesive devices. Further, Arabic text has a greater number of 
references than English text since there are 42 of this device in Arabic text whereas only 27 
references are used in English text. Similarly, personal reference is considered as the 
prevailing type of references in both texts followed by demonstrative reference whereas 
comparative reference is only used in English text.  
Regarding the use of references in English text, 17 incidences of them are personal 
references constituting a percentage of 35.4% out of the 48 grammatical cohesive devices, 
9 incidences of them are demonstrative references constituting a percentage of 18.8% out of 
the 48 grammatical cohesive devices, and only 1 incidence of them is a comparative 
reference constituting a percentage of 2% out of the 48 grammatical cohesive devices. On 
the other hand, 30 references in Arabic text are personal references constituting a 
percentage of 41% out of the 73 grammatical cohesive devices, and 12 references are 
demonstrative references comprising a percentage of 16.4% out of the 73 grammatical 
cohesive devices. 
 It is noted that, noun pronouns and possessive determiners are two types of personal 
references used in English text to point out for the participants or entities throughout the 
text. For example, as shown in appendix B (1), is the noun pronoun (it) in line (29) which 
refers to the noun (the Obama administration) which is in line (28). Another example, is the 
possessive determiner (its) in line (5) which refers to (Washington) in line (5). On the other 
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hand, independent personal pronouns and suffix personal pronouns are used in Arabic text 
as shown in appendix B (2). For example, the independent personal pronoun /huwa/ means 
(he) in line (32) is considered as a noun pronoun that refers back to ًضفٌّاَ ٗؾؽشِ 
/morashahih al-mofadal/ means (its favored candidate) which is in line (32). Another 
example to show suffix personal pronoun is, ُٙرلاف /silati-him/ in line (18) means (its 
lifelines) that refer to شىغؼٌا /al-askar/ means (military) which is in line (17) where /-him/ 
(its) represents a suffix of the noun /silati/ (lifelines).   
With regards to the use of demonstrative references, it is noted that Arabic text used more 
demonstrative references than English text. Also, both texts used different types of 
demonstrative reference. The demonstrative references used in English text, as shown in 
appendix B (1), are: (this, that, those, the). While, the demonstrative references used in 
Arabic text as shown in Appendix B (2), are: (/haadhihi/ (this) for feminine, /haadhaa/ (this) 
for masculine, /haadhayni/ (these two), /dhaalika/ (that), /al-/ (the), /tilka/ (those) for non-
human plural). For example in English text as shown in appendix B (1) is the demonstrative 
reference („those‟ pressures) in line (36) that points out to (Egyptian or domestic pressure) 
which is in line (60-61). Another example in Arabic text as shown in appendix B (2) is َٓ٠ز٘
ٓ٠سٚذٌا /haadhayni al-dawraini/ means („these two‟ roles) in line (22) where the 
demonstrative reference /haadhayni/ represents duality means (these two) and refers back to 
(the two mentioned roles) in lines 21-22, which are, „َخٌّبغَِ حسبعَٚ حذؾزٌّاَدب٠لاٌٍَٛ خ١عبعأَ خف١ٍؽ
ً١ئاشعلإ‟ /halifah asasiya lilwilayat al-motahida wa jara mosalima li-israel/ means (a core 
U.S. ally and peaceful neighbor of Israel). 
It is noted in table (4.6) that there is only one incidence of comparative reference used in 
English text while there is no incidence of this device appeared in Arabic text. This could 
be ascribed to the type of genre (political opinion text) where it is considered as an „open 
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register‟ text in which the writers only state their opinions through reporting facts or events. 
The example used in English text as shown in appendix B (1) is, the comparative reference 
(other) in line (60) that refers back to (the challenge) which is in line (54). 
4.1.6.2 Ellipsis 
It is noticed in table (4.6) that, only 4 incidences of ellipsis device are used in Arabic text 
comprising a percentage of 5.5% out of the 73 grammatical cohesive devices. In contrast, 
11 incidences of this device are used in English text constituting a percentage of 23% out of 
the 48 grammatical cohesive devices. Thus, this result reinforces the idea that English text 
tends to use more ellipsis devices than Arabic does. However, both texts have a shared 
notion that they avoid using elliptical information to allow the audience understands the 
idea in an adequate way since this type of genre introduces sensitive information dealing 
with politics. For example, in English text as shown in appendix B (1), is (the remake) in 
line (9-10) where the elliptical information (the remake of rebuild-connections with Egypt) 
is existed in line (5). Another example in Arabic text, as shown in appendix B (2), is ْأََضزٍ٠  
/an yaltazima/ means (respects) in line (39) where the elliptical information ََضزٍ٠َْأَبظٌٕا  /an 
yaltazima al-nizam/ (the regime respects)  is found in line (38).  
4.1.6.3 Conjunction  
The conjunction devices used in Arabic text are more than those used in English text. There 
are 27 incidences of this cohesive device in Arabic text comprising a percentage of 37% out 
of the 73 grammatical cohesive devices. On the other hand, only 10 incidences of this 
cohesive device are used in English text comprising a percentage of 20.8% out of the 48 
grammatical cohesive devices. Also, it is noted that the four types of conjunctions are used 
in both texts. As shown in appendix B (1), the „adversative‟ conjunction (but) is the 
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obvious conjunctions used in English text. While, both the „additive‟ /wa/ (means „and‟) 
and the „adversative‟ /la:kin/ (means „but‟) are the obvious conjunctions used in Arabic 
text, as shown in appendix B (2).  
4.1.7 Text Seven 
English text: Egypt’s new leaders must accept reality 
Arabic text: عقاىلاب فارتعلاا دذجلا رصم ةداق ىلع 
Table 4.7 The frequency of grammatical cohesive devices in text (7) 
 
It is apparent in table (4.7) above that Arabic text contains more grammatical cohesive 
devices than English text. The Arabic text has 59 grammatical cohesive devices whereas 
English text has 53 grammatical cohesive devices. The frequency of these cohesive devices 
in both texts is shown in the following sub sections.  
4.1.7.1 Reference 
Unlike other texts, English text has more number of references than Arabic text since 
English text used comparative reference whereas Arabic text has no incidence of this 
device: There are 35 references in English text representing a percentage of 66% out of the 
Cohesive device English Arabic 
No. % No. % 
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Personal 
22  
35 
41.5%  
66% 
23  
34 
39%  
57.6% 
Demonstrative 10 18.9% 11 18.6% 
Comparative 3 5.7% 0 0% 
Substitution 3 5.7% 3 5% 
Ellipsis 6 11.3% 3 5% 
Conjunction 9 17% 19 32.2% 
Total  53 100% 59 100% 
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53 grammatical cohesive devices, and, there are 34 references in Arabic text representing a 
percentage of 57.6% of the 59 grammatical cohesive.  
Out of the 35 references used in English text, 22 of them are personal references, 10 of 
them are demonstrative references and 3 of them are comparative references. Their 
percentages are calculated, respectively: 41.5%, 18.9%, and 5.7% out of the 53 
grammatical cohesive devices. On the other hand, out of the 34 references in Arabic text, 
23 of them are personal references and 11 of them are demonstrative references. 
Respectively, they constitute a percentage of 39% and 18.6% out of the 59 grammatical 
cohesive devices used overall the text.  
Consequently, it can be found that Arabic text has more personal references than English 
text. Also, the personal references in English text make use of possessive determiner and 
noun pronoun as shown in appendix B (1). For example, the noun pronoun (He) in line (5) 
refers back to (Morsi) which is in line (2). Another example, the possessive determiner (his) 
in line (6) refers to (Morsi) which is in line (2). On the other hand, the personal references 
in Arabic text make use of independent personal pronouns and suffix personal pronouns as 
shown in appendix B (2). For example, the independent personal pronoun (noun pronoun) 
ٛ٘ /huwa/ means (he) in line (16) refers to ظ١ئشٌا /al-raees/ means (the president) which is in 
line (15). Another example, ُٙربِاضزٌا /iltizamati-him/ means (their obligations) in line (36) 
where the suffix personal pronoun /-him/ (their) attached to the noun /iltizamat/ refers back 
to ١ئشٌاظَتؼؾٌاَٚٞشقٌّا  (Egypt‟s president and people) which is in line (33). 
Regarding the use demonstrative references, the demonstrative references used in English 
text are: the definite article (the), and the determiner (this), see appendix B (1). For 
example, the definite article („the‟ IMF) in line (31) refers to (an International Monetary 
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Fund) which is in line (29). While, the demonstrative references used in Arabic text are: /al-
/ (the), /haadhaa/ (this) for singular masculine, /haadhihi/ for feminine singular, see 
appendix B (2). For example, /haadhihi al-mozakarah/  حشوزٌّاَ ٖز٘ means (this note) in line 
(24) refers to ٍٟ١ئاشعلإاَ ظ١ئشٌاَ بٍٙعسأَ حشوزِ /mozakarah arsalaha al-raees al-israeli (a note 
sending by Israeli President) which is in line (23).  
Regarding the comparative references used in English text, they are: (more) and (similarly) 
and (other) as shown in appendix B (1). For instance, the comparative reference „Similarly‟ 
in line (39) refers to (Consider that Morsi denied sending Israeli President Shimon Peres a 
response to a note) which is in line (33). 
4.1.7.2 Substitution 
There are 3 incidences of this device in both texts. They constitute a percentage of 5.7% out 
of the 53 grammatical cohesive devices in English text and a percentage of 5% out of the 
59 grammatical cohesive devices in Arabic text. For example in English text as shown in 
appendix B (1), the cohesive tie (do so) in line (38) replaced the verbal group (release 
Morsi‟s letter publicly) which is in line (37). An example in Arabic text, هٌرَ ًؼفٔ /nafaal 
dhaalika/ means (do so) in line (34) substituted the verbal group ذٌاَغّزغٌّاَذؾؾٌَدبغعئٌّاٌَٟٚٚ
شقَِحذػبغٌَّخ١ٌّبؼٌاَخ١ٌبٌّا /li-hashd al-mojtamaa al-dawli wa al-moasasat al-maliya al-alamiya 
li-mosaadit misra/ (mobilize the international community, and global financial institutions, 
to help Egypt) which is in line (33-34), see appendix B (2). 
4.1.7.3 Ellipsis 
This device is highly used in English text than in Arabic text: there are 6 incidences of this 
device used in English text comprising a percentage of 11.3% out of the 53 grammatical 
cohesive devices, whereas, only 3 incidences of this device are used in Arabic text 
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comprising a percentage of 5% out of the 59 grammatical cohesive devices. For example, in 
English text as shown in appendix B (1): (The record) in line (56) needs a complement to 
show the elliptical information, which is, (The record of Egyptian government) which is 
found in line (51-52). Another example in Arabic text, as shown in appendix B (2):  the 
verb دشفٔا /infarada/ in line (4) means (amended) used without the subject ٟعشِ (Morsi), 
even though, this subject can be found in line (2).  
4.1.7.4 Conjunction 
More conjunction devices are used in Arabic text than those in English text. In Arabic text, 
there are 19 conjunction devices constituting a percentage of 32.2% out of the 59 
grammatical cohesive devices, whereas, only 9 conjunction devices are used in English text 
constituting a percentage of 17% out of the 53 grammatical cohesive devices. It is also 
noted that both „additive‟ and „adversative‟ are the common type of conjunctions used in 
both texts.  
4.2 Translation techniques used to translate grammatical cohesive devices 
It is noted in Appendix C that the three translation techniques of Nida (1964) are used while 
translating English grammatical cohesive devices into Arabic. These techniques are: (I) 
Alteration: to make a replacement of one item in a source text by another one in a target 
text. It occurs due to grammatical differences between languages. (II) Subtraction:  to omit  
one item while translating into a target text in order to avoid unnecessary repetition. (III) 
Addition: to make an elliptical expression in a source language clear in a target language in 
order to avoid ambiguity. Moreover, two new techniques are appeared in the analysis, 
which are: (I) Sustaining: to translate the grammatical cohesive tie of the SL by its 
equivalence in the TT in terms of meaning and function. (II) Mix technique: to use two 
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different translation techniques together while translating the SL into the TT. The following 
sections show examples of Nida‟s (1964) translation techniques used to translate English 
grammatical cohesive devices into Arabic ones.  
4.2.1 Alteration  
The results have revealed that there are incidences of this technique appeared in all the 
grammatical cohesive devices when translated them into Arabic text, see appendix C. Yet, 
it is noted that almost incidences of this technique are used in reference device.  The 
following sub sections provide some examples of this translation technique.  
4.2.1.1 Personal reference 
Regarding the use of „alteration‟ technique while translating English personal references 
into Arabic language, there are seven types of this technique, as appeared in Appendix C, 
classifying in the following sub sections: 
4.2.1.1.1 Alteration of a subject noun pronoun by an object noun pronoun  
As noted in Appendix C, this translation technique means that there is a replacement of a 
subject noun pronoun in the ST by an object noun pronoun in the TT or vice versa. It 
occurs due to the grammatical differences between both languages. For example, in text 5, 
as follows: 
English text: line (4-7) 
 “…and that is to signal to Iran‟s people that the world approves of their country‟s clerical 
leadership and therefore they should never, ever, ever again think about launching a 
democracy movement‟‟  
Arabic text: line (3-4) 
"َلاَُصََِٓٚ،خ١ٕ٠ذٌاَحدب١مٌاٍَٝػَكفاٛ٠ٌَُبؼٌاَْؤثَٟٔاش٠لإاَتؼؾٌاٌَٝاَحسبؽاَيبعساََٛ٘ٚلاأَٟغجٕ٠ُٙ١ٍػٍََٝػَاٚشىف٠َلاأ
خ١طاشمّ٠دَخوشؽَٓ١ؽذرَٟفَقلاطلإا    “  
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Back translation: 
“…And it is to send a signal to the Iranian people that the world approves the clerical 
leadership, and therefore, it is an obligation to them to never ever think about launching a 
democracy movement”  
As noted in English text, the cohesive tie (they) that falls under personal reference 
considered as a subject noun pronoun which refers back to the plural noun (Iran‟s people). 
On the other hand, it is noted that while translating into Arabic text, the subject noun 
pronoun (they) is replaced by the object noun pronoun which is the suffix /-him/ (them) that 
attached the preposition ٍٝػ /ala/ in ُٙ١ٍػ /alay-him/. Therefore, there is a translation 
technique of Nida (1964( used in this example, namely, „Alteration‟ technique. The reason 
of this alteration refers to the grammatical differences between Arabic and English. In 
English language, the auxiliary verb (should) follows the subject pronoun (they) in the 
sentence unlike Arabic language where the verb ٟغجٕ٠ /yanbaghi/ which is equal to (should) 
in verbal statement precedes the pronoun which is attached with a preposition to form 
(object pronoun). Consequently, in the example ُٙ١ٍػَٟغجٕ٠ / yanbaghi alay-him/ the object 
pronoun /-him/ is a suffix that attached with the preposition  ٍَٝػ /ala/ (to) to form an object 
pronounَ/-him/ which means (them). With regard to meaning, the communicative meaning 
of the source text is already conveyed since the translator is aware of the grammatical 
differences between Arabic and English language.  
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4.2.1.1.2 Alteration of a noun pronoun by a possessive pronoun  
It is noted in Appendix C that, this translation technique occurs when there is a replacement 
of a noun pronoun in the ST by a possessive pronoun in the TT. For example, in text 6, as 
follows: 
English text: line (49-53)  
“Burns didn‟t publicly mention military aid…The consensus is it should be continued for 
now, but some officials believe it should eventually be restructured, reduced and focused 
on missions … American hardware.”  
Arabic text: line (41-45) 
"خ٠شىغؼٌاَخٔٛؼٌّاٌَٝاَٗربؾ٠شقرَٟفَضٔش١ثَشؾ٠ٌَُٚ…َاَحسٚشضٍَٝػَعبّعاَنبٕ٘ٚب٘ساشّزعََْاَٚ،ٓ٘اشٌاَذلٌٛاَٟف
َحدبػآََِخ٠بٌٕٙاَٟفَذثَلاَٗٔأَْٚش٠َٓ١ٌٚئغٌّاَضؼثَْبوبٙزٍى١َ٘ٚبٙض١فخرَٚب٘ض١وشرَََبٍَِٙٝػ…َّٓضٌاَخظ٘بث" 
Back translation:  
“But Burns didn‟t mention the military aid in his declaration…Also there is a consensus on 
the importance of its continuity in the current time, but some officials believe that, 
ultimately, its restructure, and its reduction and its focus on missions …too expensive, is an 
important issue”. 
Here, the personal pronoun (it) classified under a noun pronoun which refers back to 
(military aid). Yet, it is noted that while translated into Arabic text, it is replaced by the 
suffix possessive determiner ب٘ /-haa/ means (its) which functioned as a modifier for the 
noun ساشّزعا /istimrar/ (continuity). Similarly, another noun pronoun (it) appears in the 
above sample, it is followed by three verbs which are: (restructured), (reduced) and 
(focused) and it refers to the same entity (military aid). It is also noted that this noun 
pronoun is altered by a possessive determiner ب٘ /-haa/ (its) in Arabic text, functioned as a 
modifier of the three noun ب٘ض١وشرَٚ بٙض١فخرَٚ بٙزٍى١٘ /haykalati-haa/, /takhfeedi-haa/ and 
/tarkeezi-haa/ meaning as follow (its restructure, its reduction and its focus).  The reason for 
this alteration can be implied from the English modal auxiliary verb (should) which must be 
preceded by a noun pronoun and followed by a verb unlike Arabic text in this example 
where the modal auxiliary verb (should) is translated as the noun حسٚشض /darourah/ means 
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(importance). Hence, as a result of this alteration, the noun حسٚشض followed by a noun 
ساشّزعا /istimrar/ with a modifier ب٘ (its). In other word, the noun and its suffix pronoun 
together is considered as genitive in Arabic language. Besides, the second noun pronoun 
(it) has the same reason of alteration where حدبػا /iadat/ (remaking) is a noun which is 
considered as a genitive that must be followed by nouns, which are: خٍى١٘ /haykalati/,َض١فخر 
/takhfeedi/ and َض١وشر /tarkeezi/. These nouns are attached with the suffix /-haa/ which is 
considered as a possessive pronoun.  
Therefore, it can be found in this example that the translator is aware of the grammatical 
differences between English and Arabic language. Then, the „alteration‟ technique used 
does not change the communicative message of the ST which is clearly transmitted into the 
Arabic text.  
4.2.1.1.3 Alteration of a possessive pronoun by a noun   
It can be found in Appendix C that the translator replaced a possessive pronoun in the ST 
by a noun in the TT in order to trace an important object or name. For example, in text 1, as 
follows: 
English text: line (6-7) 
“Bashir‟s days may be numbered.َYet his removal would not end the conflict; it could even 
trigger a new civil war”.  
Arabic text: line (5-6) 
"ََب٠أَْأٍَٝػَشؽئ٠َ بِش١ؾجٌاَحدٚذؼَِذربثَ. َطبمعآَىٌش١ؾجٌاََخ١ٍ٘أَةشؽَعلاذٔاٌَٝاَٞدئ٠َذلَٚ،عاشقٌاَٟٕٙ٠ٌَٓ
حذ٠ذع ." َ 
 
Back translation: 
“That may mean Bashir‟s days are numbered. But the removal of Al- Bashir would not end 
the conflict, and may lead to trigger a new civil war.” 
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Here, in the English text, the cohesive tie (his) is a possessive pronoun that falls under a 
personal reference refers back to the name (Bashir). However, when translated into Arabic 
text, the possessive pronoun (his) is replaced by the noun ش١ؾجٌا /al-bashir/ (Al- Bashir). In 
other words, the phrase in Arabic becomes ش١ؾجٌاَطبمعا /isqat al-bashir/ means (the removal 
of Al- Bashir) instead of (his removal). Thus, it can be stated that, the translator uses 
„alteration‟ technique in order to make focus on the name, which is, (Al-Bashir). The 
purpose of using name is to attract readers‟ attention about an important event, which is, 
(the removal of Al-Bashir). Also, this text was written in the current year (2012) where 
many events, namely „the Arab Spring‟, have been taking place in some Arabian countries. 
The Sudan is one of these countries where people have protested against their president 
(Al-Bashir). Therefore, the translator uses the noun (Al-Bashir) to evoke Arab readers‟ 
attention. In other word, by make use of „alteration‟ technique, the communicative meaning 
of the ST is completely transmitted in the TT.  
4.2.1.1.4 Alteration of a noun pronoun by a noun  
As shown in Appendix C, this translation technique occurs by altering a noun pronoun in 
the ST by a noun in the TT. For example, in text 5, as follows: 
English text: line (15-16) 
“This does not augur well for Morsi‟s presidency. In fact, he should be ashamed of 
himself.”  
Arabic text:  line 10 
"ٟعشَِخعبئشٌَحذ١عَخ٠اذثَشجزؼ٠َلاَازَْ٘اَ.َٟغجٕ٠َٗٔأَخم١مؾٌاٍَٝػٟعشَِغفًََِٔٓغخ٠َْأَٗ"َ
Back translation:  
"This is not considered a good start for Morsi‟s presidency. The fact is that Morsi should be 
ashamed of himself." 
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Here, the cohesive tie (he) is a noun pronoun that falls under a personal reference refers 
back to the noun (Morsi). Yet, while translating into Arabic text, the noun pronoun (he) is 
replaced by the noun (Morsi). Therefore, an „alteration‟ technique appeared in this 
example. This „alteration‟ is ascribed to the fact that (Morsi) is a new president of Egypt; 
therefore, the translator keeps track of the participant using the noun (Morsi) instead of the 
personal reference (he). Besides, the target readers are Arab who cares about new political 
opinion issues and such this story (Morsi‟s presidency) is an attractive event to follow. 
Besides, as noted in Appendix C, although Arabic text has a greater number of references 
than English text has, Arabic prefers the use of (nouns) rather than (pronouns) to present 
important participants or entities. In doing so, the aim is to evoke readers‟ attention to an 
important idea. 
4.2.1.1.5 Alteration of a noun pronoun by a demonstrative reference 
It is observed in Appendix C that there is a replacement of a noun pronoun in the ST by a 
demonstrative reference in the TT. In other word, there is an „alteration‟ in terms of 
reference device‟s type. For example, in text 3 
English text: line (5-6) 
“Turkish-Iranian rivalry goes back centuries, to the Ottoman sultans and the Safavid shahs. 
It briefly subsided in the 20th century…”   
Arabic text: line (5-6) 
"َٟوشزٌاَعاشقٌاَدٛؼ٠َش١ؽ-َٓ١٠ٛفقٌاَدب٘بؾٌاَٚٓ١١ٔبّضؼٌآَ١طلاغٌاََب٠أٌَٝاَ ذ٠ذؾزٌبثَٚ،ْٚشلَ حذػٌَٝأَٟاش٠لإاَ.
َغعاشرَذلٚظفبٕزٌاَازََ٘ٓ٠شؾؼٌاَْشمٌاَٟفَحض١عَٚحشزفٌ  …"َ 
 
Back translation: 
“As the Turkish-Iranian rivalry goes back to several centuries, and specifically to the 
Ottoman sultans and the Safavid shahs. However, this rivalry briefly subsided in the 
twentieth century.” 
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Here, the personal reference (it) in English text which is classified as a noun pronoun refers 
back to (Turkish-Iranian rivalry).Yet, when translated into Arabic text, the pronoun (it) is 
replaced by another cohesive tie to alter its function. That is, the pronoun (it) is altered by 
the demonstrative reference ََ از٘ /haadhaa/ means (this) which modifies the noun ظفبٕزٌا /al-
tanafos/ means (the rivaly).  Therefore, the demonstrative reference /hadhaa/ refers back to 
َٟوشزٌاَعاشقٌا-َٟٔاش٠لإا  / al-siraa al-turki al-irani/ (the Turkish-Iranian rivalry). Accordingly, 
an „alteration‟ technique is used here by altering a personal reference by a demonstrative 
reference. However, both cohesive ties have the same function to trace an entity, which is, 
(the Turkish-Iranian). In other word, the translator used the demonstrative reference (this) 
to point out to a particular noun, which is, (the Turkish-Iranian rivalry). Besides, he or she 
emphasizes the noun (the Turkish-Iranian rivalry) that can be inferred from the use of the 
conjunction /wa/ means (and then) to provide a temporal relation between the two 
sentences. According to Ryding  (2005, p. 450) in order to assert and to confirm that an 
action has indeed happened, the particle َ ََذل /qad/ is used and is translated as „already‟ or 
„indeed‟ when used with the past tense. Ryding adds that, ذل /qad/ may provide a „temporal 
relation‟ when used as a „prefix‟ with the particle /wa/ means (and) or /fa/ means (then). 
Therefore, in this example, it is noted that the translator connected the two sentences by the 
use of the conjunction /wa/ which provides a temporal sequence and the use of the particle 
/qad/ means (already).  Consequently, both particles supply a confirmation of the 
communicative meaning of the past tense غعاشر /tarajaa/ means (subsided) in English text by 
asserting that the action did indeed happen. Thus, the translator uses the noun َظفبٕزٌا /al-
tanafos/ (the rivalry) with the demonstrative reference /haadhaa/ (this) instead of the noun 
pronoun (it) to emphasize the action. Since the translator is aware of the grammatical 
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differences between English and Arabic, the output message of the ST is completely 
transmitted in the TT.  
4.2.1.1.6 Alteration of a number  
As shown in Appendix C, „alternation‟ technique appears in replacing (a plural pronoun) in 
English text by a (dual pronoun) in Arabic text. For example, the plural noun (they) in text 
1 line (42) is translated as بّ٘ /humaa/ means (they two) in Arabic language, which is in line 
(32), since Arabic language shows a duality of pronouns unlike English language. Also, 
another example in text 1 appeared by the altering of the possessive plural pronoun (their) 
in English text in line (57) by the suffix /-humma/ means (their two) in Arabic text in line 
(44). In other word, the suffix /-humma/ is used to show the duality of the possessive 
pronoun where the suffix attached the noun بّٙزوشؽ /harakata-humma/ means („their two‟ 
movement). In addition, an „alteration‟ technique appears in replacing a plural noun 
pronoun by a singular noun pronoun, see Appendix C. For instance, in text 4: 
English text: line (61-64) 
“The country needs a leader … who can take all those votes, all those hopes, and meld 
them into a strategy … clearly crave.”  
Arabic text:  line (51-53) 
"َُ١ػصٌَٝاَدلاجٌاَطبزؾرَراَ...يبِ٢اَهٍرًَوَٚ،داٛفلأاَهٍرًَوَزخأَغ١طزغ٠َٚ،ب٘شٙفًََّؼرَخ١غ١راشزعاَٟفَبؼَِ...
ؼضاًَٚىؾث.َ"َ
Back translation: 
“The country needs a leader…who can take all those votes, and all those hopes, and (meld 
it) together into a strategy…clearly way.” 
Here, in English text, the cohesive tie (them) falls under a personal reference and 
categorized as an object plural noun pronoun which refers back to (votes) and (hopes).  On 
the other hand, in Arabic text, the cohesive tie /-haa/ in ب٘شٙف /sahri-haa/ attached the verb 
شٙف /sahr/ means (meld) and it refers back to يبِ٢اََٚداٛفلأا /al-aswat/ and /al-amaal/ mean 
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(votes) and (hopes). The suffix tie /-haa/ falls under a personal pronoun categorizing as an 
object singular pronoun that equal to (it) in English language. Consequently, it can be stated 
that an „alteration‟ technique appeared by replacing an object plural noun pronoun by an 
object singular noun pronoun. The main reason for this alteration in Arabic text is that, the 
feminine singular pronoun /-haa/ is used to refer to non-human plural nouns. Therefore, 
each language has its own rules govern its structure and the translator is aware of these 
rules as a native speaker of Arabic language. 
4.2.1.1.7 Alteration of a pronoun type 
This alteration occurs when one type of personal pronoun in the ST is replaced by another 
type in the TT. For example, as cited in Appendix C, in text 4, as follows: 
English text: line (55-57) 
“My favorite election story was told to me by an international observer…His voting station 
had just closed and as the polling workers…counting station.”  
Arabic text: line (45-48) 
"َذؽأٌََٟٝىؽَذلٚٓ١١ٌٚذٌآَ١جلاشٌّا… ََْبوَٞزٌاَعاشزللااَضوشَِْبوَش١ؽَتلاشٌّاَازَ٘بفٍىِٗزجلاشّثََٗثاٛثأَكٍغأَذل
َْٛفظٌّٛاَْبوَبّٕ١ثَٓىٌَٚ،ٛزٌٍ…َٞضوشٌّاَصشفٌاَخطؾٌّ."َ
Back translation: 
“And one of the international observers told me…where the voting station that this 
observer is responsible to monitor it had just closed, but while the polling 
workers…counting station.” 
Here, the cohesive tie (his) in English text is a personal reference that falls under a 
possessive determiner and it refers to the noun (an international observer). On the other 
hand, it is noted that, this device is altered in Arabic text by another type of personal 
reference. That is, instead of translating (His voting station), the translator adds more 
details which is „ اشٌّاَ ازَ٘ ْبوَ ٞزٌاَ عاشزللااَ ضوشِٗزجلاشّثَ بفٍىَِ تل ‟ /markaz al-iktiraa alazi kan 
haadhaa al-morakib mokalafan bimorakabati-hi/ means (the vote center that this observer is 
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responsible to monitor it). Therefore, the translator uses the suffix /-hi/ that attached the 
genitive noun َجلاشِخ  /murakabati-hi/ representing an object noun pronoun (it). Also, it is 
noted that the demonstrative reference از٘ /haadha/ is used to refer back to ٓ١١ٌٚذٌآَ١جلاشٌّاَذؽأ 
)an international observer(. Thus an „alteration‟ technique is used in this example resulting 
from the addition of more details in Arabic text than in the ST.   
4.2.1.2 Demonstrative reference 
It is noted in Appendix C that „alternation‟ technique of Nida‟s (1964) is the main 
translation technique used to translate English demonstrative references into Arabic text. 
Additionally, the analysis reveals that there are 5 types of „alteration‟ technique used while 
translating these demonstrative references into Arabic. These types are summarized in the 
following sub sections: 
4.2.1.2.1 Alteration by changing ‘a scale of proximity’ 
This translation technique occurs when a demonstrative reference that shows near 
proximity is replaced by another one that shows far proximity, or vice versa. Moreover, it is 
noted in Appendix C that Arabic language tends to use near proximity when presenting the 
idea unlike English language that tends to use far proximity. The reason for this „alteration‟ 
refers to the type of political text (opinion text) where the analyst of such text aims to state 
his or her points of view by reporting events indeed occurred. Also, this „alteration‟ is 
ascribed to the duration of the written political texts which is (year 2012) where many 
political issues are still taken place in the Middle East. Therefore, using near proximity, 
(this) and (these), supports the idea that these events are current and important ones. For 
example, in text 1 as shown in Appendix C: the English demonstrative reference (that 
decision) in line (37) refers to (agreement to expel Islamist groups from Sudan) which is in 
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line (36), see appendix B (1). Yet, this demonstrative reference is translated into Arabic text 
as ََاز٘ /haadhaa/ )this( which is in line (29), see Appendix B (2). Consequently, there is an 
„alteration‟ technique in this example occured by replacing the demonstrative (that) which 
denotes a far proximity by /haadhaa/ (this) to denote a near proximity in Arabic.  
4.2.1.2.2 Alteration by a noun 
It is observed in Appendix C that this type of „alteration‟ occurs when a translator replaced 
a demonstrative reference in the ST by a noun in the TT. For example, in text 4, it is noted 
that the adverb demonstrative reference (here) in English text is replaced by the noun شقِ 
/misra/ (Egypt) in Arabic text. This reference cited in lines (9), (13), (35) and (52) and it is 
replaced by (Egypt) in Arabic text, respectively, in line (8), (11), (30), and (43). Another 
example, in text 1 appeared in the replacement of the definite article ((the) country) in line 
(33) which refers to (Sudan) in line (33) by the name ْادٛغٌا /al-sudan/ (Al-Sudan) which is 
in line (26). Therefore, it can be found in the previous examples that translators prefer the 
using of noun to trace the name of Arab countries. Hence, an „alteration‟ technique is used 
to evoke readers‟ attention of events taking place in Arab countries. 
4.2.1.2.3 Alteration of a demonstrative reference’s type 
As shown in Appendix C, this technique used when one demonstrative reference in English 
text is altered by another type of demonstrative reference in Arabic text. The results have 
revealed that this kind of „alteration‟ rarely happened since only one example is used, 
which is, the replacement of the adverb demonstrative reference (here) by the determiner 
demonstrative reference (this). The example appeared in text 4 where (here) in line (20), 
refers to (Omar Abdel Aziz School) which is in line (16), is translated into Arabic text as 
حسب٠ضٌاَ ٖز٘ /haadhihi al-ziyara/ means (this visit) which is in line (18). In other word, the 
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translator used another demonstrative reference /haadhihi/ (this) refers back to the visit of 
the place َض٠ضؼٌاَذجػَٓثَشّػَخعسذِ  ,which is, (Omar Abdel Aziz School) in line (14). However, 
this „alteration‟ technique used is conveyed the same communicative meaning the writer 
aims to transmit.   
4.2.1.2.4 Alteration by a pronoun 
It can be found in Appendix C that, this type of „alteration‟ occurs when a demonstrative 
reference in English text is replaced by a pronoun while translating into Arabic text. For 
example, in text 4, as follows: 
English text: line (58-59) 
“…an Egyptian woman… shouted: “Please, never leave that box alone. This is our future. 
Go and make sure they put it in the right place.”  
Arabic text: line (48-49) 
"َخ٠شقَِحأشِاَذضوس…ُٙثَذؽبفَ:«قٚذٕقٌاَ ازَ٘ٓػَت١غرَُىٕ١ػأَ اٛػذرَلاَُىٍضفَِٓفَ،ََٛٙهٌزٌَٚ،بٍٕجمزغِ
تعبٌّٕاَْبىٌّاَٟفَٗٔٛؼض١عَُٙٔأََِٓاٚذوؤرَٚاٛج٘را." 
Back translation: 
“An Egyptian woman ran…shouted over them: “please, don‟t leave your eyes away of this 
box, it is our future, and for this reason go and make sure that they put it in the right place” 
In this example, in English text, the cohesive tie (this) falls under a demonstrative reference 
and it refers back to (box). On the other hand, it is noted that when translated into Arabic 
text, the translator replaced the demonstrative reference (this) by a personal reference ٛ٘ 
/huwa/ means (it) which is used to refer back to قٚذٕقٌا /al-sondoq/ (the box). In other 
words, „alternation‟ techniques in used in this example by make use of replacement in the 
reference type. However, this kind of alteration doesn‟t change the communicative meaning 
since the altered wordَ/huwa/ (it) has the same function of tracing the object, which is, (the 
box). Besides, it is observed that Arabic language tends to refer to participant/s or object/s 
by means of personal references rather than demonstrative references. 
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Another Example, as shown in Appendix C in text 5, as follows: 
English: line (32)    Is Morsi nonaligned in that choice? 
Arabic: line (21)      ؟ٖسب١زخاَٟفَصبؾَِٕش١غَٟعشًََِ٘ 
Back translation: Is Morsi nonaligned in his choice? 
Here, in English text, the cohesive tie (that) classified as a demonstrative reference refers 
back to (attending the Nonaligned Movement‟s summit meeting in Tehran) which is in line 
(2), see Appendix B (1). Yet, it is noted in Arabic text that the translator used a personal 
reference /-hi/ which is considered as a suffix that represents a possessive determiner of the 
noun سب١زخا /ikhtiyar/ (choice) and it refers back to (Morsi). That is, an „alteration‟ technique 
is used in this example by replacing the demonstrative reference in English text by a 
personal reference in Arabic text. However, this replacement doesn‟t affect the output 
meaning of the sentence. Besides, the whole text is about (Morsi‟s choice) which is 
(attending the Nonaligned Movement‟s summit meeting in Tehran) and there is not any 
other choices mentioned in the text, see Appendix A (1) & A (2). Thus, the translator is 
aware about conveying the same idea of the ST without any ambiguity. 
4.2.1.2.5 Alteration of a number 
This translation technique occurs when a singular demonstrative reference is altered by a 
plural one and vice versa. For example, in text 2, as follows: 
English: line (34-35) 
“Does America have an interest in the internal fights taking place in these countries still 
quaking from the Arab uprisings?” 
Arabic: (line 27) 
"َٟفَٞسبغٌاٍَٟخاذٌاَيبززللااَٟفَخؾٍقَِبٌَٙبوش١ِأًَٙفَٓ٠ذٍجٌآَ٠ز٘؟خ١ثشؼٌاَداسٛضٌاًَؼفثَْاضزٙ٠َلااصَبَِٓ٠زٌٍا" 
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Back translation: 
"Then, does America have an interest in the internal fighting occurring in „these two‟ 
countries that are still quaking from the Arab revolutions?  
Here, the English cohesive tie (these) falls under a demonstrative reference and it refers 
back to (Egypt and Libya) which is in the previous paragraph. It is noted that, while 
translated into Arabic, the plural demonstrative reference (these) is altered by the Arabic 
demonstrative reference ٓ٠ز٘ /haadh-ayni/ which means (they two). In other words, ٓ٠ز٘ 
/haadh-ayni/ represents a dual demonstrative reference and it is a genitive followed by the 
dual noun /al-balad-ayni/ means (two countries). Therefore, an „alteration‟ technique occurs 
in this example by replacing a plural demonstrative reference in the ST by a dual one in the 
TT. Then, it can be held true that, this „alteration‟ is used for grammatical reasons since 
there are structural differences between Arabic and English language. Another example 
appeared in the same text, as shown in Appendix C, is, as follows: 
English: Line (52)    
“Let‟s return to the main trigger for these events.” 
Arabic: line (42) 
"ساذؽلأاَٖزٌَٟٙغ١ئشٌاَضفبؾٌاٌَٝاَذؼٍٕف"َ    
Back translation: 
“Let us return to the main trigger for „this‟ events.” 
It is noted in English text in Appendix B (1) that the demonstrative reference (these) refers 
back to (Egypt and Libya events). Yet, while translated into Arabic text, the translator 
makes a replacement by altering a plural demonstrative reference (these) by a singular 
demonstrative reference ٖز٘ /haadhihi/ (this) which is in line (42). Then, it can be stated that 
there is an „alteration‟ technique by number in this example. Moreover, this „alteration‟ is 
ascribed to the structural differences between both languages. Ryding (2005, p. 315) states 
that it is possible to identify number and gender in Arabic demonstrative and the plural 
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demonstrative is only used when it refers to human beings. He adds that, if the writer refers 
to non-human plurals, then the feminine demonstrative /haadhihi/ is used. Consequently, in 
this example, the singular feminine demonstrative is used in Arabic text because the 
demonstrative reference refers back to non-human (Egypt and Libya events). 
4.2.1.3 Comparative reference 
It is noticed in Appendix C that two types of „alteration‟ technique are used while 
translating English comparative reference into Arabic text. These two types are classified in 
the following sub sections: 
4.2.1.3.1 Alteration by superlative 
It is noticed in Appendix C that this technique is used when a comparative form in English 
text is altered by the superlative one in Arabic text. For example, as shown in Appendix C 
in text 2: the English comparative reference (more) in line (20) which refers to (the first 
message) in same line, see Appendix B (1), is translated as شضولأا /al a-kther/ means (the 
most) in Arabic text which is in line (14). Here, the prefix /al-/ is used in Arabic language 
for superlative form. In consequence, an „alteration‟ technique is used where the 
comparative form (more) is altered by the superlative one شضولأا /al a-kther/ (the most). Yet, 
it is noted that this alteration does not affect the meaning of the ST since the translator aims 
to assert the importance and the superiority of (the second message).  
4.2.1.3.2 Alteration by synonym 
It is observed in Appendix C that this technique is appeared when a comparative reference 
in English text is translated into Arabic text by its relevant synonym. In other words,  the 
translated word in Arabic is not considered as a comparative reference in Arabic language 
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since the comparative reference has a definite structure in Arabic language which is formed 
by the prefix /a-/. For example, as shown in Appendix C (text 2) where the comparative 
reference (similar) in line (26) is translated into Arabic text by the word خٍصبِّ /momathila/ 
which is in line (20). In Arabic, the translated word /momathila/ serves as an adjective 
which is equal to (similar) in English, nonetheless, it doesn‟t have a comparative form of 
Arabic language which is the prefix /al-/. Therefore, the translation technique used is 
„alteration‟ by a relevant synonym that semantically conveying the same meaning of the 
ST, even though, the translated word does not have a comparative form in the TT. 
4.2.1.4 Substitution 
It is noted in Appendix C that, „alteration‟ technique is used while translating English 
substitution device into Arabic text. The following sub sections provide some examples of 
this alteration. 
4.2.1.4.1 Alteration by a noun or a pronoun 
It is noticed in Appendix C that ‘alteration‟ technique appeared by replacing an English 
substitution device with a noun or a pronoun. For example, the nominal substitution (one) 
in line (29) refers back to (attack) in the same line, as shown in appendix B (2) text 2. Yet, 
when translated into Arabic text, it is replaced by a noun َٛغٌٙا /al-hojoum/ means (the 
attack) which is in line (22).  Another example, the nominal substitution (one) in line (10) 
refers back to (the groups) which is in line 8, as shown in appendix B (2). However, when 
translated into Arabic text, it is altered by a pronoun /-hum/ means (them) to refer back to 
(the groups) too. The reason for this „alteration‟ is that nominal substitution is rarely 
occurred in Arabic text, as shown in Appendix B (2), and the translator uses a noun or a 
pronoun to make the idea of the ST clearly transmitted in the TT.  
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4.2.1.4.2 Alteration by Ellipsis 
It is noticed in Appendix C that the translator altered the substitution device in English text 
with ellipsis device in Arabic text. For example, in text 2, as follows: 
English: (line 34-35) 
“Does America have an interest in the internal fights taking place in these countries still 
quaking from the Arab uprisings? Of course it does”  
Arabic: (line 27-28) 
"ًؼفثَْاضزٙ٠َلااصَ بَِٓ٠زٌٍآَ٠ذٍجٌآَ٠زَٟ٘فَٞسبغٌاٍَٟخاذٌاَيبززللااَٟفَ خؾٍقَِ بٌَٙ بوش١ِأًَٙفََ؟خ١ثشؼٌاَداسٛضٌا
َغجطٌبثخؾٍقَِبٌٙ." 
Back translation: 
“Then, does America have an interest in the internal fighting occurring in these two 
countries that are still quaking from the Arab revolutions? Of course, it has an interest.”  
The verbal substitution (does) substituted the verbal clause („has‟ an interest in the internal 
fights taking place in these countries), and this device cohesively connects the two 
sentences together. Then, the reader can easily understand the elliptical information. 
However, the translator successfully translated this device (does) by altering it with the 
clause بٌَٙخؾٍقِ  /la-ha maslaha/ means („has‟ an interest) in Arabic text. Yet, the sentence in 
Arabic text is not completely provided in the translation. In other word, another device is 
used while translating into Arabic, which is, „Ellipsis‟ since the elliptical information is: َٟف
َ ٓ٠زَ٘ ٟفَ ٞسبغٌاَ ٍٟخاذٌاَ يبززللاآ٠ذٍجٌاَ  means (in the internal fights taking place in these 
countries). Semantically, the translator used ellipsis as a cohesive device in Arabic sentence 
in order to avoid repetition since the elliptical information is already comprehensible from 
the context. Moreover, if the translator translated only بٌٙ /la-haa/ means (has) without the 
alteration of the noun /maslaha/ (interest) instead of (does), the meaning would be /la-haa/ َ
بٌٙ(it has) and this style is only used in spoken Arabic. Therefore, the translator is aware 
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about conveying the communicative meaning of the SL as a result of the knowledge of the 
grammatical differences between the two languages. 
4.2.1.4.3 Alteration by clarification 
This type of „alteration‟ appeared when a substitution device in English is replaced by a 
clausal for the purpose of clarification. For example, in appendix C (text 5): 
English: (line 46-48) 
“If Morsi needs a primer on the democracy movement in Iran … he can read the one 
offered by Stanford‟s Iran expert”  
Arabic: (line 31-33) 
"َ ْاش٠اَ ٟفَ خ١طاشمّ٠ذٌاَ خوشؽَ ٓػَ خ١ٌٚأَ حشىفثَ َبٌّلإاَ ٌٝاَ خعبؾثَٟعشَِْبوَ ارا…ََ ٗٔبىِبجفٗجزوَ بَِ حءاشلََش١جخٌا
دسٛفٔبزعَخؼِبغثَٟٔاش٠لإا" 
Back translation:   
“If Morsi needs to know an initial idea about the democracy movement in Iran… then, he 
can read what was written by an Iranian expert in Stanford University.” 
In English text, the cohesive tie (the one) that falls under a nominal substitution device 
replaced the noun „a primer‟ and grammatically functioned as an object.  Yet, the translator 
makes use of „alteration‟ technique by altering the object (the one) with the clause „َبَِحءاشل
ٗجزو‟ means (reading what was written). According to Oxford dictionary „a primer‟ means, 
„a book that contains basic instructions‟, then, the tie „the one‟ substitute the noun (a 
primer). While in Arabic, the translator translated „a primer‟ as حشىفَخ١ٌٚأ  /fikra awaliya/ 
means „an initial idea‟, therefore, it is not possible to use nominal substitution device in 
Arabic text and instead he or she altered this device with a clause „ لٗجزوَ بَِ حءاش  means 
(reading what was written). Also, the translator may use this type of „alteration‟ for the 
purpose of clarification for the word „a primer‟. Regardless the type of translation used to, 
the intended meaning of the sentences is totally conveyed. 
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4.2.1.5 Ellipsis 
It is noted that few examples are appeared in Appendix C for the using of „alteration‟ 
technique while translating ellipsis device from English text into Arabic text. The following 
sub section illustrates an example of this alteration as shown in Appendix C.  
4.2.1.5.1 Alteration by substitution  
This technique used when an ellipsis device in English language is replaced by a 
substitution device in Arabic text.  For example, in Appendix C (text 4), as follows: 
English: Line (25-26) 
“Some illiterate elderly women confided that they could not read the ballot and just voted 
where their kids told them to.” 
Arabic: (line 22-23) 
"َٚ،عاشزللااَخلسَٚحءاشلَٓؼطزغ٠ٌََُٓٙٔؤثَدب١ِلأاَدبٕغٌّاَءبغٌٕاَضؼثَبٕ١ٌاَدشعأَذلٚٓٙٔأٌَََٓٙيبلَبّجغؽَٓرٛفَذل
َٓ٘إبٕثأٍٓؼف٠َْأ". 
 
 
Back translation: 
“Some illiterate elderly women told us that they could not read the ballot, and they voted 
where their kids told them to do.” 
In English text, the writer uses ellipsis device by omitting the verb after the infinitive (to) as 
means of avoiding repetition since the missing verb (vote) is previously mentioned. While, 
in Arabic text the translator replaced the ellipsis device in English text with a substitution 
device in Arabic text. In other words, the translator adds a substitution verb ٍٓؼف٠ /yafal-na/ 
means (do) to substitute the verb ٓرٛف /sawat-na/ means (voted). Therefore, an „alteration‟ 
technique is used in this example resulting from the altering of the ellipsis device in English 
text by the substitution device in Arabic text. Moreover, the translator adopts this technique 
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because it is not possible to only leave the Arabic particle ْأ /ann/ _which equal to (to) in 
English text_ without any verb. Consequently, the translator adds the substitution verb ٍٓؼف٠ 
(do) rather than the original verb ٓرٛف (vote) in order to avoid repetition. It worth noting 
that, the intended meaning of the ST is completely conveyed in the TT.  
4.2.1.6 Conjunction 
It is noted in Appendix C that few incidences of „alteration‟ technique are appeared when 
translated English conjunction devices into Arabic text. For example, (in text 3), it is noted 
that the English „additive‟ conjunction (likewise) in line (27), is replaced by the Arabic 
„temporal‟ conjunction ُص /tumma/ means (then) which is in line (23). However, this 
„alteration‟ does not affect the target meaning of the English text.  
4.2.2 Subtraction  
It can be found in Appendix C that some of English cohesive devices are omitted when 
translated into Arabic text. The following subsections illustrate this technique which is 
appeared while translating the three types of reference device and the conjunction device. 
4.2.2.1 Personal Reference 
It is noticed that a „subtraction‟ technique occurs when a personal reference in the English 
text is omitted while translating into Arabic text. For example, (in text 3), as follows: 
English text: line (42-45) 
“The Kurds, who have until recently despised the Sunni Arabs for their persecution of the 
Kurds under Saddam Hussein, are now making amends. They are also closely aligning with 
Turkey to balance Iranian influence inside Iraq”.  
Arabic text:  line (34-36) 
"ذفَذٙػَٟفَ ٌَُٙ ُ٘دبٙطضاَتجغثَ خٕغٌاَةشؼٌاَْٛ٘شى٠َ اٛٔبوَٓ٠زٌاَ ،داشولأاًَّؼ٠َسٛغعَػلافاٍَٝػَ ،ٓ١غؽَ َا
َبّوَ،خٕغٌاَغَِدبللاؼٌاَْٚذ٠ئ٠قاشؼٌاًَخادَٟٔاش٠لإاَرٛفٌٕاَخٙعاٌَّٛخ١وشزٌاَفلاٌّٛا.َ" 
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Back translation:  
"The Kurds, who have despised the Sunni Arabs because of their persecution to them under 
Saddam Hussein‟s era, are now making to improve relations with the Sunni. Also, aligning 
with Turkey‟s   to Iranian influence inside Iraq." 
Here, the cohesive tie (they) in English text falls under a personal reference and it refers 
back to the noun (the Kurds). Yet, when translated into Arabic text, this noun pronoun is 
omitted and the sentence translated without a subject. However, semantically the meaning 
is still understandable in Arabic sentence since it is possible to determine the doer of the 
action or the subject from the Arabic verb. That is, the Arabic verb ْٚذ٠ئ٠ /yoayidoon/ 
which means (aligning) identifies the number (plural), the gender (male) and the tense 
(present). Therefore, the „subtraction‟ technique used does not affect the communicative 
meaning of the TL since the translator is aware of the grammatical differences between 
Arabic and English language.   
4.2.2.2 Demonstrative Reference 
This translation technique is rarely used since there are few occurrences appear in the 
analysis, see Appendix C. For example, in text 7, in line (40) the definite article „the‟ in 
(the Egyptian soldiers) which is classified under a demonstrative reference, refers back to 
„16 Egyptian soldiers‟ in line (3), see Appendix B (2). Yet, when translated into Arabic 
text, as shown in Appendix C, this demonstrative reference is omitted as this information is 
previously mentioned and there is no need to repeat it. Therefore, „subtraction‟ technique 
does not change the communicative meaning of the output message in Arabic text. 
4.2.2.3 Comparative References 
This „alteration‟ technique occurs when the comparative reference in the ST is omitted in 
the TT. For example, (in text 7), as follows: 
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English: line (9-14) 
“Many see Morsi‟s move to control the SCAF … as finally giving Egypt‟s revolution the 
chance to remove key remnants of the Mubarak regime and fulfill its promise. Others, 
particularly non-Islamists, are more prone to see recent actions as the Muslim Brotherhood 
removing any checks on its power.”  
Arabic: line (6-9) 
"خؾٍغٌّاَداٛمٌٍَ ٍٝػلأاَظٍغٌّاَ ٍٝػَ حشط١غٌاَ ٖبغربثَ ٟعشَِ حٛطخٌَٝاَ ْٚش١ضوَ شظٕ٠ٚ…ََخفشفَ اش١خأَ ب٘سبجزػبث
بٙجٌبطَِك١مؾرَٚنسبجََِبظَٔيٍٛفََِٓـٍخزٌٍَحسٛضٌٍَ.َحش١خلأاَداٛطخٌاَ،ٓ١١ِلاعلإاَش١غَخفبخَ،شخ٢اَضؼجٌاَٜش٠ٚ
بٙزطٍعٍَٝػَخثبلسَٞأََِٓٓ١ٍّغٌّاَْاٛخلإاَخػبّعَـٍخرٍَٝػَلا١ٌدَب٘سبجزػبث."َ
Back translation:  
“Many see Morsi‟s move to control the SCAF… as finally giving Egypt‟s uprising the 
chance to get rid of the Mubarak regime‟s remnants and to achieve its demands. But others, 
particularly non-Islamists, see the recent actions as the Muslim Brotherhood get rid of any 
control on its power.” 
Here, in English text, the cohesive device (more) in line (13), falls under a comparative 
reference (presupposed that non-Islamists are more prone than „Many‟) which is in line (9), 
see Appendix B (2). However, while translating into Arabic text, the translator omits this 
reference, which means there is a „subtraction‟ technique. Yet, it is noted that, the meaning 
in Arabic text does not change when omitting the comparative reference and the message of 
the ST, which is, (there are two points of view by two different groups) is conveyed. 
Besides, the translator adds the adversative conjunction /wa/ which means (but) in this 
example, followed the first opinion to assert that there is another different opinion. 
Therefore, Arabs‟ readers could easily identify the idea since the translator adopts a 
„subtraction‟ technique where the English comparative reference does not have essential 
function if translated into Arabic sentence. However, by means of compensation in the 
sentence such as the use of adversative conjunction /wa/, the communicative meaning is 
properly transmitted. 
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4.2.2.4 Conjunction 
There are few examples appear in Appendix C where the conjunction device of the English 
text is omitted while translating into the Arabic text. For example, (in text 5), as follows: 
English: line (27-30) 
“The world was divided between Western democratic capitalists and Eastern Communists, 
and developing states like Egypt, Yugoslavia and Indonesia declared themselves 
“nonaligned” with these two blocs. But “there is no Communist bloc today,” said 
Mandelbaum.” 
Arabic: line (17-19) 
"ػٛ١ؾٌاَٚخ١ٌبّعأشٌاَخ١ثشغٌاَخ١طاشمّ٠ذٌاَٞشىغؼَِٓ١ثَبّغمٌَُِٕبؼٌاَْبوَذمفخ١لشؾٌاَخ١َ.َشقًَِضَِخ١ِبَٔيٚدَدسبزخاٚ
َبٙغفٍَٔٓؼرَْأَب١غ١ٔٚذٔاَٚب١فلاعٛغٛ٠ٚ«حصبؾَِٕش١غ»ٓ١زٍزىٌآَ١ربََِ٘ٓٞلأَ،." 
Back translation:  
“Since the world was divided between Western democratic capitalists and Eastern 
Communists. And, developing states such as Egypt and Yugoslavia and Indonesia adopted 
to declare themselves „‟nonaligned‟, with these two blocs.”  
In English text, the conjunction device (But) in line (30) is categorized as an „adversative 
conjunction‟ which is used to oppose the idea presented in the previous sentence. While 
translating into Arabic text, it is observed that the translator not only omits this conjunction 
but also omits the whole statement which is (But “there is no Communist bloc today”), 
which is ascribed to two reasons: (ii) the translator finds it is not important to translate this 
statement as it is a known fact, for Arabs readers, (ii) he or she finds that this statement has 
no relation with the core of the topic since it focuses on (the Egyptian president Morsi and 
his visit to Iran), then, Arab readers would only pay attention to the essence of the topic. 
However, the „subtraction‟ technique used does not affect the communicative meaning of 
the paragraph since the purpose of translation is only to transmit the important ideas.  
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4.2.3 Addition 
It is observed in Appendix C that „addition‟ technique is the most obvious technique the 
translator used while translating English ellipsis devices into Arabic text. This technique is 
shown in the following sub section. 
4.2.3.1 Ellipsis 
It is apparent in Appendix C that „addition‟ technique is used for ellipsis when the 
translator translates implicit information in the ST by an explicit one in the TT. In other 
words, the translator makes an elliptical expression in a source text clear in a target text by 
adding this elliptical information in the TT.  For example, (in text 7), as follows:      
English: line 56    “The record to date is not good” 
Arabic: line 37      "ذ١عَش١غَخظؾٌٍاَٖزَ٘ٝزؽٍَُٙغعٚ"   
Back translation: “Moreover, so far their record is not good” 
In English sentence, there is unsaid information after the noun (the record), which is, (the 
record of the Egypt‟s president and people), that can be found in line (49(, see Appendix B 
(1). Since the information is understandable from the context of the text and it refers to line 
(49), it is left unsaid by the writer to avoid repetition. However, when translated it into 
Arabic text as shown in line (37), the translator translated it as /sijila-hum/ which means 
(their record). That is, the translator uses an „addition‟ technique in which he or she adds 
the third person plural suffix pronoun /-hum/ to the noun /sijil/. In Arabic, the suffix /-hum/ 
means (their) in English and it refers back to (Egypt‟s president and people) which is in line 
(33), see Appendix B (2). The reason for this „addition‟ refers to the structure of the word 
in Arabic, which means, if the word translated without a personal reference /-hum/ the 
meaning would be confused to the reader since sentences in Arabic language are cohesively 
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linked to each other by means of personal references that considered as the predominated 
type of grammatical cohesive devices in the text. Therefore, the translator used an 
„addition‟ technique to adapt the structure of the target language besides avoiding the 
ambiguity of the meaning.  
Another example to show the use of „addition technique‟, (in text 4), as follows: 
English: Line (25-26) 
“Some illiterate elderly women confided that they could not read the ballot and just voted 
where their kids told them to.” 
Arabic: (line 22-23) 
"َٚ،عاشزللااَخلسَٚحءاشلَٓؼطزغ٠ٌََُٓٙٔؤثَدب١ِلأاَدبٕغٌّاَءبغٌٕاَضؼثَبٕ١ٌاَدشعأَذلٚٓٙٔأٌَََٓٙيبلَبّجغؽَٓرٛفَذل
َٓ٘إبٕثأٍٓؼف٠َْأ". 
Back translation: 
“Some illiterate elderly women told us that they could not read the ballot, and they voted 
where their kids told them to do.” 
In English text, the writer uses Ellipsis device in (just voted) by omitting the noun pronoun 
(they) that refers back to (Some illiterate elderly women). While in Arabic text, the 
translator used an „addition‟ technique in this example by adding a noun pronoun ََٓ٘
/hunna/ which means (they). Furthermore, the noun pronoun /hunna/ (they) serves as doer 
for the verb ٓرٛف /sawat-na/ which means (voted). Here, the important notice is that the 
translator used the particle ْأ /anna/ means (that) which semantically used in Arabic “to 
report factual information in a subordinate clause”, Ryding (2005, p. 425). Then, it is 
necessary to use the verb after /anna/ to report the event. In other words, if the sentence is 
translated the same way in English (without pronoun), the structure of Arabic sentence 
would be inappropriate which affects the communicative meaning of the ST.  
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4.2.4 Sustaining 
There is a new technique appeared while translating English grammatical cohesive devices 
into Arabic text, which is, „sustaining‟. This technique means that there is an equivalent 
meaning and function of the ST grammatical cohesive markers when translated into the TT. 
Moreover, it is noted that this technique appear while translating all the English 
grammatical cohesive devices into Arabic text, see Appendix C. The following sub sections 
illustrate some examples in which the translator makes use of this technique.  
4.2.4.1 Personal Reference 
The analysis in Appendix C have revealed that great number of personal references are 
translated into Arabic text by their equivalent meaning in Arabic text. In other words, the 
English personal references are translated into Arabic by make use of the same grammatical 
category. For example, (i) the English noun pronouns are translated by the noun pronouns 
in Arabic text e.g. the personal reference (they) in text 1 in line (69) and (74) is translated 
into Arabic as ُ٘ /hum/ ( a plural noun pronoun in Arabic which means (they) in English) in 
line (52) and (56).  (ii) The English possessive determiner (their) in line (31) text 2, is 
translated into Arabic as /-hum/ (a suffix that attached the noun تضغ representing a plural 
possessive determiner) which is in line (24).    
4.2.4.2 Demonstrative Reference 
It is noticed in Appendix C that, some demonstrative references have what is equal to them 
in Arabic text in terms of number and proximity. For example, in text 2, the English 
demonstrative reference /that/ translated into Arabic as هٍر /tilka/ which is in line (33). Both 
devices (/tilka/ and (that)) are singular and represent a far proximity. Also, in the same text 
in line (51), the English demonstrative reference (this) is translated as ٖز٘ /haadhihi/ which 
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in line (41). Both devices (/haadhihi/ and (this)) are singular and represent a near proximity. 
Another example shown in the use of definite article (the) where it is translated as the 
prefix /al-/ in Arabic text e.g. in text 3 (the two governments in line (15) is translated in 
Arabic as  ٓ١زِٛىؾٌا /al-hokoumatayni/  which is in line (14)), see Appendix C.  
4.2.4.3 Comparative Reference 
An observation of appendix C will reveal that some of the English comparative references 
are translated into Arabic text by their comparative reference‟s structure in Arabic 
language. For example, in text 4: the cohesive devices (better and more) in line (28), which 
falls under comparative reference, are translated into Arabic text by make use of the 
comparative reference شضوأَٚ ًضفأ /a-fdal wa a-kther/ means (better and more) which is in 
line (25). In other words, the prefix /a-/ is used to form an adjective comparative device in 
Arabic language, which means, the translated words agree with the source words in terms 
of structure. Therefore, the translator conveys the original message of the ST.  
4.2.4.4 Substitution 
It can be found that some English substitution devices are similarly translated into Arabic 
text by retaining their grammatical function as „cohesive ties‟. The purpose of adopting this 
technique is to avoid repetition of unnecessary words. For example, (in text 7), as follows: 
English: line (36-38) 
“What makes this particularly noteworthy is that Peres‟s office did not release Morsi‟s 
letter publicly until after checking with the Egyptians to make sure it was okay to do so.”  
Arabic: (24-26) 
"َٞشقٌّاَتٔبغٌاَغًَِفاٛرَْأَذؼثَلااَٟعشَِةبطخَشؾٕ٠ٌََُظ٠ش١ثَتزىَِْأََٛ٘شوزٌبثَاش٠ذعَاشِأَازًَ٘ؼغ٠َبِّ
َخ١ٔبىِآََِذوؤزٌٍهٌزثََب١مٌا". 
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Back translation:  
“What makes this matter noteworthy is that Peres‟s office didn‟t release Morsi‟s letter until 
after contacting with the Egyptian side to make sure of doing so.” 
Here, the English cohesive tie (do so) that falls under a verbal substitution device, replaces 
the verb phrase (release Morsi‟s letter publicly). Similarly, this device has the same 
function of cohesion when translated into Arabic text. It is translated into Arabic as هٌزثََب١مٌا 
/al-kiyam bi-dhaalika/ which means (doing so) and it substitutes شؾٕ٠َٟعشَِةبطخ  /yanshor 
khitaba morsi/ which means (release Morsi‟s letter). The translator used this technique in 
order to avoid repetition since the substitution device used cohesively ties sentences 
together in Arabic too; besides, the communicative meaning is clearly transmitted.  
4.2.4.5 Ellipsis 
As shown in Appendix C, the translator adopts „sustaining‟ technique while translating 
some of English ellipsis devices into Arabic text. That is, the implicit expressions in 
English text remain elliptical in Arabic text. For example, in text 1, as follows: 
English: (line 33-37) 
“They began pressing Bashir for the expulsion of these groups from the country… Bashir 
eventually agreed because he realized … Arab world” 
Arabic: (line 26-28) 
"ش١ؾجٌاٍَٝػَظغضٌبثَاٚأذثََٚ،ْادٛغٌآََِدبػّٛغٌّاَٖزَ٘دشطٌ...ش١ؾجٌاَكفاََٚنسدأَٗٔلأَفبطٌّاَخ٠بَٟٙٔف…ٌََُبؼٌا
ٟثشؼٌا" 
Back translation: 
“And they began pressing Al-Bashir to expel these groups from the Sudan… Al-Bashir 
ultimately agreed because he realized …. The Arab world” 
As noted in the example above, the verb (agreed) can be interpreted as an elliptical 
reference since it needs a complement to clearly express a full idea. Yet, the reader can 
supply the elliptical information from the preceding paragraph, which is, (for the expulsion 
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of these groups from the country). Similarly, in Arabic text, the ellipsis device /wafaka al-
bashir/ ش١ؾجٌاَكفاٚ (Al-Bashir agreed) needs the same English complement, which is دشطٌَٖزَ٘
دبػّٛغٌّآََِْادٛغٌا  /li-tard haadhihi al-majmouaat mina al-sudan/ means (to expel these 
groups from the Sudan). Hence, it can be noted that while translating into Arabic text, the 
translator infers that the missing information is not necessary to be compensated in Arabic 
text because the topic is specified to one issue which is (conflict of power in Sudan). 
Besides, the elliptical information is understandable from the context and there is no need 
to repeat the same idea. In doing so, the translator conserves the output message of the ST 
besides conserving the cohesion in the text.   
4.2.4.6 Conjunction 
It is observed in Appendix C that almost English conjunction devices are translated into 
Arabic text by their equivalent meanings and types. For example, the „adverstaive‟ 
conjunction (but) is translated as /la:kin/ which have the same meaning (but) and same type 
(adversative).  
4.2.5 Mix technique 
It is observed in Appendix C that a new technique appeared while translating a conjunction 
device, which is, „a mix technique‟. This technique means that two different techniques are 
used together while translating conjunction device of the ST. The following sub sections 
will illustrate examples where the translator makes use of this technique. 
4.2.5.1 Alteration and Addition  
Conjunctions devices are translated by make use of „addition‟ technique achieved by 
adding another conjunction device besides the one existed in English text. Also, the 
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translator makes use of „alteration‟ technique where he or she replaced the English 
conjunction type with another type in Arabic text.  The following example will clarify this 
technique, as shown in Appendix C (text 4):  
English: line (38) 
“Meanwhile, when I asked our young guide Hassan…” 
Arabic: line (32) 
"...ٞسٛضٌاَةبؾٌاَبٔذؽشَِذٌؤعَبِذٕػَٓىٌٚ" 
Back translation:  
And but, when I asked our young guide Hassan.  
In English text, the writer connects the paragraph with the preceding one through a 
conjunction „Meanwhile‟ that initiates the paragraph. This English conjunction falls under a 
„temporal conjunction‟ that relates the two paragraphs „in time‟ where it exactly shows 
what happens (during the writer‟s visit to Omar Abdel Aziz School). Yet, in Arabic text, 
the translator used another two conjunctions instead of using one conjunction. These two 
conjunctions used are: „additive‟ and „contrastive‟ conjunction. Therefore, there is „a mix 
technique‟ used in this example, which are, „addition‟ technique and „alteration‟ technique. 
The „addition technique‟ is achieved by make use of two conjunctions together, which are, 
ٓىٌٚ /wa la:kin/ which mean (and but),  (/wa/ means „and‟) and (/la:kin/ means „but‟). In 
addition, it can be found that the source conjunction falls under a „temporal conjunction‟; in 
contrast, the translator uses other types of conjunction which are „additive‟ and 
„adversative‟. Therefore an „alteration‟ technique appeared in this example by the altering 
of conjunction type.  
Regarding the meaning of the ST, the „temporal conjunction‟ in English text supply new 
information agreed with the previous paragraph „in time‟. However, in Arabic text, the 
translator used the additive conjunction /wa/ „and‟ as a means of reporting new information 
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that introduced by other participants. And since the reported information will contrary the 
one introduced in the preceding paragraph, he or she makes use of „adversative‟ 
conjunction to show this contradiction. Also, since the topic is an important and it belongs 
to an Arab country, which is (Egypt), the translator seeks to invoke the attention of Arab 
readers to such an important point. In addition to that, it is apparent from the seven text that 
Arabic text tends to extensively used „additive‟ conjunction /wa/ (and) to introduce ideas 
and „adversative‟ conjunction /la:kin/ (but) to present important facts. 
4.2.5.2 Addition and Sustaining 
This technique is used when the English conjunction device is translated into its equivalent 
meaning in Arabic text, besides, adding another conjunction device. For example, as shown 
in Appendix C (text 2), as follows: 
English: line (6-10) 
“We‟re still in what I like to call the “fog of revolution” in both countries, where it‟s hard 
to know for sure what‟s happening and who benefits, so my reporting comes with a basic 
caveat. But based on conversations with sources … some basic analysis” 
Arabic: line (3-7) 
"َٗ١ّعأَْأَتؽأَبّ١فَبٌٕصَبَِٓؾٔٚ«حسٛضٌاَةبجضَ»َسذؾ٠َاربَِٓ١م١ٌاَٗعٍَٚٝػَفشؼَْٔأَتؼق٠َش١ؽَ،ٓ٠ذٍجٌاَلاوَٟف
َ ،ذ١فزغٌّاَ ِٓٚازٌَػبض١زعاٌَٝاَ طبزؾ٠َ ٌٗٛلأَ بَِ ْبفَ .ٓىٌََٚسدبقَِ غَِ بٙز٠شعأَٟزٌاَش٠دبؽلأاٍَٝػَ ءبٕث…ََضؼث
خ١ئذجٌّاَدلا١ٍؾزٌا." 
Back translation: 
“And we are still in what I like to call it „‟fog of the revolution‟‟ in both countries, where it 
is hard to know for certain what is happening and who is the benefit, for this reason, what I 
say needs to  be clarified. However, based on conversations I interviewed with 
sources…some basic analysis.” 
In English text, the cohesive tie „But‟ categorized under „adversative‟ conjunction and it 
makes link with the preceding sentence by means of contrary. It can be found that, in 
Arabic text, the translator preserves the function of the English conjunction by translated it 
with its equivalent meaning in Arabic, which is, ٓىٌ /la:kin/ (but). Yet, another conjunction 
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device appears in Arabic text, which is, ٚ /wa/ (means „but‟ in this example). In other 
words, both of the two conjunctions ٓىٌٚ /wa/ and /la:kin/ are classified under „adversative‟ 
conjunction‟ in Arabic text. Therefore, the translator adopts mix technique, by translating 
the English source conjunction with its equivalent meaning in Arabic, besides, adding 
another conjunction. Hence, two techniques appeared in this example, namely, (Addition 
and Sustaining). Furthermore, it seems that the translator used this „mix technique‟ to assert 
the contrary relation between the two sentences, besides, an observation of Arabic texts will 
reveal that Arabic language is an additive language since there are two conjunctions 
appeared together in the texts unlike English text that seems to be vacant of this type of 
conjunction. Since the relation between sentences is clear in the target text and corresponds 
with that in source text, then the translator thrived on conveying the exact communicative 
meaning.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
FINDINGS & CONCLUSION 
  
5.0 Introduction 
This chapter presents summary for the results of this study according to the main two 
research questions, it discusses the findings, it provides contribution, it presents conclusion, 
and finally suggests some recommendations for future researchers. 
Summary of Results According to Research Questions 
Research Question 1:   
What are the frequencies of different cohesive markers in both of Arabic and English texts? 
And if these cohesive markers are used in the TL differently from the way they used in the 
SL?  
According to this question the results revealed the following finding: First, out of the seven 
texts, the Arabic texts have a greater number of grammatical cohesive devices than English 
texts. Second, the majority of grammatical cohesive devices in both texts are categorized 
under „reference device‟. Third, the personal reference predominate other types of reference 
devices in both texts. Fourth, out of the seven texts, six Arabic texts have more occurrences 
of personal references than those in English text. Fifth, the English texts include more 
incidences of ellipsis devices than those in Arabic text. However, ellipsis devices are not 
widely used throughout both texts because these political texts are classified under a 
„political opinions‟ in which the writer aims to convey clear message to the audience for the 
purpose of avoiding ambiguity and confusion. Sixth, few occurrences of substitution 
devices are used in both texts. Moreover, there are three Arabic texts out of the seven texts 
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where there is no incidence of substitution device, whereas, only two English texts out of 
the seven texts are out of this device. In other words, English texts have more incidences of 
substitution device than Arabic text. The reason for the less usage of this device refers to 
the political opinion texts where the writers have unlimited space to write their opinions. 
Seventh, all Arabic texts have greater number of conjunction devices than those in English 
texts. Furthermore, the study found that Arabic is an additive language due to the using of 
many conjunctions especially the „additive conjunction‟ /wa/ which means (and). 
Research Question 2: What are the main techniques used in translating these cohesive 
markers into Arabic? 
In this study the results showed the following findings: First, the three translation 
techniques of Nida (1964) are used while translating English grammatical cohesive devices 
into Arabic text. These techniques are (i) Alteration: examples of this technique appeared in 
all grammatical cohesive devices and they are extensively used while translating reference 
devices.  (ii) Subtraction: examples of this technique can be found in reference and 
conjunction devices where the devices are omitted in Arabic text. (iii) Addition: the results 
of the study revealed that „addition‟ is the most obvious technique the translator used while 
translating English ellipsis devices into Arabic text. Second, there are two new translation 
techniques are found in this study, these new techniques are (i) Sustaining: this technique 
means that the grammatical cohesive device of the ST is translated into the TT by what is 
equal in the target text in terms of meaning and function. Furthermore, the study revealed 
that examples of this technique are found while translating all the English grammatical 
cohesive devices into Arabic text. (ii) Mix technique: the study showed that a mix 
technique appeared while translated English conjunction devices into Arabic text. This 
technique means that two different techniques are used together while translating the 
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conjunction device into Arabic text, for example, the use of (alteration and addition) and 
the use of (addition and sustaining).  
5.2 Discussion 
The findings of the first objective that were found in this study considered to be similar to 
those findings in different reviewed literatures in chapter two where researchers find the 
following: (i) Arabic uses more cohesive devices than English language such as the study 
of Hinkel (2001), (ii) Arabic is an additive language due to the using of many conjunctions 
in the text, such as the study of  Chaalal (2009) and Mohamed & Omer (2000), (iii) English 
texts include more ellipsis and substitution than Arabic texts, such as the study of Hanan 
(1988). Moreover, the findings of the second objective that were found in the study align 
with some researchers‟ findings in chapter two. For example, Baker (1992, p. 190) 
confirms that, “every language has its own devices for establishing cohesive links. 
Language and Text-type preferences must be taken into consideration in the process of 
translation‟‟. Moreover, some of the translation techniques observed in this study meet 
other researchers‟ techniques such as Darwish (2010) Proshina (2008) and Baker (1992). 
However, this study presented five translation techniques which make a focus only on 
grammatical cohesive devices rather than lexical cohesion. Besides, this study tackled 
political „opinion‟ text unlike previous studies which only focus on newspaper and political 
texts in general. Therefore, this study contributes to English-Arabic translation of the 
grammatical cohesive devices with reference to political „opinion‟ text. 
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5.3 Contribution 
This study is important since it tackles the grammatical cohesive devices in Arabic and 
English language by make use of Halliday and Hasan (1976) model. Besides, it tackles the 
translation of the English grammatical cohesive devices into English text by make use of 
Nida‟s (1964) translation techniques. This study contributes to the field of English-Arabic 
translation since the data used are related to (Political Opinion Texts) which is not tackled 
in previous studies. Furthermore, there are some classifications under each translation 
technique of Nida (1964) as shown in chapter 4. Besides, this study is important since 
Nida‟s (1964) translation techniques are extended to be five translation techniques.  Hence, 
the suggested model for translating grammatical cohesive devices from English into Arabic 
language is shown in table (5.1) 
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. 
Table (5.1) the suggested model for translating grammatical cohesive devices from English into Arabic 
language 
Translation techniques 
Alteration: 
                     Personal references  
Alteration of a subject noun pronoun by an object noun pronoun and vice versa 
Alteration of a noun pronoun by a possessive pronoun 
Alteration of a possessive pronoun by a noun    
Alteration of a noun pronoun by a noun 
Alteration of a noun pronoun by a demonstrative reference 
Alteration of number (singular pronoun to plural and vice versa) 
Alteration of a pronoun type 
                   Demonstrative references  
Alteration by changing „a scale of proximity‟ 
Alteration by noun 
Alteration of demonstrative reference‟s type 
Alteration by a pronoun 
Alteration of number 
                  comparative references  
         1.    Alteration by synonym 
Alteration by superlative 
                 Substitution  
Alteration by ellipsis 
Alteration by a noun or a pronoun 
Alteration by clarification 
Ellipsis :  
Alteration by a substitution  
Conjunctions  
           Alteration by type  
Subtraction: 
omitting of personal references 
omitting of demonstrative references 
omitting of comparative references 
omitting of conjunctions 
Addition:   
Ellipsis 
Sustaining: 
all grammatical cohesive devices  
mix technique: 
Alteration and Addition 
Addition and Sustaining 
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5.4 Conclusion 
This study deals with „political opinion texts‟ where it aims to identify the translation 
techniques used to translate English grammatical cohesive markers into Arabic texts. The 
study identified these grammatical cohesive markers in both languages by make use of 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) model. Then, the study identified the translation techniques 
used by translators adopting Nida‟s (1964) translation techniques.  It was found that 
different grammatical cohesive devices are used in both texts, however, their frequency 
differently distributed in both texts. In short, Arabic texts have more grammatical cohesive 
devices than those in English text, besides, conjunction and references have more 
incidences in Arabic text unlike ellipsis and substitution which are more in English text. 
Furthermore, this study showed that the three translation techniques of Nida (1964), which 
are, „Alteration‟, „Addition‟ and „Subtraction‟ are used in translating the grammatical 
cohesive devices in order to adjust the meaning in the Arabic text. This study is important 
since it extended another new two techniques which are: „Sustaining‟ and „Mix technique‟.  
5.5 Recommendations 
Since the findings of this study focus on political opinion text, future‟s researchers may 
investigate the following: 
First, the new study might investigate other political text types such as (documentary and 
daily report news) 
Second, the new study might use another model of cohesion to analyze the grammatical 
cohesion such as the model of Dooley and Levinsohn (2000) and Brown & Yule (1983).   
Third, the new study might analyze the lexical cohesion which is not covered in this study. 
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 Fourth, the new study might focus on one type of grammatical cohesion, such as 
(Reference), and (Conjunction), to get variety of data on different text-types.  
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Appendix A (1) 
Text One 
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Text Two 
David Ignatius (Opinion Writer) September 12 (The Washington Post) 
In Egypt and Libya, radicals are jockeying for power 
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Text Three 
Next Up: Turkey vs. Iran 
By SONER CAGAPTAY (The New York Times)  
 
Published: February 14, 2012 
Soner Cagaptay is a senior fellow at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy. 
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Text Four 
Watching Elephants Fly 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN  (New York Times) 
Published: January 7, 2012  
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Text Five 
Morsi’s Wrong Turn 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN (The New York Times) 
Published: August 28, 2012 
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Text Six 
The United States’ chance for a do-over with Egypt 
Deputy Editorial Page Editor 
By Jackson Diehl, Published: July 8 (The Washington Post) 
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Text Seven 
Egypt’s new leaders must accept reality  
By Dennis Ross, Published: August 19 (The Washington Post) 
Dennis Ross, a counselor at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, was a special 
assistant to President Obama on the Middle East and a senior director on the National 
Security Council staff from July 2009 to December 2011. 
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 )2( A xidneppA
 enO txeT
 أوذرو واتسيىس
 مزيذ مه الحروب باوتظار السىدان
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  831
 
 owT txeT
 اٌّزؾذدَْٚفَِٟقشٌَٚ١ج١بَ٠زؾب٠ٌٍٍَْٛٛفٛيَاٌَٝاٌغٍطخ
 2102عجزّجشََ41اٌغّؼخ،ََ–اٌؾشقَالأٚعظَ|َثٛاعطخَد٠ف١ذَاغٕبر١ٛطَ
 
 
 
 
  931
 
 
 
 eerhT txeT
 المىاجهت المقبلت تركيا ضذ إيران
َعٛٔ١شَرؾبغجزبٞ
 2102/2/72
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  141
 
 ruof txeT
 مشاهذة الفيلت تطير
 2102٠ٕب٠شََ11الأسثؼبء،َ – اٌؾشقَالأٚعظ | رِٛبطَفش٠ذِبْ ثٛاعطخ
 »رب٠ّضَٔ١ٛ٠ٛسن«خذِخَ *
 
 
 
 
  241
 
 
 evif txeT
 تىجه مرسي الخاطئ
 تىماس فريذمان
 َ2102أغغطظَ 03  
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  441
 
 xis txeT
 فرصت الىلاياث المتحذة لبذء صفحت جذيذة مع مصر
 2102٠ٌٛ١ََٛ01اٌضلاصبء،َ – اٌؾشقَالأٚعظ | عبوغَْٛد٠ً ثٛاعطخ
 »ٚاؽٕطَٓثٛعذ«خذِخَ *
 
 
  541
 
 
 
 neves txeT
 اٌغذدَالاػزشافَثبٌٛالغػٍَٝلبدحَِقشَ
 2102أغغطظََ12اٌضلاصبء،َ – اٌؾشقَالأٚعظ | د٠ٕ١ظَسٚط ثٛاعطخ
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Appendix B (1) 
Text (1) War, War and More War for Sudan 
 
 
 
Personal references 
Referenced item reference 
Item lines reference line 
Omar al-Bashir 1 his government 3 
Omar al-Bashir 6 his removal 7 
Removal of Omar 7 it 7 
The groups 8 their common hatred 8 
Omar al-Bashir 1 Him/ his party 8 
Groups of conflict 8 they 9 
Omar al-Bashir 1 him 9 
groups 8 they 9 
Turabi 16 he 16 
Thousands of women 17-18 their  jobs 18 
Osama bin Laden 27 he 28 
U.S. government and its 
Arab allies 
32 They 33 
Bashir 36 he 36 
Bashir 36 put him 37 
Bashir 40 his expulsion 40 
Islamist groups 41 They 42 
Turabi 43 his  public statements 43 
Turabi 43 land him/he 44 
Abdul Azziz al-Hilu and  
Malak Agar 
54-55 their movement 57 
Abdul Azziz al-Hilu and  
Malak Agar 
54-55 their provinces 59 
the movement 66 it signed 68 
manifesto 68 its central principal 69 
the leaders of Justice and 
Equality 
68-69 They 69 
the rebels 73 they 73 
the rebels 73 They/they/their allies 74 
the rebels 73 they 75 
Demonstrative reference 
Item Line reference Line 
rebel armies 4 The groups 7-8 
Sudan 17 the country 19 
Turabi radical  Islamist 
groups 
29 these groups 33 
Sudan 33 the country 34 
the expulsion of Islamist 33-34 these policies 36 
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groups 
radical Islamist groups 29 these radical groups 37 
Agreement to expel Islamist 
groups from Sudan 
36 that decision 37-38 
Bashir and Turabi 36-37 the two men 38-39 
Bashir 36 the president 40 
rebel armies 4 The rebel 50 
the Comprehensive Peace 
Agreement 
57 The agreement 59 
provinces to bring … the 
future 
59-60 the process 61 
Justice and Equality 
Movement 
65 the movement 66 
Comparative references 
Referenced information Comparative references 
item line reference line 
Other than  Osama bin Laden 27 other 29 
other group of  ( pro-
democracy groups ) 
50 other 68 
Substitution 
Substituted information line reference line 
group 8 one 10 
..the rebels can topple the 
Bashir government 
73 do 73 
Ellipsis 
Ellipsed information line reference line 
not Moslem 21 not 21 
for the expulsion of Islamist  
groups from the country 
(33-34) agreed 36 
dispute over the power of the 
presidency 
38 still are 42 
and he (Turabi) is believed 43 and is believed 43 
and he (Turabi) is cosidered 43 and is considered 45 
spreading radical Islam 47-48 continued 49 
“it is revenge‟‟ the 
motivation 
66 :revenge 67 
 (in disagreement) with the 
manifesto  central principal 
of a secular state 
69 not alone 69-70 
they support (two historic 
parties) 
70 support 71 
Conjunctions 
Conjunction reference line reference line 
after Omar al-Bashir‟s 23-
year rule 
1 Currently (temporal) 3 
his government is under 
attack .. 
3 as well as (additive) 4 
Bashir‟s days may be 
numbered 
6 yet (adversative) 7 
the groups challenging 
Bashir 
8-9 But (adversative) 9 
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Text 2: In Egypt and Libya, radicals are jockeying for power 
Under Turabi‟s influence.. 16-26 also (additive) 27 
Turabi who in 1991 invited 
Osama bin Laden… 
27 also (additive) 29 
Agree to expel the group 
from the country 
36 but (adversative) 37 
Bashir abruptly ended the 
process,,,,,,etc 
61 But (adversative) 63 
The Sudanese Air Force 
killed the founder… 
65 so (causal) 66 
the movement has a more 
immediate motivation 
.revenge.. 
66-67 But (adversative) 68 
Two historic parties…a 
democratic state 
70-71 but (adversative) 71 
It is not certain that the rebels 
can topple the Bashir 
government 
73 But (adversative) 73 
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Personal references 
Referenced item reference 
Item lines reference line 
I 6 my reporting 7 
the protesters 11 them 12 
„I‟ 6 me 17 
An analyst 17 he 17 
the Salafists 20 their rivals 20 
process 26 it 26 
Benghazi attack 28 it 29 
extremists 30 they were augmented 30 
extremists 30 Their anger 31 
America 34 it 35 
the internal fights 43 it 37 
a group of extremist Iranian 
“students 
39 They captured 40 
a group of extremist Iranian 
“students 
39 they seized 41 
local security authorities 42 they can‟t 42 
Romney 05 His comments 50 
crisis 51 it needs 51 
Demonstrative reference 
Item Line reference Line 
What‟s happening, is, by 
Mitt Romney 
1-2 that 2 
the protesters moving 
toward the U.S. Embassy 
11-12 that crowd 17 
Egypt and Libya 20/26 these countries 34 
the internal fights 43 this 36 
the seizure of the U.S. 
Embassy 
45 That 38 
the seizure of the U.S. 
Embassy 
45 that disaster 41 
The takfiris hate the ruling 
Muslim Brotherhood 
34 That’s 47 
the seizure of the U.S. 
Embassy in Egypt & Libya 
Previous this crisis 51 
Egypt and Libya events Previous  these events 52 
the success of the tolerably 
non-extremist governments 
in Egypt and Libya 
52-53 this success 54 
Comparative references 
item line reference line 
than the Salafists.. 13 more conservative 15 
The Salafists.. 13 less pragmatic 15 
than the first message 19 more interesting 20 
the Cairo uproar 22 a similar process 26 
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His comments 50 more 51 
over the next year, Morsi can 
….. 
56-75 the same 58 
Substitution 
Substituted information line reference line 
attack 29 the one  29 
has an interest 34 does 35 
Ellipsis 
Ellipsed information line reference line 
The first message 19 The first 19 
restore order 42 can‟t or won‟t 42 
takfiri wing) has link ( it 46 has link 47 
Conjunctions 
Conjunction reference line reference line 
What‟s happening in 
Cairo…. 
1 but (adversative) 2 
it‟s hard to know…. 6-7 so (causal) 7 
it‟s hard to know… 6-7 But (adversative) 8 
who are often described… 24 but (adversative) 25 
A similar process… 26 and (additive) 26 
The Salafists‟ assault on 
…the one in Cairo 
28-29 But (adversative) 29 
especially when U.S. 
embassies …in the crossfire 
35-36 But this (adversative) 36 
the internal fights and 
demonstration occurs 
Previous 
paragraphs 
Also ( additive) 44 
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Text 3: Next Up: Turkey vs. Iran 
Personal references 
Item lines reference line 
Turkey 2 its policies 3 
Turkey 2 Its own people 4 
Turkish-Iranian rivalry 5 It 6 
the Justice and Development Party 8 its standing 9 
Iran 18 it 19 
Tehran 20 it 20 
Tehran 20 its territory 20 
Turkey 24 its 23 
Iran 24 its support 25 
Assad 25 his 25 
The Syrian uprising 26 it 27 
the Sunni Arabs 43 their persecution 43 
The Kurds 42 They 44 
Ankara 47 its commitment 48 
Ankara 47 
its territory 
 
48 
Both countries (Turkey and Iran) 55 their hands 55 
Demonstrative reference 
Item Line reference Line 
Iranian  threats to Turkey 1 This 5 
Iran and Turkey 14/15 the two governments 15 
The uprising in Syria 22 the revolution 24 
Comparative references 
item line reference line 
Turkey threat 50 a greater threat 50 
Turkey 50 more aggressive 52 
Ellipsis 
Ellipsed information line reference line 
He (Yahya Rahim Safavi) says 2 : “Turkey….” 2 
or  it will face (Turkey) 2 or face 4 
reform Syria  22 reform  30 
to improve relations  with Arab Sunni 
43 
 
amends 44 
Conjunctions 
Conjunction reference line reference line 
First line 1 for instance ( additive) 1 
Turkey must radically… 2-4 or (adversative) 4 
when Turkey became .. the Middle East 6-7 though (adversative) 8 
2002 12 Meanwhile (temporal) 17 
After the Iraq War,… 19-20 Then (temporal) 22 
Previous sentence 26 Either…or (additive) 26 
The Syrian uprising has become a zero-
sum game 
26 Likewise (additive) 27 
it has become a proxy war…one winner 27-28 Hence (causal) 29 
Since Iraq‟s first democratic…al-Maliki 35-36 While (adversative) 36 
The Kurds, who have until ….., making 
amends 
42-44 also (additive) 44 
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Text 4: Watching Elephants Fly 
Personal references 
Referenced item reference 
Item lines reference line 
the uprising in Egypt 1 its first anniversary 2 
the Egyptian uprising 3 predicted it 4 
the Egyptian uprising 3 see it 5 
the Egyptian uprising 3 it‟s going 5 
the women 20 they 21 
Many women 24 they 24 
Many women 24 they 24 
Some illiterate elderly 
women 
25 their kids 26 
illiterate elderly women 25 them 26 
the women 20 them 27 
all the women 27 they 27 
all the women 27 they 28 
the Muslim Brotherhood or 
Salafist candidates 
27 them 28 
Egyptian women 30 they 30 
Egyptian women 30 I love 30 
Muslim Brotherhood 31 they 31 
Egyptian women 30 I want 31 
Egyptian women 30 We need 32 
Egyptian women 30 I want  32 
Egyptian women 30 my kids 32 
the kids 32 they 33 
The Muslim Brotherhood 33 It 33 
Egyptian women 30 We 34 
Egyptian women 30 My biggest fear 35 
Egyptian women 30 We sit  36 
Egyptian women 30 our homes 36 
Egyptian women 30 You 36 
Egyptian women 30 Your 36 
Hassan 38 he 38 
Hassan 38 he said  39 
Hassan 38 he wrote 39 
Hassan 38 his ballot 39 
Hassan 38 He spat out  40 
Hassan 38 his disgust 40 
Hassan 38 like him 41 
a four-way power 44 them 46 
Hassan 47 I 47 
Hassan 47 I 48 
the secular youth 50 their now proven ability 51 
the secular youth 50 they see 52 
an international observer 55 His voting station 56 
the polling workers 56 them 58 
The box 59 our future 59 
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the polling workers 56 they put 59 
The box 59 put it 59 
The box 60 it 61 
Votes and hopes 62 them 63 
Demonstrative reference 
Referenced item Demonstrative reference 
Item Line reference Line 
The Egyptian uprising 3 this 4 
Egypt 2 here 9 
the Muslim Brotherhood and 
the Salafist Al Nour Party 
7-8 these Islamist parties 11 
Egypt 2 here 13 
Omar Abdel Aziz School 16 Here 20 
Voting  21 that way 23 
Egypt 2 the country 34 
Egypt 2 here 35 
Egypt 2 the country 40 
the uprising in Egypt 3 this story 46 
Egypt 44 the country 49 
Egypt 44 here 52 
the box  57 that box 59 
box  59 This 59 
the box  57 That box 60 
Egypt 44 here 61 
Egypt 44 The country 61 
Egyptian votes  60 those votes 62 
the hopes 60 those hopes 62 
a strategy 63 that 64 
Egyptian election boxes 
entire 
paragraph 
those ballot boxes 64 
a different future 65 then 65 
Comparative references 
Referenced information 
 
Comparative references 
item line reference line 
than the secular liberal 
candidates 
25 better, more honest 28 
Substitution 
Refers to reference 
Substituted information line reference line 
take notes 6 do 7 
The  Muslim Brotherhood 31 ones 31 
Ellipsis 
Refers to reference 
Ellipsed information line reference line 
none of the women 20 none 22 
Many women 20 Many 24 
visited them (the women) 20 visited 25 
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and they (Some illiterate 
elderly women) just voted 
25 and just voted 26 
to vote 26 told them to 26 
not to deliver  more… 28 not more  28-29 
to go 47 I have to 48 
and now it (the army) runs 36 and now runs  49 
alone  for a new beginning   61 not sufficient 61 
Conjunctions 
Conjunction reference line reference line 
To not be worried …. 
recklessly naïve 
10-11 But (adversative) 11 
virtually all the women…. the 
Salafists 
20-22 But (adversative) 22 
Many said they voted for 
Islamists 
24 because (causal) 24 
all the women…. where their 
kids told them to 
20-26 But (adversative) 26 
practically all of them … 
salafist candidates 
27-28 because (causal) 28 
During the visit 
previous 
paragraphs 
Meanwhile (temporal) 38 
- previous And (additive) 44 
That box and all the hopes 
stuffed into ...a new 
beginning here 
60-61 But (adversative) 61 
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Text 5: Morsi’s Wrong Turn 
Personal references 
Referenced item reference 
Item lines reference line 
President Morsi 3 you 4 
Iran‟s people 5 their country 5 
Iran‟s people 5 they 6 
President Morsi 3 you 7 
Iranian regime 9 It 9 
Iranians 10 their votes 11 
Morsi 11 he 12 
Morsi 11 his 12 
Morsi 11 his legitimacy 14 
Morsi 15 he 15 
The Iranian regime 17 its nuclear facilities 17 
a visit Evin prison 19 It 20 
Morsi 19 Remind him 20 
Morsi 19 his own past 20 
Morsi 19 offer him 20 
Morsi 21 He could 22 
The Nonaligned Movement 26 it 27 
Morsi 32 he 32 
Ban Ki-moon 34 his hand 35 
Morsi 37 his business 38 
Morsi 38 see him 38 
the turning 39 It 39 
Morsi‟s first big trip 40 It 41 
Morsi 46 he can 47 
3 million peaceful demonstrators 49-50 Their simple slogan 51 
Morsi 60 he read 60 
Morsi 60 him 61 
Morsi 62 his Iranian hosts 62 
the leaders 62 their backs 62 
the leaders 62 their people 63 
the leaders 62 them 63 
the leaders 62 their country 63 
Demonstrative reference 
Referenced item Demonstrative reference 
Item Line reference Line 
the Nonaligned Movement‟s 
summit meeting 
2 the meeting 4 
reason 3 that 5 
the Iranian regime 3 This Iranian regime 9 
lending his legitimacy to an 
Iranian regime.. 
14 This 15 
in 1955 27 then 27 
Western democratic capitalists 28 these two blocs 29 
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and Eastern Communists 
attending the Nonaligned 
Movement‟s summit meeting in 
Tehran  
2 that choice 32 
the Nonaligned Movement‟s 
summit meeting in Tehran 
2 
this Iranian whitewashing 
festival 
35 
maintain a cold peace with Israel 37 that 38 
The Iranian regime 58 That is the regime 60 
Comparative references 
Referenced information Comparative references 
item line reference line 
a democracy movement 7 same kind 7 
Substitution 
Substituted information line reference line 
to hand over the presidency of the 
Nonaligned Movement 
21-22 done that 22-23 
a primer 46 the one 48 
Ellipsis 
Ellipsed information line reference line 
and to have 4 and have 4 
the results of their votes 11 the results 11 
Followed it ( a courageous 
democracy revolution) 
12 followed 13 
say that  say 21 
Is that really?  (Morsi is only 
stopping …..from Egypt) 
21-22 Really? 22 
Whom is it  Nonaligned? 25 
Nonaligned against what and 
between whom? 
25 
a logic of establishing or 
(conceiving) 
26 a logic 27 
this choice 32 ََthisَ 37 
It should maybe been on 41 maybe onَ42 
Caltech institution or academy  Caltech 42 
the Iranian government 
entire  
paragraph 
the government 55 
the Iranian regime 
entire  
paragraph 
the regime 58 
sanitize it (the regime) 60 sanitize 60 
who is urging (an Iranian 
democracy group) 
61 urging 61 
that letter 61 that 65 
Conjunctions 
Conjunction reference line reference line 
one of the first trips by Egypt‟s 
..this week. 
1-3 but (adversative) 3 
to signal to Iran‟s people .. 
clerical leadership 
5-6 and therefore (causal)  6 
who was brought to power … 
Muslim Brotherhood party started 
11-13 but (adversative) 13 
The world was divided 
....Communists 
27-28 and (additive) 28 
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developing states ..these two 
blocs 
28-29 But (adversative) 30 
Is Morsi nonaligned…as well? 32-34 And by the way (additive) 34 
If Morsi wants to maintain a cold 
peace with Israel, that is his 
business 
37-38 As (adversative) 38 
As for Morsi himself, I‟d like to 
see ….in the Arab world 
38-39 But (adversative) 39 
of the 2009 presidential election   51 
Over the next six months 
(temporal) 
52 
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Text 6: The United States’ chance for a do-over with Egypt 
Personal references 
Referenced item reference 
Item lines reference line 
The United States 1 its relationship 2 
Washington 5 its connection 5 
The choice (to rebuild 
connection with Egypt) 
5 it 7 
the choice 5 it 8 
a revamp 11 it 11 
U.S. policy 14 it 15 
Morsi and the Brotherhood 18 their nominally democratic 18 
the military 19 its best 19 
the military 19 its lifelines 20 
Egypt 23 it 24 
The Obama administration 28 it waived 29 
Lobbying 35 َit infuriated 37 
Morsi‟s government 42 it follows 44 
Deputy Secretary of State 
urnsWilliam B 
47 he delivered 47 
military aid 49 it 50 
military aid 49 it 51 
The military 61 its influence  62 
Demonstrative reference 
Referenced item Demonstrative reference 
Item Line reference Line 
Previous paragraph 17-22 this tightrope 23 
a core U.S. ally and peaceful 
neighbor of Israel 
23-24 those roles 25 
Morsi 18 the new president 32 
the Muslim Brotherhood 12 the Islamists 38 
to preserve the rights of women 
….with Israel 
45-46 those terms 47 
military aid 49 that 50 
the U.S. aid to Morsi regime 
with terms 
44-47 that 54 
Egypt 58 the country 59 
Egyptian or domestic pressure 60-61 those pressures 63 
Comparative references 
Referenced information Comparative references 
item line reference line 
The challenge 54 other  60 
Ellipsis 
Ellipsed information line reference line 
they ( ties) are perpetuated 
  
3 perpetuated by 3 
and  they ( ties) are defended 3 and defended 3 
a daunting choice 
 
5 a daunting 7 
The remake of rebuild-5 the remake 9-10 
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connections  with Egypt 
the Obama administration 28 the administration 34 
the Obama administration 28 the administration 40 
It respects ( Morsi‟s 
government) 
44 respects 45 
It preserves ( Morsi‟s 
government) 
44 preserves 46 
the Obama administration 28 the administration 49 
they are 58 are 59 
the Obama administration 28 the administration 63 
Conjunctions 
Conjunction reference line reference line 
It‟s not often that the United 
States has the obligation… 
nations. 
1-2 however (adversative) 5 
It is a daunting… 7 But (adversative) 8 
The need for a revamp... 
some time 
11 but (adversative) 11 
last month when 
Mohammed ……president 
11-13 Up until then (temporal)ََ 13 
Now it gets complicated 17 For (causal) 17 
this tightrope could preserve 
Egypt….. 
 a functional democracy 
23-24 Or (adversative) 25 
First, in March, it waived 
congressional... a democratic 
transition 
29-30 But (adversative) 34 
last month the 
administration leaned…in a 
runoff election 
34-35 But (adversative) 37 
to mention military aid 49 too (additive) 50 
America‟s real friends … 
who have been shoved to the 
sidelines 
57-58 but (adversative) 59 
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Text 7: Egypt’s new leaders must accept reality 
 
Personal references 
Referenced item reference 
Item lines reference line 
Morsi 2 he 5 
Morsi 2 his office 6 
Morsi 9 he 9 
Egypt‟s revolution 11 its promise 12 
Morsi 15 around him 15 
Salah Abdul Maqsud 16 he 17 
the president 23 He 24 
The country 25 it 26 
Morsi and the Brotherhood 27 their “renaissance plan” 27 
Morsi and the Brotherhood 27 they resisted 28 
Morsi and the Brotherhood 27 they 29 
Morsi and the Brotherhood 32 they appear 33 
reality 32 deny it 33 
Morsi 33 him 34 
an organization 42 its own reality 43 
the group 43 its ideology 44 
the group 43 its basic philosophy 44 
Egypt‟s president and people 49 they 53 
Egypt‟s president and people 49 they 53 
Egypt‟s president and people 49 they 54 
M Egypt‟s president and 
people 
49 
their international 
obligations 
54 
our response 62 it 62 
Demonstrative reference 
Referenced item Demonstrative reference 
Item Line reference Line 
Morsi 16 the president 19 
Egypt 8 the state  20 
the state media‟s tone has 
changed 
20 this 22 
Morsi 21 the president 23 
Egypt  25 The country 25 
an International Monetary 
Fund 
29 the IMF 31 
Morsi denied sending Israeli 
President Shimon Peres 
33-34 this 36 
16 Egyptian soldiers 3 the Egyptian soldiers 40 
an organization 42 the group 43 
Morsi‟s behavior 
 (has moved armored 
forces…..the Israelis) 
58 this behavior 59 
Comparative references 
item line reference line 
(Many see Morsi‟s move…) 9 more prone 13 
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Morsi‟s move… 9 the other moves 15 
denied  Consider that Morsi
sending Israeli President 
…. Shimon Peres 
33 Similarly 39 
substitution 
item line reference line 
to release Morsi‟s letter 
publicly 
37 do so 38 
Policy differences are 
understandable….fictions 
47-48 Know this 49 
to mobilize the international 
community, and global 
financial institutions, to help 
Egypt 
50-51 do so 51 
Ellipsis 
Ellipsed information line reference line 
the state  is far ( itand 
media‟s tone) 
20 and is far 21 
with it ( the Muslim 
Brotherhood) 
23 sympathizers 24 
written to him (to Morsi) 33 written him 34 
nothing else (an there is If 
organization that insists on 
living in its own reality) 
43 If nothing else 43 
The record of  Egypt‟s 
president and people 
49 The record 56 
The United States 
administration‟s position 
45 
The administration‟s 
position 
59 
Conjunctions 
Conjunction reference line reference line 
Morsi seized on the killing of 
16 Egyptian soldiers in the 
Sinai early this month 
2-3 to (causal) 4 
Morsi seized on the killing of 
16 Egyptian … this month 
2-3 also (additive) 5 
comes from… 17 and (additive) 17 
Morsi and the Brotherhood 
seem to recognize reality 
32 But (adversative) 32 
َ.Consider that Morsi denied 
sending ….with Israel 
33-36 Similarly (additive) 39 
the group the Brotherhood is 
wedded to its ideology and 
cannot …its basic philosophy 
into question 
43-45 But (adversative) 45 
Policy differences are 
understandable 
47 but (adversative) 47 
Morsi and the Muslim 
Brotherhood should know 
this 
49 also (additive) 50 
we are prepared to mobilize 
the international community, 
… to help Egypt 
50-51 but (adversative) 51 
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Appendix B (2) 
Text 1: نادوسلا راظتناب بورحلا نم دٌزم 
Personal references 
Referenced item reference 
Translation item lines translation reference line 
Omar Hassan al-
Bashir 
رٌشبلا نسح رمع 
 
1 
/-hu/ 
His government 
 
تموكحه 3 
rebel armies ةدرمتم شوٌج 
3 /-haa/ 
Its  strength 
توقاه 3 
the groups تاعومجملا 
6 /-haa/ 
Its hatred 
تٌهاركاه 7 
al-Bashir رٌشبلا 
6 /-hu/ 
of him 
له 7 
al-Bashir رٌشبلا 
6 /-hi/ 
his party 
 
بزحله 7 
groups تاعومجملا 
6 /-haa/ 
Its agreement 
قافتااه 7 
al-Bashir رٌشبلا 
6 /-hu/ 
topple him 
وطقسأه 7 
groups تاعومجملا 
6 /-hum/ 
between them 
نٌبمه 8 
Hassan al-Turabi ًبارتلا نسح 
10 /-hu/ 
to him 
له 11 
Sudanese  women تاٌنادوسلا ءاسنلا 
14 /-hunna/ 
their jobs 
نهلمع 
 
14 
Turabi ًبارتلا 
21 /huwa/ 
he 
وه 21 
Osama bin Laden ندلا نب ةماسأ 
21 /-hi/ 
his residence 
 
تماقإه 21 
al-Bashir رٌشبلا 
28 /-hu/ 
because he 
 
 
نلأه 28 
al-Bashir رٌشبلا 
28 /-hu/ 
put him 
لخدأه 29 
the president سٌئرلا 
31 /-hi/ 
his  power 
تاٌحلاصه  31 
the president 
 
سٌئرلا 
31 /-hi/ 
his expulsion 
 
درطه 31 
Islamist groups 
 
 
اةٌملاسلإا تاعامجل 
 
31 
/humma/ 
they two 
امه 32 
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Turabi ًبارتلا 
33 /-hu/ 
He is 
نأه 33 
Turabi ًبارتلا 
33 /-hi/ 
him 
ٌلعه  
 
33 
Turabi ًبارتلا 
33 /-hi/ 
his statements 
تاحٌرصته 33 
Turabi ًبارتلا 
33 /-hi/ 
with him 
 
به 34 
Turabi ًبارتلا 
33 /-hu/ 
He is 
نإفه 34 
Turabi ًبارتلا 
33 /-hi 
to him 
ٌلإه 35 
Bashir’s party رٌشبلا ةعامج 
36 /-haa/ 
its aim 
فدهاه 37 
the 
Comprehensive 
Peace Agreement 
 ملاسلا ةٌقافتا صوصن
ةلماشلا 
44 
/-haa/ 
to it 
ٌلإاه 44 
Abdul Azziz al-Hilu 
and  Malak Agar 
ولحلا زٌزعلا دبع 
راقع كلامو 
42 
/-humaa/ 
their two movement 
تكرحامه 44 
Abdul Azziz al-Hilu 
and  Malak Agar 
 ولحلا زٌزعلا دبع
راقع كلامو 
42 
 
/-humaa/ 
their two provinces 
 
ٌتٌلاوامه 45 
Abdul Azziz al-Hilu 
and  Malak Agar 
 ولحلا زٌزعلا دبع
راقع كلامو 
42 
/-himaa/ 
their citizens 
ٌنطاومامه 45 
more motivation ًفاضإ عفاد 50 
/huwa/ 
it is 
وه 50 
the manifesto كرتشملا ناٌبلا 51 
/-hi/ 
its central principal 
 
ئدبمه يزكرملا 52 
the leaders of 
Justice and 
Equality 
ةاواسملاو لدعلا ةداق 51 
/hum/ 
They are 
 
مه 52 
the leaders of 
Justice and 
Equality 
ةاواسملاو لدعلا ةداق 51 
/-hum/ 
They are alone 
دحومه 52 
the Umma Party 
and the 
Democratic 
Unionist Party 
 بزحلاو ةملأا بزح
ًطارقمٌدلا يداحتلاا 
52-53 
/-humaa/ 
But they 
 
نكلامه  53 
the rebels نودرمتملا 55 
/hum/ 
they 
مه 56 
the rebels نودرمتملا 55 
/-hum/ 
their allies 
إافلحمه 56 
the rebels نودرمتملا 
 
55 
/-hum/ 
surrounded them 
دوارتمه 56 
Demonstrative reference 
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Referenced Demonstrative reference 
Translation Refers to Line translation reference Line 
rebel armies ةدرمتم شوٌج 3 
/-al/ 
the groups 
تاعومجملا 6 
Establishing an 
Islamic banking 
system  
 ماظن ءاشنا
ًملاسإ ًفرصم 
17 
/dhaalika/ 
that practice 
 
ءارجلإا كلذ 17 
Turabi radical  
Islamist groups 
ًبارتلا تاعومجم 22 
/haadhihi/ 
these groups 
 
تاعومجملا هذه 26 
the expulsion of 
Islamist groups 
from Sudan  
 تاعومجملا درط
 نم ةٌملاسلاا
نادوسلا 
26 
/haadhihi/ 
these policies 
تاساٌسلا هذه 28 
the Islamist 
groups 
 تاعومجملا
ةٌملاسلاا 
26 
/haadhihi/ 
these groups 
 
 
تاعومجملا هذه 28 
Agreement to 
expel Islamist 
groups from 
Sudan 
 ىلع ةقفاوملا درط
 نم تاعومجملا
نادوسلا 
28 
/haadhaa/ 
 
this decision 
رارقلا اذه 29 
Bashir and 
Turabi 
ًبارتلاو رٌشبلا 28-29 
/-al/ 
the two men 
نلاجرلا 30 
al-Bashir رٌشبلا 28 
/-al/ 
the president 
سٌئرلا/سٌئرلا 31 
rebel armies ةدرمتم شوٌج 3 
/-al/ 
the rebel 
درمتملا 39 
Abdul Azziz al-
Hilu, and Malak 
Agar 
 ولحلا زٌزعلا دبع
 راقع كلامو 
42 
/-al/ 
two commanders the 
 
ناٌداٌق نانثلاا 43 
the 
Comprehensive 
Peace 
Agreement 
 ملاسلا ةٌقافتا
ةلماشلا 
44 
/-al/ 
the agreement 
ةٌقافتلاا 45 
to bring the 
public into a 
democratic 
participatory 
process 
 امهٌنطاوم لاخدإ
ةٌلمع ًف 
 ةكراشملا
ةٌطارقمٌدلا 
45 
/-al/ 
the process 
 
ةٌلمعلا 46 
The Justice and 
Equality 
movement 
 لدعلا ةكرح
ةاواسملاو 
49 
/-al/ 
the movement 
ةكرحلا 50 
topple the 
Bashir 
government 
 ةموكح طاقسإ
رٌشبلا 
55 
/dhaalika/ 
with that stage 
 
حرسملا كلذب 56 
Substitution 
Translation  
substituted 
information 
Line  Translation  Reference  Line  
to topple the  ةموكح طاقسإ55 do that كلذ نم اونكمت 55 
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Bashir 
government 
رٌشبلا 
dispute over the 
power of the 
presidency 
 ماع رٌرم فلاخ
 تاطلس لوح
سٌئرلا 
29 they still so كلذك نلاازٌ 32 
ellipsis 
Refer to Reference 
Translation  
Ellipsed 
information 
Line  Translation  Reference  Line  
for the expulsion 
of Islamist  
groups from the 
country 
 درط ىلع
تاعومجملا 
 نم ةٌملاسلاا
نادوسلا 
26 Al-Bashir agreed رٌشبلا قفاو 28 
Spreading 
radical Islam   
 ملاسلاا رشنب
ًلاكٌدارلا 
37 Continue  رارمتسا.. 37 
in disagreement  ضفرلا ًف 51 alone مهدحو 52 
Conjunctions 
Translation  Conjunction 
reference 
Line  Translation  Reference  Line  
President Omar 
al-Bashir’s 24-
year rule…. 
   ماوعلأا تدهش
 ةثلاثلا نورشعلاو
 مكح نم ةٌضاملا
 سٌئرلا
ًنادوسلا…. 
1 /tumma/ 
 then (temporal) 
مث 2 
President Omar 
al-Bashir’s 24-
year rule… 
Bashir himself 
   ماوعلأا تدهش
 نورشعلاو ةثلاثلا
 مكح نم ةٌضاملا
 سٌئرلا
ًنادوسلا… .
هسفن رٌشبلا 
1 /wa/ 
 And currently 
(additive + temporal) 
اٌلاحو 3 
the attack to the 
government by 
rebels 
 هتموكح ضرعتت
 شوٌج نم ةمجهل
ةدرمتم 
3 Also (additive) نع كٌهان 3 
Bashir’s days 
may be 
numbered 
 تتاب رٌشبلا ماٌأ
ةدودعم 
5 /la:kin/ 
However (adversative) 
 
نكل 6 
Yet his removal 
would not end 
the conflict 
 نكل رٌشبلا طاقسإ
عارصلا ًهنٌ نل 
6 /wa/ 
and it could (additive) 
 
دقو 6 
Yet his removal… 
a new civil war 
 رٌشبلا طاقسإ نكل
…  ةٌلهأ برح
ةدٌدج 
6 /fa/ 
Moreover (additive) 
تاعومجملاف 6 
groups 
challenging 
Bashir.. 
 ًتلا تاعومجملا
رٌشبلا ضراعت.. 
6 /wa izama/ 
but/And if  
(adversative),(tempor
al) 
ام اذإو 7 
Hassan al-
Turabi.. 
ًبارتلا نسح… 10 /wa/ 
And it was (additive) 
تناكو 11 
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Turabi’s basic 
political theory 
was…to govern a 
modern state. 
 ةٌرظنلا تناكو… 
ةثٌدح ةلود مكحل 
11-12 /wa/ 
And under (additive) 
 
تحتو 13 
Under Turabi’s 
influence 
 ًبارتلا رٌثؤت تحت
.. 
13 /fa/ 
and So, (causal)  
تدعبؤف 14 
Thousands of 
women …. for 
Muslim women 
 فلالآا تدعبؤف… 
ةملسملا ةأرملا 
14-15 /wa/ 
And replaced 
(additive) 
 تلحو 15 
Shariah law 
replaced the 
country’s secular 
civil code. 
 تلحو ةعٌرشلا
 لحم ةٌملاسلإا
 ًندملا نوناقلا
ًناملعلا 
15 /wa/ 
And established 
(additive) 
تمٌقأو 15 
and a separate 
Islamic court 
system.. 
 مكاحم تمٌقأو
ةٌملاسإ…. 
15 /ayddan/ 
Also (additive) 
 
 
اضٌأ 17 
The U.S. 
government and 
its Arab allies 
had grown 
alarmed at the 
radical 
Islamization of 
Sudan  
 ةموكح تعفر
 ةدحتملا تاٌلاولا
برعلا اهإافلحو 
 رشإم ةجرد
رطخلا… 
25 /wa/ 
And began (additive) 
 
 
اوأدبو 26 
Bashir 
eventually 
agreed….in the 
Arab world   
 ًف رٌشبلا قفاو
 فاطملا ةٌاهن… 
ًبرعلا ملاعلا نع 
28 /wa la:kin/ 
And however 
(additive + 
adversative)  
نكلو 28 
Al-Bashir’s 
agreement to  
expel the groups 
  
  ىلع ةقفاوملا
 رٌشبلا درط
تاعومجملل 
26-28 /wa bisabab/ 
And because (additive 
+ causal) 
ببسبو 29 
the two men 
became bitter 
enemies 
 نلاجرلا حبصأ
نٌدودل نٌودع 
30 /wa/ 
And (additive) 
 
امهو 32 
Although his 
public….in jail 
 امم مغرلا ىلعو
.. نجسلا ىلإ 
33 /fa/ 
but (adversative) 
 
هنإف 34 
The rebel 
coalition …a 
secular civil code 
 فلاحت مضٌ
 درمتملا…. 
ًندم ًناملع 
39-40 /wa/ 
And additive) 
بلاطٌو 42 
Bashir abruptly 
ended the 
process.... both 
Agar and Hilu 
 رٌشبلا فقوأ
ةٌلمعلا..  ولحلاو
اعم 
46 /la:kin/ 
However (adversative) 
نكل 46 
The Sudanese 
Air Force killed 
the founder and 
 تاوقلا تناكو
 ةٌنادوسلا ةٌوجلا
 سسإم تلتق دق
 لدعلا ةكرح دئاقو
49 /wa/ 
And so (additive + 
causal) 
مث نمو 50 
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leader of Justice 
and Equality 
  ةاواسملاو 
the movement 
has a more 
immediate 
motivation..gove
rnment 
 عفاد ةكرحلا ىدلف
 ًفاضإ…  ةموكح
رٌشبلا 
50 /la:kin/ 
but (adversative) 
 
نكل 51 
the leaders of 
Justice and 
Equality … of a 
secular state 
 لدعلا ةداق ضفر
 ةاواسملاو… 
ةٌناملعلا ةلودلاب 
51-52 /wa/ 
but (adversative) 
مهو 52 
Two historic 
parties of 
Sudan… in a 
democratic state 
 بازحأ نم نانثاف
 نادوسلا…  ةلودب
ةٌطارقمٌد 
52-53 /la:kin/ 
However adversative) 
نكل 53 
It is not 
certain....can 
topple the 
Bashir 
government 
 ادكإم سٌل
… ةموكح طاقسإ
رٌشبلا 
55 /la:kin/ 
but (adversative) 
نكل 55 
But even if …a 
new civil war 
 ىتح نكل… برحل
ةدٌدج ةٌلهأ 
 /wa/ 
And (additive) 
 
اذإو 56 
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Text 2:  رصم ًف نوددشتملاةطلسلا ىلإ لوصولل نولٌاحتٌ اٌبٌلو  
Personal references 
Referenced item reference 
Translation item lines translation reference line 
Islamist and 
secularist parties 
 ةٌملاسلإا بازحلأا
ةٌناملعلاو 
3 
/-haa/ 
to it 
اهل 3 
I ‘the writer’ نحن 3 
/-hu/ 
I report it 
وقأهل 5 
I ‘the writer’ نحن 4 
/-haa/ 
did it 
تٌرجأاه 5 
the  banners تاٌارلا 8 
/-haa/ 
lifted it 
عفراه 8 
the protesters نورهاظتملا 8 
/-him/ 
their identification  
تٌوهمه  9 
the protesters نورهاظتملا 8 
/-hum/ 
they are 
نأمه 9 
the Nour Party and 
the al-Asala Party 
 بزحو رونلا بزح
ةلاصلأا 
9 
/-humaa/ 
they two 
امه 9 
the Salafists نوٌفلسلا 10 
/-hum/ 
their name 
مسامه 10 
the Salafists نوٌفلسلا 10 
/hum/ 
they 
مه 10 
I ‘the writer’ نحن 3 
/-nii/ 
told me 
نربخأً 12 
an analyst للحم 12 
/-hu/ 
he 
هنأ 12 
the first message ىلولأا ةلاسرلا 13 
/hiya/ 
it 
ًه 13 
anti-Americanism ءادعلا راٌت 13 
/-hu/ 
his strength 
هتكوش 14 
the second message ةٌناثلا ةلاسرلا 14 
/-hiya/ 
it 
فًه 14 
the Salafists نٌٌفلسلا 15 
/-him/ 
their rivals 
مهٌسفانمل 15 
a group of violent 
hooligans 
 نم ةعومجمنٌبرخملا 17 
/-hum/ 
they 
نؤبمه 18 
a group of violent 
hooligans 
نٌبرخملا نم ةعومجم 17 
/-hum/ 
but they 
كلمهن 18 
process ةٌلمع 20 
/-haa/ 
its events 
اهعئاقو 20 
The Salafists’ attack نٌٌفلسلا موجه 21 
/-hu/ 
it is 
إهن 22 
extremists نٌفرطتم 23 
/-hum/ 
their anger 
بضغمه  24 
extremists نٌفرطتم 23 
/hum/ 
they 
مه 24 
America اكرٌمأ 27 
/-haa/ 
it has 
اهل 28 
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U.S. diplomats 
 نوٌسامولبدلا
نوٌكرٌملأا 
28 
/-hum/ 
their  death 
حمهفت 29 
a group of 
extremist Iranian 
“students”  
 نم ةعومجم
«بلاطلا » نٌٌنارٌلإا
نٌفرطتملا 
32 
/-hum/ 
they were unhappy 
  ملدعسٌمه 32 
government ةموكح 32 
/-haa/ 
it 
نأاه 33 
a group of 
extremist Iranian 
“students”  
 نم ةعومجم
«بلاطلا » نٌٌنارٌلإا
نٌفرطتملا 
32 
/-him/ 
their  capture 
تضبقمه 33 
the lesson سردلا 33 
/huwa/ 
it 
وه 34 
the Salafists نٌٌفلسلا 43 
/-hum/ 
their  posters 
تاقصلممه 36 
“takfiri” wing  حانجلا«يرٌفكتلا» 37 
/-hu/ 
he has 
هل 38 
the rhetoric باطخلا 40 
/-hu/ 
to it 
هل 41 
Romney ًنمور 35 
/-hi/ 
his comments 
قٌلعتهتا 34 
the motivation زفاحلا 32 
/huwa/ 
it 
وه 42 
the non-extremist 
governments 
 رٌغ نٌتموكحلا
نٌتفرطتملا 
32 
/-himaa/ 
their power 
امهٌتطلس 43 
Demonstrative reference 
Referenced Demonstrative reference 
Translation Refers to Line translation reference Line 
What’s happening, 
is, by Mitt Romney 
 ثدحٌ ام نأ  وه نم
ًنمور تٌم لبق 
1 
/haadhaa/ 
this 
اذه 2 
Egypt and Libya اٌبٌلو رصم 3 
/al-/ 
the two  countries 
نٌدلبلا 4 
the two Salafist 
groups 
نٌتٌفلس نٌتعامج 9 
/haaulaai/ 
these Salafists   
نوٌفلسلا ءلاإه 10 
the protesters 
moving toward the 
U.S. Embassy 
 نوهجتملا نورهاظتملا
 ةرافسلا وحنةٌكرٌملأا 
8 
/tilka/ 
those crowds 
دوشحلا كلت 12 
the process in Libya اٌبٌل ًف  ةٌلمع 20 
/haadhihi/ 
this process 
ةٌلمعلا هذه 20 
Egypt and Libya اٌبٌلو رصم 14/20 
/haadhayni/ 
these two countries 
نٌدلبلا نٌذه 27 
the internal fights ًلخادلا لاتتقلاا 27 
/haadhaa/ 
this 
اذه 29 
the seizure of the 
U.S. Embassy 
 ةرافسلا ىلع ءلاٌتسلاا
ةٌكرٌملأا 
31 
/dhaalika/ 
That work 
لمعلا كلذ 31 
the seizure of the 
U.S. Embassy 
 ةرافسلا ىلع ءلاٌتسلاا
ةٌكرٌملأا 
31 
/tilka/ 
that disaster 
 ةثراكلا كلت 33 
The takfiris hate the 
ruling Muslim 
Brotherhood 
 نوهركٌ نوٌرٌفكتلا
 ناوخلإا ةعامج
ةمكاحلا نٌملسملا 
38 
/dhaalika/ 
that 
كلذ 39 
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the seizure of the 
U.S. Embassy in 
Egypt & Libya 
 ةرافسلا ىلع ءلاٌتسلاا
ةٌكرٌملأا 
- 
/haadhihi/ 
this crisis 
ةمزلأا هذه 41 
Egypt and Libya 
events  
  ثادحأاٌبٌلو رصم 
previou
s 
/haadhihi/ 
these events 
ثادحلأا هذهل 42 
the success of the 
non-extremist 
governments in 
Egypt and Libya 
 رٌغ نٌتموكحلا حاجن
نٌتفرطتملا  رصم ًف
اٌبٌلو 
42 
/haadhaa/ 
this success 
حاجنلا اذه 43 
Comparative References 
Referenced information Comparative  reference 
translation Refers to Line  translation reference Line  
The Salafists نوٌفلسلا 10 more conservative   ةظفاحم رثكأ 11 
The Salafists نوٌفلسلا 10  less pragmatic ةٌتامغارب لقأ 11 
than the first 
message 
  نمىلولأا ةلاسرلا 13 The most interesting ةراثإ رثكلأا 14 
his comments هتاقٌلعت نإ… 41 more رثكأ 41 
Morsi can stabilize 
Egypt and get the 
economy moving 
again 
 للاخ ًسرم نكمتٌ
 ةداعإ نم لبقملا ماعلا
رارقتسلاا…. 
45 same سفن 46 
Ellipsis 
Refer to Reference 
Translation  
Ellipsed 
information 
Line  Translation  Reference  Line  
in the internal fights 
taking place in 
these two countries 
 ًلخادلا لاتتقلاا ًف
 نٌذه ًف يراجلا
نٌدلبلا 
27 has an interest ةحلصم اهل 28 
restore order ماظنلا دٌعت نأ 34 they can’t or won’t 
 مل وأ عطتست مل
لعفت 
34 
Conjunctions 
Translation  Conjunction 
reference 
Line  Translation  Reference  Line  
What’s happening 
in Cairo… 
ةرهاقلا ًف ثدحٌ ام… 1 /bal/ 
But (adversative) 
لب 2 
it’s hard to know.. فرعن نأ بعصٌ… 4 /li-/ 
for this reason 
(causal) 
اذل 5 
it’s hard to know.. فرعن نأ بعصٌ.. 3 /wa la:kin/ 
but (adversative) 
نكلو 5 
the protesters 
moving toward the 
U.S. Embassy  
 نوهجتملا نورهاظتملا
ةٌكرٌملأا ةرافسلا وحن 
8 /wa/ 
and (additive) 
مهنأو/  امهو 9 
the protesters 
moving toward the 
U.S. Embassy 
 نوهجتملا نورهاظتملا
ةٌكرٌملأا ةرافسلا وحن 
8 /wa/ 
and (additive) 
ءلاإهو 9 
the conversations 
with sources… 
 اهتٌرجأ ًتلا ثٌداحلأا
رداصم عم… 
5-6 /wa/ 
In addition 
(additive) 
وًنربخأ دق 12 
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The  first message… ىلولأا ةلاسرلا… 13 /amma/ 
However 
(adversative) 
امأ 14 
the Cairo uproar 
appears…. 
 ًتلا تابارطضلاا
ةرهاقلا اهدهشت…. 
16 /wa/ 
and (additive) 
دقو 17 
who are often 
described…. 
 مهنؤب نوفصوٌ…. 18 /la:kin/ 
but (adversative) 
مهنكل 18 
A similar process of 
post-
revolutionary…  
 ةلثامم ةٌلمع كانه….. 20 /wa/ 
And (additive) 
دقو 20 
The Salafists’ 
assault on the U.S. 
consulate appeared 
to be a “copycat” 
attack 
أدب ةٌادبلا ًفو 
 ىلع نٌٌفلسلا موجه نأ
 ةٌكرٌملأا ةٌلصنقلا… 
21 /ghayra/ 
But (adversative) 
 
رٌغ 22 
They were 
augmented by a 
well-armed Islamic 
militia…. 
 نٌززعم اوناك
تاٌشٌلٌمب….. 
23 /wa/ 
And (additive) 
 
ناكو 24 
The Salafists’ 
assault on the U.S. 
consulate and the 
hatred of America 
 ىلع نٌٌفلسلا موجه
ةٌكرٌملأا ةٌلصنقلا 
اكرٌملأ ءادعلاو 
20-26 /fa-/ 
thus (causal) 
 
لهف 27 
it has an interest  , 
especially when 
U.S. embassies are 
.. in the crossfire 
 ةصاخو ،ةحلصم اهل
 تارافسلا نوكت امدنع
.. رانلا قلاطإ لدابت 
28-29 /illa anna/ 
But this 
(adversative) 
نأ لاإ 29 
they were 
unhappy… 
 ةموكح نأ مهدعسٌ مل
دعب ام…. 
32 /wa/ 
and (additive) 
دقو 33 
  Previou
s 
paragra
phs 
/wa ayddan/ 
and (additive) 
 نمو…اضٌأ 36 
which believes …  هنأ نمإٌ يذلا
زوجٌ…… 
37-38 /wa/ 
and (additive) 
 
هلو 38 
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Text 3:  نارٌإ دض اٌكرت ةلبقملا ةهجاوملا 
Personal references 
Referenced item Reference 
Translation item lines translation reference line 
warning رٌذحت 2 
/-hi/ 
it 
هٌف 2 
Turkey اٌكرت 2 
/-haa/ 
its policies 
اهتاساٌس 2 
Turkey اٌكرت 2 
/-hu/ 
it faces 
هجاوتس 3 
Turkey اٌكرت 2 
/-haa/ 
its own people 
 اهبعش 4 
Turkey اٌكرت 2 
/-haa/ 
its  neighbors 
اهنارٌج 4 
the Justice and 
Development Party 
ةٌمنتلاو ةلادعلا بزح 8 
/huwa/ 
it 
وه 8 
Turkey اٌكرت 8 
/-haa/ 
to it/its standing/ its 
role 
 اهٌلإ/اهتناكم/ 
اهرود 
8 
Turkey, Iran ٌكرتا - نارٌإ 13 
/-humaa/ 
them 
امهنم 13 
the Kurdistan 
Workers’ Party 
 لامعلا بزح
ًناتسدركلا 
17 
 /-hu/ 
encouraged it 
هثحت 17 
Camps of  the 
Kurdistan Workers’ 
Party 
 بزح تاركسعم
ًناتسدركلا لامعلا 
18 
/-haa/ 
its  existence 
 
 اهدوجوب 19 
Tehran نارهط 18 
/-haa/ 
its territory 
اهٌضارأ 46 
Ankara ةرقنأ 21 
/-haa/ 
its traditions 
اهدٌلاقت 21 
Iran نارٌإ 21 
/-haa/ 
its  authority 
اهمكح 22 
Iran نارٌإ 21 
/-haa/ 
its support 
اهمعد 22 
the Assad دسلأا 22 
/-hi/ 
his crackdown 
هعمق 22 
the Assad دسلأا 25 
/-hu/ 
to him 
هل 26 
the Sunni Arabs ةنسلا برعلا 35 
/-him/ 
their persecution 
 مهداهطضا 35 
The Kurds داركلأا 35 
/-hum/ 
to them 
مهل 35 
Ankara ةرقنأ 38 
/-haa/ 
its commitment 
اهمازتلا 38 
Ankara ةرقنأ 38 
  /-haa/ 
its territory 
اهٌضارأ 39 
Turkey اٌكرت 39 
/hiya/ 
it 
ًه 39 
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Turkey اٌكرت 39 
/-haa/ 
 it has 
اهل 40 
Turkey اٌكرت 46 
/-hu/ 
it represented 
هلثمت 40 
the Iranian Quds 
Force 
ًنارٌلإا سدقلا قلٌف 41 
/huwa/ 
it represented 
وه 41 
Turkey and Iran نارٌاو اٌكرت 44 
/-hi/ 
their hands 
هقاروأ 44 
Demonstrative reference 
Referenced Demonstrative reference 
Translation Refers to Line translation reference Line 
an Iranian official ًنارٌإ لوإسم 1 
/al-/ 
the (Maj. Gen. Yahya 
Rahim Safavi) 
 ىٌحٌ ءاوللا
يوفص مٌحر 
1 
Iranian  threats to 
Turkey 
 لإا تادٌدهتلا ةٌنارٌ
اٌكرتل 
1 
/haadhaa/ 
this 
اذه 5 
Turkish-Iranian 
rivalry 
 ًكرتلا عارصلا- 
ًنارٌلإا 
5 
/haadhaa/ 
this rivalry 
سفانتلا اذه 6 
Turkey and Iran نارٌاو اٌكرت 13 
/al-/ 
the two governments 
نٌتموكحلا 14 
Turkey and Iran نارٌاو اٌكرت 13 
/al-/ 
the two  countries 
نٌدلبلا 15 
Turkey and Iran نارٌاو اٌكرت 13 
/al-/ 
the two  countries 
نٌدلبلا 16 
The two countries’ 
objections to the Iraq 
War.. 
 ىلع نٌدلبلا ضارتعا
 ةٌكرٌملأا برحلا
قارعلا ىلع… 
16 
/dhaalika/ 
that 
كلذ 20 
Turkey and Iran نارٌاو اٌكرت 13 
/al-/ 
the two  countries 
نٌدلبلا 20 
Syria  اٌروس 23 
/al-/ 
the country 
دلابلا 26 
Turkey is now 
supporting… the 
Syrian opposition 
 نلآا اٌكرت موقت
….. ةضراعملا
ةٌروسلا 
26 
/dhaalika/ 
that 
كلذ 26 
Turkey and Iran نارٌاو اٌكرت 21-22 
/haadhaa/ 
this  competition 
 
ماسقنلاا اذه 29 
Turkey and Iran نارٌاو اٌكرت - 
/al-/ 
the two  countries 
نٌدلبلا 44 
Comparative References 
Referenced information Comparative  reference 
translation Refers to Line  translation reference Line  
Turkey threat اٌكرت دٌدهت 39 more than نم رثكأ 40 
Turkey اٌكرت 39 more aggressive ةٌناودع رثكأ 41 
Conjunctions 
Translation  Conjunction 
reference 
Line  Translation  Reference  Line  
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Hardly a day… رمٌ داكٌ لا…. 1 /fa/ 
for instance (additive) 
 لٌبس ىلعف
لاثملا 
1 
Turkey must radically 
rethink … in the Arab 
world 
 نأ اٌكرت ىلع بجٌ
 رظنلا دٌعت…  ًف
ًبرعلا ملاعلا 
2-3 /wa illa/ 
If not (adversative) 
لاإو 3 
Iranian threat to 
Turkey 
اٌكرتل نارٌا دٌدهت  
1 
/wa/ 
but (adversative) 
دعٌ لاو 5 
Turkish-Iranian 
rivalry……. the 
Safavid shahs. 
 عارصلا دوعٌ ثٌح
 ًكرتلا-  ًنارٌلإا
… تاهاشلاو
نٌٌوفصلا 
      
5-6 
 
/wa/ 
and then (temporal) 
دقو 6 
Turkey became an 
inward-looking 
nation-state 
 ةلود اٌكرت تحبصأ
اهتاذ ىلع ةٌوطنم 
6 /mimma ada/ 
Which leads to 
(causal) 
ىلإ ىدأ امم 7 
Turkey became an 
inward-looking 
nation-state 
 ةلود اٌكرت تحبصأ
اهتاذ ىلع ةٌوطنم 
6 /wa ma’ dhaalika/ 
however 
(adversative) 
كلذ عمو 7 
Turkey’s economic 
grew.. 
 داصتقلاا امن
ًكرتلا… 
7 /wa/ 
and became (additive) 
تحبصأو 9 
Relations between 
Turkey and Iran 
seemed…. 
 تاقلاعلا تدبو
 ةٌكرتلا– ةٌنارٌلإا…. 
13 /wa/ 
and (additive) 
 
ملو/  تتابو / 
ترهدزاو 
13 
14 
15 
Following the A.K.P.’s 
ascent to power in 
2002 
 لوصو باقعأ ًف
 ةٌمنتلاو ةلادعلا بزح
 ماع مكحلا ةدس ىلإ
2552 
12 /wa fi: haadhihi al-
athnaa/ 
and meanwhile 
(additive +temporal) 
 هذه ًفو
ءانثلأا 
16 
Iran even stopped 
harboring rebels of 
the Kurdistan ….. 
because of Ankara’s 
pro-Western stance 
 تلعج ًتلا ةجردلل
 فقوتت نارهط
… ةدٌإملا ةٌكرتلا
برغلل 
17-18 /wa/ 
and  it began 
(additive) 
تأدبو 18 
Tehran began 
bombing … its 
territory 
 دعب نارهط تأدب
 ًف ةٌقارعلا برحلا
 فصق…… ىلع
اهٌضارأ 
18-19 /wa/ 
In this way (causal) 
وهو 19 
After the Iraq War... ةٌقارعلا برحلا دعب.. 18 /wa baada/ 
and then 
(additive +temporal) 
كلذ دعبو 20 
came the Arab Spring ءاج ًبرعلا عٌبرلا 20 /wa/ 
and put (additive) 
تعضوو 20 
Ankara supported.. ةرقنأ تدٌأ.. 21 while (adversative) نٌح ًف 21 
The Syrian uprising 
has become a zero-
sum game 
 ةروثلا تلصوو
 ةلداعم ىلإ ةٌروسلا
ةٌرفص 
23 /fa-imma….wa imma/ 
either…or (additive) 
امإف..  امإو  23 
The Syrian uprising 
has become a zero-
sum game 
 ةروثلا تلصو
 ةلداعم ىلإ ةٌروسلا
ةٌرفص 
23 /tumma/ 
then (temporal) 
 
مث 23 
it has become.. ةٌضقلا تلوحت.. 23-24 /wa/ 
and will (additive) 
فوسو 24 
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it has become a 
proxy war between 
…one winner 
 تلوحت ىلإ ةٌضقلا
 برح
ةلاكولاب… رصتنم
طقف دحاو 
24-23 /wa alaa haadhaa/ 
and hence 
( additive + causal) 
اذه ىلعو 25 
The Assad ignored …. دسلأا لهاجت… 25 /fi: heen/ 
While (adversative) 
نٌح ًف 26 
Turkey is now 
supporting ….the 
Syrian opposition 
 نلآا اٌكرت موقت
معدب….. ةضراعملا
ةٌروسلا 
26 /wa raddan/ 
and as a result 
(additive + 
adversative) 
ادرو 26 
The Competition of  
Iran and Turkey due 
to their attitude 
toward Syria   
 ًنارٌلاا ماسقنلاا
اٌروس ببسب ًكرتلا 
20-28 /wa gad adda/ 
and this leads to 
(additive + causal) 
 دقوىدأ  29 
Iran has supported 
the Shiite-backed 
Dawa….. 
 معدب نارٌإ تماق
 ةوعدلا بزح
ًعٌشلا…. 
30-31 /fii heen/ 
while (adversative) 
نٌح ًف 31 
Maliki formed a 
government in 
Baghdad 
 لٌكشتب ًكلاملا ماق
دادغب ًف ةموكح 
32 /wa/ 
and (additive) 
نشو/  ردصأو  33 
33 
The Kurds.. now 
making amends 
داركلأا لمعٌ… ىلع
 روسج حلاصإ
ةنسلا عم تاقلاعلا 
34-36 /kama/ 
also (additive) 
امك 36 
and threaten to… ـب نوددهٌو« برض
اٌكرت 
38 /izama/ 
and if (temporal) 
ام اذإ 38 
Turkey resemble a 
threat to Iranian 
interests..   
اٌكرت لثمت  ادٌدهت
 حلاصملل
ةٌنارٌلإا…… 
39-40 /wa/ 
but (adversative) 
نكمٌو 41 
there is a chance to…  نوكٌ نلأ لاجم كانه
كانه… 
44-45 /wa la:kin/ 
and but ( additive + 
adversative) 
نكلو 45 
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Text 4: رٌطت ةلٌفلا ةدهاشم 
Personal references 
Referenced item reference 
Translation item lines translation reference line 
the uprising in 
Egypt 
شقَِٟفَحسٛضٌا 1 
/-haa/َ
to it 
بٌٙ 2 
The Egyptian 
uprising 
خ٠شقٌّاَحسٛضٌا 3 
/-haa/َ
its  incidence 
بٙصٚذؽ 3 
The Egyptian 
uprising 
خ٠شقٌّاَحسٛضٌا 3 
/-haa/َ
to it 
بٌٙ 4 
The Egyptian 
uprising 
حسٛضٌاَخ٠شقٌّا 3 
/hiya/َ
it 
ٟ٘ 4 
The Egyptian 
uprising 
خ٠شقٌّاَحسٛضٌا 3 
/-haa/َ
Its  incidence 
بٙصٚذؽ 4 
the Islamist parties 
َةاضؽلأا
خ١ِلاعلإا 
6 
/hum/َ
they 
ُ٘ 7 
the Islamists ٓ١١ِلاعلإا 10 
/-him/َ
Their change 
ٌُٙٛؾر 10 
the Islamists ٓ١١ِلاعلإا 10 
/-him/َ
Their control 
ُٙ١ٌٛر 11 
Amr Hassan ٓغؽَٚشّػ 16 
/huwa/َ
he 
ٛ٘ 16 
the women  َءبغٌٕا 18 
/-hunna/َ
with them 
ٓٙؼِ 18 
the women  َءبغٌٕا 18 
/-hunna/َ
some of them 
ٓٙضؼث 19 
veiled women دبجمزٌّٕا 19 
/-hunna/َ
they are 
ٓٙٔا 19 
the women ءبغٌٕا 18 
/-hunna/َ
from them 
ِٕٓٙ 20 
the women  َءبغٌٕا 18 
/-hunna/َ
From them 
َِٕٓٙ 21 
the Islamists ٓ١١ِلاعلإا 21 
/-hum/َ
because they 
ُٙٔلأ 21 
many women 
داش١ضىٌآََِ
ءبغٌٕاَ 
21 
/-hunna/َ
their neighbors 
ٓٙٔاش١ع 21 
the Islamists ٓ١١ِلاعلإا 21 
/na-hum/َ
they know them 
ُٕٙفشؼ٠ 21 
many women 
داش١ضىٌآََِ
ءبغٌٕاَََ 
21 
/-hinna/َ
to visit them 
 
ٓٙرسب٠ضث 22 
illiterate elderly 
women 
َدبٕغٌّاَءبغٌٕا
دب١ِلأا 
22-23 
/-hunna/َ
they 
ٓٙٔأٚ 23 
illiterate elderly 
women 
َدبٕغٌّاَءبغٌٕا
دب١ِلأا 
22-23 
/-hunna/َ
told them 
ٌَََٓٙيبل 23 
illiterate elderly 
women 
َدبٕغٌّاَءبغٌٕا
دب١ِلأا 
22-23 
/-hunna/َ
their kids 
ٓ٘إبٕثأ 23 
all women غ١ّعَءبغٌٕا 24 
/-hunna/َ
they voted 
ٓرٛفَٓٙٔا 24 
all women غ١ّعَءبغٌٕا 24 
/-hunna/َ
they expected 
ٓؼلٛز٠َٓٙٔلأ 24 
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the Muslim 
Brotherhood or 
Salafist candidates 
َْاٛخلإاَٟؾؽشِ
َٚأَٓ١ٍّغٌّا
ٓ١١فٍغٌا 
24 
/-hum/َ
from them 
ُِٕٙ 24 
the Egyptian 
women 
َءبغٌٕا
دب٠شقٌّا 
26 
/anaa/َ
 
بٔأ 26 
the Muslim 
Brotherhood 
َْاٛخلإا
ٓ١ٍّغٌّا 
26 
/hum/َ
they 
ُٙف 27 
air ءاٛ٘ 27 
/-hu/َ
breathe it 
ٗغفٕرأ 27 
the Egyptian 
women 
َءبغٌٕا
دب٠شقٌّا 
26 
/nahn-u/َ
we 
ٓؾٔ 27 
the Egyptian 
women 
َءبغٌٕا
دب٠شقٌّا 
26 
/-ii/َ
my kids 
ٌٟبفطأ 28 
my kids ٌٟبفطأ 28 
/-hum/َ
they 
ُٙف 28 
The Muslim 
Brotherhood 
َْاٛخلإا
ٍّْٛغٌّا 
28 
/-hum/َ
they 
ُٙف 29 
the Egyptian ْٛ٠شقٌّا 
entireَ
paragraph 
/-naa/َ
will help us 
بٕٔٚذػبغ١ع 29 
the Egyptian 
women 
َءبغٌٕا
دب٠شقٌّا 
26 
/-ii/َ
my fear 
ٟفٛخ 30 
the Egyptian 
women 
َءبغٌٕا
دب٠شقٌّا 
26 
/-naa/َ
we 
بٕٔا 30 
the Egyptian 
women 
َءبغٌٕا
دب٠شقٌّا 
26 
/-naa/َ
our homes 
بٕرٛ١ث 30 
the Egyptian 
women 
َءبغٌٕا
دب٠شقٌّا 
26 
/-naa/َ
our kids 
بٔإبٕثأ 30 
the writer تربىٌا - 
/-ii/َ
told me 
ٌَََٟيبل 32 
Hassan ٓغؽ 32 
/-hu/َ
he 
ٗٔا 32 
Hassan ٓغؽ 32 
/-hi/َ
belong to him 
ٗثَخفبخٌا 33 
Hassan ٓغؽ 32 
/-hu/َ
his disgust 
ٖصاضئّؽا 33 
Hassan ٓغؽ 32 
/-hu/َ
like him 
ٍَٗضِ 34 
The four parties دبّ١ظٕرَغثسلأا 36 
/-hum/َ
them 
ُِٕٙ 37 
Hassan and his 
partyَ 
ٓغؽ َ
دبّ١ظٕزٌاٚ 
38 
/-naa/َ
we 
بٕٔا 38 
Hassan َٓغؽ 38 
/anaa/َ
I  
بٔأ 38 
The army ؼ١غٌا 40 
/huwa/َ
he 
ٛ٘ 40 
the secular youth 
from Tahrir 
َْاذ١َِةبجؽ
َش٠شؾزٌا
ْٛ١ٔبٍّؼٌا 
41 
/-him/َ
their ability 
ُٙرسذل 42 
The Party of the 
Couch 
خجٕىٌاَةضؽ 43 
/-haa/َ
its votes 
بٙراٛفأ 44 
An international 
observer 
َٓ١جلاشٌّاَذؽأ
ٓ١١ٌٚذٌا 
45 
/-hi/َ
his identity 
ٗز٠ٛ٘ 45 
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voting station عاشزللااَضوشِ 46 
/-hi/َ
its gates 
ٗثاٛثأ 46 
One of the boxes ك٠دبٕقٌاَذؽأ 47 
/-haa/َ
to take it 
بٍٙمٌٕ 47 
the workers ْٛفظٌّٛا 47 
/-hum/َ
toward them 
ُ٘ٛؾٔ 48 
the workers ْٛفظٌّٛا 47 
/-him/َ
shouted over them 
ذؽبف ُٙث 48 
the workers ْٛفظٌّٛا 47 
/-kum/َ
Your excuse/ your 
eyes 
َُىٍضف/ُىٕ١ػأ 48 
the box قٚذٕقٌا 49 
/huwa/َ
it 
َٛٙف 49 
the box قٚذٕقٌا 49 
/-naa/َ
our future 
بٍٕجمزغِ 49 
the polling workers ْٛفظٌّٛا 47 
/-hum/َ
they 
ُٙٔأ 49 
the box قٚذٕقٌا 49 
/-hu/َ
put it 
ٗٔٛؼض١ع 49 
the box قٚذٕقٌا 50 
/-hu/َ
it 
ٗٔبف 51 
the box قٚذٕقٌا 50 
/-hi/َ
it 
ٖدشفّث 51 
Votes and hopes 
داٛفلأا ََٚ
يبِ٢ا 
52 
/-haa/َ
meld it 
ب٘شٙف 52 
opportunities ؿشف 52 
/-haa/َ
it 
بٌٙ 53 
Demonstrative reference 
Referenced Demonstrative reference 
Translation Refers to Line translation reference Line 
Taking notes 
َٓ٠ٚذر
دبظؽلاٌّا 
5 
/dhaalika/َ
do that 
هٌر 6 
spark the rebellion 
َحساشؽَيبؼؽا
حسٛضٌا 
7 
/dhaalika/َ
that 
هٌر 8 
the Muslim 
Brotherhood and the 
Salafist Al Nour 
Party 
َْاٛخلإا
َةضؽَٚٓ١ٍّغٌّا
ٟفٍغٌاَسٌٕٛا 
6-7 
/haadhihi/َ
these Islamist parties 
َةاضؽلأاَٖز٘
خ١ِلاعلإا 
10 
Omar Abdel Aziz 
School 
َٓثَشّػَخعسذِ
ض٠ضؼٌاَذجػ 
14 
/haadhihi/َ
this visit 
حسب٠ضٌاَٖز٘ 18 
Voting for  either 
the Muslim 
Brotherhood or the 
Salafists 
َذ٠ٛقزٌاَؼٌبقٌ
َْاٛخلإا
َٚأَٓ١ٍّغٌّا
ٓ١١فٍغٌا 
20 
/haadhaa/َ
this way 
 
ٛؾٌٕاَاز٘ 20 
Egypt شقِ 11 
/al-/َ
the countries 
دلاجٌا 29 
Egypt شقِ 30 
/al-/َ
the country 
ذٍجٌا 33 
the uprising in 
Egypt 
شقَِٟفَحسٛضٌا 3 
/haadhihi/َ
this story 
خقمٌاَٖز٘ 38 
Egypt شقِ 40 
/al-/َ
the country 
ذٍجٌا 40 
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an international 
observer 
َٓ١جلاشٌّاَذؽأ
ٓ١١ٌٚذٌا 
45 
/haadhaa/َ
this observer 
 
تلاشٌّاَاز٘ 46 
a box filled with 
votes 
َك٠دبٕقٌاَذؽأ
َقاسٚؤثَخئ١ٌٍّا
ذ٠ٛقزٌا 
47 
/haadhaa/َ
this box 
َاز٘قٚذٕقٌا 49 
a box filled with 
votes 
َك٠دبٕقٌاَذؽأ
َقاسٚؤثَخئ١ٌٍّا
ذ٠ٛقزٌا 
47 
/haadhaa/َ
this box 
قٚذٕقٌاَاز٘ 50 
Egypt شقِ 43 
/hunaa/َ
here 
بٕ٘ 51 
Egypt شقِ 43 
/al-/َ
the country 
دلاجٌا 51 
Egypt شقِ 43 
/al-/َ
the country 
خٌٚذٌا 52 
Egyptian votes  
َداٛفأ
ٓ١٠شقٌّا 
entire 
paragraph 
/tilka/َ
those votes  
َداٛفلأاَهٍر 52 
hopes يبِآَ 50 
/tilka/َ
those hopes 
يبِ٢اَهٍر 52 
a strategy (creating 
opportunities) 
ؿشفَكٍخ 52 
/dhaalika/َ
that 
هٌر 53 
ballot boxes عاشزللااَك٠دبٕف 
entire 
paragraph 
/haadhihi/َ
these 
ٖز٘ 54 
a different future فٍزخًَِجمزغِ 54 
/dhaalika/َ
then 
ٓ١ؾٌاَهٌر 54 
Comparative References 
Referenced information Comparative  reference 
translation Refers to Line  translation reference Line  
than secular liberal 
candidates 
َٓ١ؾؽشٌّآََِ
َٓ١١ٔبٍّؼٌا
ٓ١١ٌاشج١ٌٍا 
22 better and more  شضوأًَٚضفأ 25 
substitution 
translation Refers to Line  translation reference Line  
to vote ٓرٛف 23 to do ٍٓؼف٠ 23 
Ellipsis 
translation Refers to Line  translation reference Line  
I want بٔأ 26 want 
ذ٠سأَ
ذ٠سأ 
27َ
27 
to achieve a new 
beginning  
َخ٠اذثَك١مؾزٌ
حذ٠ذع 
51 
It is not sufficient 
alone 
َب١فبوَظ١ٌ
ٖدشفّث 
51 
Conjunctions 
Translation  Conjunction 
reference 
Line  Translation  Reference  Line  
 I‟d love to create a 
journalism course… 
َبِٛ٠ََٛلأَْأَدٚأ
َحسٚدًَّؼثَبِ
…..َشقَِٟف 
1 /wa/َ
and (additive) 
ْٛى١عٚ 2 
Whenever you see 
elephants flying … 
..elephants flying 
َخٍ١فٌاَدذ٘بؽَارا
ش١طر…ََْاش١طٌ
خٍ١فٌا 
2-3 /wa li-/َ
and because 
(additive + causal) 
ْلأٚ 3 
No one predicted it, 
and no one had seen 
this before 
َٓى٠ٌََُاذؽأَْلأ
َ،بٙصٚذؽَغلٛز٠
َذؽأَش٠ٌََُبّو
3-4 /fa/َ
so (causal) 
بّف 4 
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ًجلََِٓبٌَٙلا١ضِ 
No one predicted it 
…. where it‟s 
going? 
ٌََُاذؽأَْلأٚ…َ
؟ًجلََِٓبٙصٚذؽ 
3-4 /wa/َ
And this (additive) 
 
از٘ٚ 5 
the smartest thing 
now is to just shut 
up and take notes 
َٝورلأاَسب١خٌا
َٟفبؾفَٞأََبِأ
َْأََْٛ٘٢ا
ََٛم٠َٚطشخ٠
َٓ٠ٚذزث
دبظؽلاٌّا 
5 /wa/َ
and (additive) 
اراٚ 6 
the secular liberals, 
who actually 
sparked the 
rebellion in Egypt 
ََُ٘اٛٔبوَٓ٠زٌا
َيبؼؽبثَاِٛبلَِٓ
َٟفَحسٛضٌاَحساشؽ
شقِ 
7 /wa/َ
and that (additive) 
هٌرٚ 8 
To not be worried 
…. Islamist parties 
is to be recklessly 
naïve 
ََُِٓغشٌاٍَٝػٚ
َخعازغٌآََِٗٔأ
…ََةاضؽلأاَٖز٘
َخ١ِلاعلإا 
9-10 /fa/َ
but (adversative) 
ْبف 10 
We were guided by 
Amr Hassan 
ََبلَش١ؽ
َةبؽَبٔدبؽسبث
َ،ٟؾٌاَةبجؽَِٓ
َٚشّػَٝػذ٠
ٓغؽ 
15-16 /wa/َ
and (additive) 
 
ٛ٘ٚ/َغٍج٠ٚ/َ
ْبوٚ 
16 
Previous paragraph كجعَبِ 14-17 /wa/َ
and (additive) 
 
شِلأاٚ 18 
virtually all the 
women …. the 
Salafists 
َءبغٌٕاَغ١ّعَْأ
…..ََٓ١ٍّغٌّا
ٓ١١فٍغٌاَٚأ 
18-20 /wa la:kin/َ
but (adversative)  
ٓىٌٚ 20 
Many said they 
voted for Islamists 
َذٌبلَش١ؽ
ََِٕٓٙداش١ضىٌا
َٓرٛفَذلَٓٙٔا
َؼٌبقٌ
ٓ١١ِلاعلإا 
21 /li-/َ
because (causal) 
ُٙٔلأ 21 
preceding lines كجعبِ 18-22 /wa/َ
and (additive) 
ذلٚ 22 
Some illiterate 
elderly women …… 
kids told them to 
َبٕ١ٌاَدشعأَذلٚ
َءبغٌٕاَضؼث
…..ٍَٓؼف٠َْأ 
22-23 /wa la:kin/َ
and + but 
ٓىٌٚ 23 
they had voted for 
the Muslim 
Brotherhood or 
Salafist candidates 
َبؼ١ّعٍَٓلَذمف
َٓرٛفَٓٙٔا
َٟؾؽشَِؼٌبقٌ
َْاٛخلإا
َٚأَٓ١ٍّغٌّا
ٓ١١فٍغٌا 
24 /li-/َ
because (causal) 
ٓٙٔلأ 24 
because they 
expected them to 
deliver better, more 
honest government 
ٓؼلٛز٠َٓٙٔلأَ
ًَ١ىؾرَُِٕٙ
ًَضفأَخِٛىؽ
بلذفَشضوأٚ 
24-25 /wa li-/َ
and not to ( additive 
+ causal) 
ٟىٌَظ١ٌٚ 25 
But practically all 
of them ….. or 
liquor bans. 
َخ١ؽبٌٕآََِٓىٌٚ
خ١ٍّؼٌا……… َ
ٍَٝػَشظؽ
23-25 /wa/َ
and (additive) 
ٖز٘ٚ 26 
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سّٛخٌا. 
Previous paragraph كجعَبِ 26-31 /wa la:kin/َ
and + but 
ٓىٌٚ 32 
preceding paragraph كجعبِ 32-35 /wa/َ
and (additive) 
َٚازى٘ 36 
he said….. still in 
power! 
ٌَٟيبل……ََلا
َٟفٌَْٛاض٠
خطٍغٌا! 
32-35 /wa adafa/َ
and adding 
فبضأَذلٚ 38 
We want to see a 
new Egyptian 
government with 
new thoughts 
ََْأَذ٠شَٔبٕٔا
َخِٛىؽَٜشٔ
َحذ٠ذعَخ٠شقِ
حذ٠ذعَسبىفؤث 
38 /wa/َ
and (additive) 
بٔأٚ 38 
everyone feels more 
empowered now 
َغ١ّغٌاَشؼؾ٠ٚ
ًَؼفٌبثَشقَِٟف
َاٛؾجفأَذلَُٙٔؤث
ْ٢اَبٕىّرَشضوأ 
40 /wa/َ
and (additive) 
ٝزؽٚ 42 
His voting station 
had just closed 
َضوشَِْبوَش١ؽ
َٞزٌاَعاشزللاا
َتلاشٌّاَازَْ٘بو
َذلَٗزجلاشّثَبفٍىِ
ٛزٌٍَٗثاٛثأَكٍغأ 
46 /wa la:kin/َ
but 
ٓىٌٚ 46 
It is our future بٍٕجمزغَِٛٙف 49 /wa li-/َ
And for this reason 
(additive + causal) 
هٌزٌٚ 49 
That box … a new 
beginning here 
ََُِٓغشٌاٍَٝػ
َْأَذوئٌّآََِٗٔأ
ًضِ.َ….ََخ٠اذث
بَٕ٘حذ٠ذع 
50-51 /fa/َ
but (adversative) 
ٗٔبف 51 
The country needs a 
leader …. Egyptians 
clearly crave. 
َدلاجٌاَطبزؾرَرا
َُ١ػصٌَٝا
…….َ
ًَىؾثَٓ١٠شقٌّا
ؼضاٚ 
51-53 /wa/َ
and  if (additive) 
اراٚ 53 
those ballot boxes 
really will have 
delivered a different 
future for Egypt. 
َك٠دبٕفَْبف
َٖزَ٘عاشزللاا
َذؾغَٔذلَْٛىزع
َُ٠ذمرَٟفَبمؽ
َفٍزخًَِجمزغِ
شقٌّ 
53-54 /wa la:kin/َ
And + but 
ٓىٌٚ 54 
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Text 5:  ئطاخلا يسرم هجوت 
Personal references 
Referenced item reference 
Translation item lines translation reference line 
reason اببس 2 
/huwa/ 
it 
وه 3 
Iran’s people ًنارٌلإا بعشلا 3 
/-him/ 
them 
مهٌلع 4 
Iranians نٌٌنارٌلإا 6 
/-him/ 
their  desire 
مهتبغر 7 
thing ءًشلا 7 
/-hu/ 
got it 
هتلان 7 
Iranians نٌٌنارٌلإا 6 
/-him/ 
their votes 
مهتاوصأ 7 
democracy revolution  ةروثةٌطارقمٌد 8 
/-haa/ 
started it  
اهأدبٌ 8 
Morsi ًسرم 7 
/huwa/ 
he 
وه 8 
Muslim Brotherhood 
party 
 ناوخلإا ةعامج
نٌملسملا 
7 
/-haa/ 
to it 
اهٌلإ 8 
Mursi and  his Muslim 
Brotherhood party 
 ًسرم ةعامج و
نٌملسملا ناوخلإا 
7/8 
/-hum/ 
but they 
 
مهنكل 9 
democracy revolution ةٌطارقمٌد ةروث 8 
/-haa/ 
followed it 
اهبقعأ 9 
Morsi ًسرم 7 
/-hu/ 
his legitimacy 
هتٌعرش 9 
The Iranian regime ًنارٌلإا ماظنلا 11 
/-hi/ 
its nuclear 
facilities 
ةٌوونلا هتآشنم 12 
Morsi ًسرم 12 
/-hu/ 
remind him 
هركذٌس 13 
Morsi ًسرم 12 
/-hi/ 
his own past 
هٌضامب 13 
Morsi ًسرم 12 
/-hu/ 
offer him 
هل رهظٌ 13 
Morsi ًسرم 14 
/-hi/ 
his ability 
هرودقمب 14 
The Nonaligned 
Movement 
زاٌحنلاا مدع ةكرح 17 
/-haa/ 
its  establishing 
اهسٌسؤت 17 
Morsi ًسرم 21 
/huwa/ 
he 
وه 21 
Morsi ًسرم 24 
/-hu/ 
his business 
هنؤش 25 
the thing ءًشلا 27 
/-hi/ 
to it 
هٌلإ 27 
the thing ءًشلا 27 
/-hu/ 
find it 
هداجٌإ 27 
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the democracy 
movement 
ةٌطارقمٌدلا ةكرح 31 
/-haa/ 
its  regime 
اهماظن 31 
Morsi ًسرم 44 
/-hi/ 
he has the 
ability 
هناكمإب 32 
3 million peaceful 
demonstrators 
4  نٌٌلام رهاظتم
ًملس 
34 
/-hum/ 
their slogan 
مهراعش 35 
the democratic rights ةٌطارقمٌدلا قوقحلا 37 
/-haa/ 
his ability 
اهب 37 
the democratic rights ةٌطارقمٌدلا قوقحلا 44 
/-haa/ 
hijacked it 
اهفطتخا 44 
the regime ماظنلا 42 
/-hi/ 
sanitize it 
هحلاصإ 42 
the letter باطخلا 32 
/-hu/ 
sent it 
هتلسرأ 32 
Morsi ًسرم 32 
/-hu/ 
to him 
هل 32 
The Iranian groups ةٌنارٌلإا تاعامجلا 34 
/hiya/ 
it 
 
ًه 43 
Morsi ًسرم 32 
/-hu/ 
urges him 
هثحٌ 34 
Morsi ًسرم 32 
/-hi/ 
his Iranian hosts 
هٌفٌضم 43 
the leaders ةداقلا 44 
/-him/ 
their people 
مهبوعش 44 
the leaders ةداقلا 44 
/-him/ 
urge them 
مهثح 44 
the leaders ةداقلا 44 
/-him/ 
their country 
مهتلود 44 
Demonstrative reference 
Referenced Demonstrative reference 
Translation Refers to Line translation reference Line 
the Nonaligned 
Movement’s summit 
meeting 
زاٌحنلاا مدع ةمق 2 
/al-/ 
the meeting 
عامتجلاا 3 
The  Muslim 
Brotherhood party 
 ناوخلاا ةكرح
نٌملسملا 
8 
/haadhihi/ 
this movement 
ةكرحلا هذه 9 
Morsi is lending his 
legitimacy to the 
Iranian regime.. 
 ضرقٌ ًسرم
 ماظنلل هتٌعرش
ًنارٌلإا.. 
6 
/haadhaa/ 
this 
 
اذه 10 
the sending by mail دٌربلا ربع لاسرلاا 40 
/dhaalika/ 
that 
كلذب 40 
in 1955  ماع4600 44 
/tilka/ 
then 
ةرتفلا كلت 44 
Western democratic 
capitalists and Eastern 
Communists 
 ةٌطارقمٌدلا يركسعم
 ةٌلامسأرلا ةٌبرغلا
ةٌقرشلا ةٌعوٌشلاو 
45 
/haatayni/ 
these two blocs 
نٌتلتكلا نٌتاه 46 
the Nonaligned  ًف زاٌحنلاا مدع ةمق2 /haadhaa/  رمتإملا اذه24 
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Movement’s summit 
meeting in Tehran 
نارهط this Iranian 
conference 
ًنارٌلإا 
to maintain a cold 
peace with Israel 
 دراب ملاس ىلع ظافحلا
لٌئارسإ عم 
23 
/haadhaa/ 
this 
اذهف 20 
The Iranian regime ًنارٌلاا ماظنلا 35 
/haadhaa/ 
this is the 
regime 
ماظنلا وه اذه 32 
Comparative References 
Referenced information Comparative  reference 
translation Refers to Line  translation reference Line  
a democracy movement ةٌطارقمٌد ةكرح 4 The same kind عونلا سفن 4 
Substitution 
Translation 
Substituted 
information 
Line Translation  Reference  Line  
to hand over the 
presidency of the 
Nonaligned Movement 
 ةكرح ةسائر ملسٌ
زاٌحنلاا مدع 
14 do لعفٌ 15 
Ellipsis 
Translation  
Ellipsed 
information 
Line  Translation  Reference  Line  
this choice راٌتخلاا اذهل 24 
 
this 
اذهل 23 
the Iranian government ةٌنارٌلاا ةموكحلا - the government ةموكحلا 38 
that turning لٌوحتلا كلذ 25 that  كلذ 20 
the visit should include  نأةراٌزلا لمشت 27 to include لمشت نأ 28 
and maybe going to 
باهذلا امبرو/ ةراٌز
ىلا 
24 and maybe to ىلإ امبرو 29 
the Iranian government ًنارٌلاا ماظنلا - the regime ماظنلا 35 
That letter   كلذبباطخلا 42 that  كلذب 45 
Conjunctions 
Translation  Conjunction 
reference 
Line  Translation  Reference  Line  
that one of the first 
trips by Egypt’s ..this 
week 
 لئاوأ نم نوكت نأ
 سٌئرلا تلاحر.. 
ًلاحلا عوبسلأا 
1-2 /la:kin/ 
but 
نكل 2 
is to signal to Iran’s 
people …  clerical 
leadership 
 ىلإ ةراشإ لاسرإ
 ًنارٌلإا بعشلا.. 
ةٌنٌدلا ةداٌقلا 
3-4 /wa/ /thamma/ 
And therefore 
(causal) 
مث نمو 4 
Morsi, who was 
brought …party started 
 لصو يذلا ًسرم
 ةطلسلا ىلإ..  ًتلا
اهٌلإ ًمتنٌ 
7-8 /la:kin/ 
but 
(adversative) 
مهنكل 9 
The Iranian regime.... its 
nuclear facilities 
 ًنارٌلإا ماظنلا
ضرع  ًسرم ىلع
 هتآشنم ًف ةلوج
ةٌوونلا 
11-12 /wa/ 
 and (additive) 
نٌجسكو 12 
Morsi should also 
request a visit to 
Tehran’s notorious Evin 
prison 
 نأ ًسرم ىلع ًغبنٌ
 نجس ةراٌز بلطٌ
 ًف ةعمسلا ئٌس نٌفٌإ
نارهط 
12-13 /wa/ 
and (additive) 
هركذٌسو 13 
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to hand over the 
presidency of the 
Nonaligned Movement 
by mail. 
 ةكرح ةسائر ملسٌ
 ربعزاٌحنلاا مدع
دٌربلا 
14 /li-/ 
to send 
to (causal) 
ثعبٌل 15 
Its establishing was a 
logic  
اٌقطنم ناك اهسٌسؤت 17 /fa-/ 
because (causal) 
دقف 17 
The world was 
divided....Communists 
 ناك دقف امسقنم ملاعلا
 يركسعم نٌب
 ةٌبرغلا ةٌطارقمٌدلا
 ةٌعوٌشلاو ةٌلامسأرلا
ةٌقرشلا 
17-18 /wa/ 
and (additive) 
 
تراتخاو 18 
Is Morsi nonaligned… as 
well? 
 رٌغ ًسرم له
زاحنم… ؟اضٌأ 
21-22 /wa/ 
And by the way 
(additive) 
ةبسانملابو 22 
If Morsi wants to 
maintain a cold peace 
with Israel, that is his 
business 
 بغرٌ ًسرم ناك اذإ
 ملاس ىلع ظافحلا ًف
 اذهف ،لٌئارسإ عم دراب
هنؤش 
24-25 /amma/ 
while 
(adversative) 
امأ 25 
As for Morsi…in the 
Arab world 
 ًسرمل ةبسنلاب امأ.. 
ًبرعلا ملاعلا 
25-26 /la:kin/ 
but 
(adversative) 
نكل 27 
Morsi’s first big trip 
shouldn’t have been to 
just China and Iran 
 نوكت لا نأ بجٌ ناك
 ىربك ةراٌز لوأ
 نٌصلا ىلإ ًسرمل
طقف نارٌإو 
27-28 /bal/ 
but(adversative) 
لب 28 
3 million peaceful 
demonstrators turned 
out ....a landslide 
 جرخ4  نٌٌلام
ىلإ ًملس رهاظتم… 
تناقحاس راص 
43-40 /wa/ 
and their slogan 
(additive) 
مهراعش ناكو 40 
of the 2009 presidential 
election 
 تاباختنلاا ًف
 ماعل ةٌسائرلا2556 
35 Over the next 
six months 
(temporal) 
 ةتس رادم ىلع
ةٌلات رهشأ 
36 
the Green Movement 
evolved from…by 
radical clerics 
 ةكرحلا تلوحت
 نم ءارضخلا… 
 نٌدلا لاجر
نوددشتملا. 
36-38 /wa/ 
and (additive) 
 
عمو 38 
the government 
response was 
increasingly tough 
ناك  ةموكحلا لعف در
ادج اٌساق 
38 /fa/ 
moreover, in 
the fall 
(additive) 
فٌرخ ًفف 38 
and  In the fall of 2009  ماع فٌرخ ًفف
2556 
38-39 /wa/ 
and (additive) 
ًفو 40 
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Text 6: رصم عم ةدٌدج ةحفص ءدبل ةدحتملا تاٌلاولا ةصرف 
Personal references 
Referenced item reference 
Translation item lines translation reference line 
The United States حذؾزٌّاَدب٠لاٌٛا 1 
/-haa/َ
it 
بٌٙ 1 
The United States حذؾزٌّاَدب٠لاٌٛا 1 
/-haa/َ
its relationship 
بٙزللاػ 1 
ties ظثاٚشٌا 2 
/-haa/َ
its perpetuation  
بٙز٠ساشّزعا 3 
ties ظثاٚشٌا 2 
/-haa/َ
defend for it 
بٕٙػَغفاذر 3 
Washington ٓطٕؽاٚ 5 
/-haa/َ
its connection 
بٙزللاػ 5 
task خِّٙ 7 
/-haa/َ
but it  
بٕٙىٌ 7 
a revamp ذ٠ذغرَءاشعا 10 
/-haa/َ
but it 
بٕٙىٌ 10 
the leaders َبىؾٌا 13 
/-hum/َ
backed or 
supported them 
ُٙزّػد 13 
America بوش١ِأ 13 
/-haa/َ
it offers 
بِٙذمر 14 
democratic agenda خ١طاشمّ٠دَحذٕعأ 17 
/-haa/َ
but it  
بٕٙىٌ 17 
the military شىغؼٌا 17 
/-him/َ
its best 
ُ٘ذٙع 18 
the military شىغؼٌا 17 
/-him/َ
its lifelines 
ُٙرلاف 18 
the secular 
democratic forces 
َخ١طاشمّ٠ذٌاَٜٛمٌا
خ١ٔبٍّؼٌا 
19 
/-haa/َ
but it 
بٕٙىٌ 19 
Egypt شقِ 21 
/-haa/َ
transforming it 
بٍٙ٠ٛؾر 22 
Egyptian democrats  ٓ١١طاشمّ٠ذٌا شقَِٟف 28 
/-him/َ
betrayal them 
ش٠شغزٌا ُٙث 29 
its favored candidate ًضفٌّاَٗؾؽشِ 32 
/huwa/َ
he 
ٛ٘ 32 
the lobbying طٛغضٌا 31 
/-haa/َ
it infuriated 
ذجضغأَبٙٔأ 32 
the American 
administration 
خ١وش١ِلأاَحسادلإا 35 
/-him/َ
their minds 
ُٙٔب٘رأ 36 
William Burns  ضٔش١ثََب١ٍ٠ٚ 40 
/-hu/َ
a meeting to him 
ٌَٗعبّزعا 41 
Morsi ٟعشِ 41 
/-hi/َ
delivered to  him 
ّٗ١ٍغزث 41 
the military aid خ٠شىغؼٌاَخٔٛؼٌّا 42 
/-haa/َ
its continuation 
ب٘ساشّزعا 43 
the military aid خ٠شىغؼٌاَخٔٛؼٌّا 42 
/-haa/َ
its restructuration  
بٙزٍى١٘  43 
the military aid خ٠شىغؼٌاَخٔٛؼٌّا 42 /-haa/َبٙض١فخر 44 
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its reduction 
the military aid خ٠شىغؼٌاَخٔٛؼٌّا 42 
/-haa/َ
its focus 
ب٘ض١وشر 44 
the classic pitfalls خ٠ذ١ٍمزٌاَداشضؼٌا 46 
/-haa/َ
one of it 
بِٕٙ 47 
the military and the 
Muslim Brotherhood 
َْاٛخلإاَٚشىغؼٌا
ٓ١ٍّغٌّا 
48 
/-huma/َ
them „two‟ 
بِّٕٙ 48 
the military and the 
Muslim Brotherhood 
َْاٛخلإاَٚشىغؼٌا
ٓ١ٍّغٌّا 
48 
/-hi/َ
him 
 
ٗ١ٍػ 49 
Egypt‟s secular 
democrats and its 
emerging middle 
class 
َْٛ١طاشمّ٠ذٌا
َخمجطٌاَءبٕثأَْٚٛ١ٔبٍّؼٌا
خئؽبٌٕاَٝطعٌٛا 
49-50 
/-hum/َ
exclude them 
ُٙعاشخا 50 
Egypt‟s secular 
democrats and its 
emerging middle 
class 
َْٛ١طاشمّ٠ذٌا
َخمجطٌاَءبٕثأَْٚٛ١ٔبٍّؼٌا
خئؽبٌٕاَٝطعٌٛا 
49-50 
/-hum/َ
but they 
ُٕٙىٌ 50 
the military شىغؼٌا 53 
/-hum/َ
their place  
ٍُٙؾِ 53 
Demonstrative reference 
Referenced Demonstrative reference 
Translation Refers to Line translation reference Line 
Washington has to 
rebuild its connection 
with Egypt 
ََخللاػَءبٕثَحدبػا
شقَِغَِٓطٕؽاٚ 
5 
/haadhihi/َ
this task 
خَِّٖٙز٘ 7 
conditions in Egypt َشقَِٟفَعبضٚلأا 16-20 
/haadhaa/َ
this tightrope 
 
َظ١خٌاَاز٘
غ١فشٌا 
21 
a core U.S. ally and 
peaceful neighbor of 
Israel 
َدب٠لاٌٍَٛخ١عبعأَخف١ٍؽ
َخٌّبغَِحسبعَٚحذؾزٌّا
ً١ئاشعلإ 
21-22 
/haadhayni/َ
these two roles 
ٓ٠سٚذٌآَ٠ز٘ 22 
a democratic regime ٟطاشمّ٠دََبظٔ 22 
/dhaalika/َ
to that 
هٌزٌ 32 
Morsi ٟعشِ 16 
/al-/َ
the new president 
ذ٠ذغٌاَظ١ئشٌا 28 
the Muslim 
Brotherhood 
ٓ١ٍّغٌّاَْاٛخلإا 17 
/al-/َ
the Islamists 
 
ٓ١١ِلاعلإا 33 
Morsi‟s government ٟعشََِبظٔ 37 
/al-/َ
the regime 
 
َبظٌٕا 38 
the regime preserves 
the rights of 
women....with Israel 
َٖدٛػٛثََبظٌٕاَٟف٠
َقٛمؽَحبػاشّث
حأشٌّا….ً١ئاشعاَغِ 
38-39 
/haadhihi/َ
these terms 
طٚشؾٌاَٖز٘ 41 
the military aid خ٠شىغؼٌاَخٔٛؼٌّا 42 
/haadhihi/َ
this point 
خطمٌٕاَٖز٘ 42 
the U.S. aid to Morsi 
regime with termsَ 
ََبظٌَٕٟوش١ِلأاَُػذٌا
ٟعشِ َطٚشؽًَثبمِ 
42-43 
/haadhihi/َ
this 
ٖز٘ 46 
Egypt شقِ 49 to the country دلاجٌٍ 50 
Pressures by Egypt or 
Americans 
َتٔبعََِٓطٛغض
َتٔبعََِٓٚأَشقِ
52 
/tilka/َ
those pressures 
طٛغضٌاَهٍر 55 
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ٓ١١وش١ِلأا 
Ellipsis 
Translation  
Ellipsed 
information 
Line  Translation  Reference  Line  
the Obama 
administration 
بِبثٚأَظ١ئشٌاَحسادا 25 the administration حسادلإا 26 
the Obama 
administration 
بِبثٚأَظ١ئشٌاَحسادا 25 the administration حسادلإا 30 
the regime respects َبظٌٕاََضزٍ٠َْأ 38   respects ََضزٍ٠َْأ 39 
the regime  preserves عفبؾ٠َْأ َبظٌٕا 38 preserves عفبؾ٠َْأ 39 
Conjunctions 
Translation  Conjunction 
reference 
Line  Translation  Reference  Line  
It‟s not often that…. اش١ضوَسذؾ٠َلا…. 1 /fa/َ
„for‟ the ties 
(causal) 
ظثاٚشٌبف 2 
are locked in by 
history, perpetuated 
by enduring elites  
َخ٠سبزٌبثَخِٛىؾََِْٛىر
َ،َتخٌٕاًَّؼرٚ
ٍٝػ….ٙز٠ساشّزعاب 
2 /kama/َ
also (additive) 
 
بّو 3 
ties are…. by 
powerful lobbies  
َ،حدبػَظثاٚشٌبف
….َظغضٌاَدبػبّع
خ٠ٛمٌا 
2 /wa bitali/َ
and thus (additive+ 
causal) 
ٌٟبزٌبثٚ 3 
It‟s not often that….. 
the world‟s major 
nations 
سذؾ٠َلا……ََِٓ
ٜشجىٌاٌَُبؼٌاَيٚد 
1-2 /wa la:kin/َ
however 
(adversative) 
ٓىٌٚ 5 
. Washington has no 
choice but to rebuild 
its connection with 
Egypt 
َٞأَٓطٕؽاََٚبِأَظ١ٌ
َحدبػاَٜٛعَشخآَسب١خ
شقَِغَِبٙزللاػَءبٕث 
5 /wa/َ
but (adversative) 
 
ذؼرٚ 7 
It is a daunting… and 
White House 
خٍ١مصَخَِّٖٙزَ٘ذؼر..َ
ض١ثلأاَذ١جٌاٚ 
7 /la:kin/َ
however 
(adversative) 
بٕٙىٌ 7 
the need for a revamp َحشزفَزَِٕذؾضَٚذلٚ
َءاشعاٌَٝاَخعبؾٌا
دبللاؼًٌٍَِبؽَذ٠ذغر 
10 /la:kin/َ
but 
 (adversative) 
بٕٙىٌ 10 
last month when 
Mohammed 
Morsi……president 
َٟضبٌّاَشٙؾٌاَخ١ّزؽ
..َخ٠سّٛٙغٌاَظ١ئس 
10-11 /fa hatta tilka/َ
until then 
(temporal) 
َهٍرَٝزؾف
خظؾٌٍا 
11 
U.S. policy 
had…leaders it 
backed 
َخعب١غٌاَذٔبو
خ١وش١ِلأا…َخٕػاشفٌبث
ُٙزّػدَٓ٠زٌا 
12-13 and year after year 
(additive) 
َبػَذؼثَبِبػٚ 13 
U.S. policy 
had…leaders it 
backed 
َخعب١غٌاَذٔبو
خ١وش١ِلأا…َخٕػاشفٌبث
ُٙزّػدَٓ٠زٌا 
12-13 /la:kin/َ
However 
(adversative) 
ٓىٌ 16 
      Now, the 
situation gets 
complicated 
ذمؼز٠َْ٢اَغضٌٛآَىٌ 16 /fa/َ
 for (causal) 
ٟفف 16 
A successful walk 
along this tightrope 
ٍَٝػَش١غٌاَٟفَػبغٌٕا
غ١فشٌاَظ١خٌاَاز٘ 
21 /wa/َ
and somthing  
(additive) 
شِأَٛ٘ٚ 22 
could preserve 
Egypt… democracy 
َشقٍَِٝػَعفبؾ٠َْأ..َ
يبؼفَٟطاشمّ٠د 
21-22 /wa/َ
But, the alternative 
ً٠ذجٌاٚ 23 
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(adversative) 
The Obama 
administration‟s first 
two steps … all sides 
َيٚأَذؾغَٔذلٚ
َٓ١رٛطخ…ََغ١ّع
فاشطلأا 
25 /fa/َ
 and (additive) 
ذمف 25 
First, the 
administration 
...democratic  
لاٚأَحسادلإاَذِبل…َ
ٟطاشمّ٠ذٌا 
26-27 /wa/َ
 and (additive) 
ٛ٘ٚ 27 
something that may 
have encouraged the 
military.... the new 
president 
َْأَٓىٌّّآََِْبوَشِأ
شىغؼٌاَغفذ٠….َ
ذ٠ذغٌاَظ١ئشٌا 
27-28 /la:kin/ َ
but (adversative) 
ٓىٌ 28 
First, in March, the 
administration… a 
democratic transition  
َٟفَ،لاٚأَحسادلإاَذِبل
َٟضبٌّاَطسبَِشٙؽ
…ٟطاشمّ٠ذٌاَيٛؾزٌا 
26-27 / wa la:kin/َ
 however 
(adversative) 
ٓىٌٚ 30 
Lobbying by Clinton 
and … its favored 
candidate, 
َْأَٓىٌّّآََِْبوَذلٚ
َطٛغضٌاَٞدئر
….ًضفٌّا 
31-32 But (adversative) لاا 32 
Deputy Secretary of 
State….from Obama. 
َحش٠صَٚتئبَٔسذؾر
َخ١وش١ِلأاَخ١عسبخٌا…َ
َبِبثٚأَظ١ئشٌآَِ 
40-41 /wa/َ
 but (adversative) 
شؾ٠ٌَُٚ 41 
mentioning  the 
military aid 
ٌََٝاَحسبؽلااَخٔٛؼٌّا
خ٠شىغؼٌا 
41-42 /ayddan/َ
too (additive) 
 
بض٠أ 42 
Burns didn‟t publicly 
mention… 
َٟفَضٔش١ثَشؾ٠ٌَُٚ
ٗربؾ٠شقر… 
41-42 /wa/َ
Also, there is a 
consensus 
(additive) 
عبّعاَنبٕ٘ٚ 42 
In conception, that‟s 
not a bad plan 
َذغ١ٌَٖزَْ٘بفَ،ب١ئذجِٚ
خئ١عَخطخ 
46 /la:kin/ َ
however 
(adversative) 
ٓىٌ 46 
Though the military 
…over time 
َشىغؼٌاَْأَُغسٚ…َ
ذلٌٛاَسٚشّث 
48-49 /amma/َ
However, 
(adversative) 
َءبلذفأَبِأ
بوش١ِأ 
49 
who have been 
shoved to the 
sidelines 
َاشغلَُٙعاشخاَُرَٓ٠زٌا
حسٛقٌآَِ 
50 /la:kin/َ
 but (adversative) 
ُٕٙىٌ 50 
The other big danger 
… domestic pressure 
َشخ٢اَُ٘اذٌاَشطخٌاٚ
…َُ٠ذمٌاَب٘سبغٌَِٝا 
52-53 /fa/َ
 so (causal) 
شىغؼٌبف 53 
The military will 
resist...in Washington 
by civilian leaders 
ََِْٛٚبم١عَشىغؼٌبف
…ََٜذٌَرٛفٌٕاٚ
َٓطٕؽاٚ 
53-54 /wa/ َ
and (additive) 
ضؼجٌاٚ 54 
The military will 
resist ….to an 
Islamist government 
َِْٛٚبم١عَشىغؼٌبف…َ
ِٟلاعاََبظٌٕ 
53-55 /wa/َ
 but (adversative) 
ذلٚ 55 
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Text 7: عقاولاب فارتعلاا ددجلا رصم ةداق ىلع 
Personal references 
Referenced item reference 
Translation item lines translation reference line 
the attack موجهلا 2 
/huwa/ 
it 
وه 2 
Morsi ًسرم 2 
/-hu/ 
him 
هل 4 
Morsi’s move ًسرم ةوطخ 6 
/-haa/ 
considering it 
اهرابتعاب 8 
the revolution اةروثل 8 
/-haa/ 
its promises 
اهبلاطم 8 
Morsi ًسرم 10 
/-hi/ 
around him 
هلوح 10 
a new minister  اًرٌزو 10 
/huwa/ 
he 
وه 11 
Salah Abdul 
Maqsud 
دوصقملا دبع حلاص 11 
/huwa/ 
he 
وه 11 
50 leading editors 
and journalists 
05  رٌرحت سٌئر
اٌفاحصو 
12 
/-him/ 
their position 
مهبصانم 12 
The Muslim 
Brotherhood 
group 
 ناوخلإا ةعامج
نٌملسملا 
15 
/-haa/ 
with it 
 
اهعم 15 
the president سٌئرلا 15 
/huwa/ 
he 
وه 16 
Morsi and the 
Muslim 
Brotherhood 
 ناوخلإاو ًسرم
نٌملسملا 
18 
/-him/ 
their resistance  
مهتمواقم 19 
Morsi and the 
Muslim 
Brotherhood 
 ناوخلإاو ًسرم
نٌملسملا 
18 
/-him/ 
their 
مهٌلوت 19 
the $3.2 billion ـلا4.2 رلاود راٌلم 20 
/-haa/ 
to offer it 
اهمٌدقتل 21 
Morsi and the 
Muslim 
Brotherhood 
 ناوخلإاو ًسرم
نوملسملا 
22 
/-hum/ 
they 
مهنأ 22 
the reality عقاولا 22 
/-hi/ 
(denial) it 
هراكنإ 23 
the responsibility 
of  the Sinai 
attack 
موجه ةٌلوإسم ءانٌس 27 
/huwa/ 
it 
وه 27 
an organization ةعامج 28 
/-haa/ 
its own reality 
اهعقاو 29 
the group ةعامجلا 29 
/-haa/ 
its philosophy 
 اهتفسلف 29 
the group ةعامجلا 29 
/-haa/ 
its ideology 
اهتدٌقع 30 
Egypt’s president  بعشلاو سٌئرلا33 /-him/ مهٌلع 36 
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and people يرصملا they 
Egypt’s president 
and people 
 بعشلاو سٌئرلا
يرصملا 
33 
/-him/ 
their  obligations 
مهتامازتلا 36 
Egypt’s president 
and people 
 بعشلاو سٌئرلا
يرصملا 
33 
/-hum/ 
their record 
مهلجس 37 
our response اندر 41 
/-hu/ 
but it 
هنكل 41 
Demonstrative reference 
Referenced Demonstrative reference 
Translation Refers to Line translation reference Line 
Morsi ًسرم 10 
/al-/ 
the president 
سٌئرلا 13 
Egypt رصم 5 
/al-/ 
the country 
ةلودلا 13 
the state media’s 
tone has changed 
 ملاعإ ةربن رٌغت
ةلودلا 
13 
/haadhaa/ 
this 
اذه 14 
the state media’s 
tone has changed 
 ملاعإ ةربن رٌغت
ةلودلا 
13 
/haadhaa/ 
this 
اذه 14 
Morsi ًسرم 10 
/al-/ 
the president 
سٌئرلا 15 
Egypt رصم 16 
/al-/ 
The country 
ةلودلا 17 
International 
Monetary Fund 
ًلودلا دقنلا قودنص 20 
/al-/ 
the fund 
قودنصلا 21 
a note sending by 
Israeli President  
 سٌئرلا اهلسرأ ةركذم
ًلٌئارسلإا 
23 
/haadhihi/ 
this  note 
ةركذملا هذه 24 
Morsi’s denial 
sending Israeli 
President Shimon 
Peres a response  
 لاسرإ ًسرم راكنإ
 ةركذم ىلع در
 سٌئرلا اهلسرأ
ًلٌئارسلإا 
23 
/haadhaa/ 
this 
اذه 24 
group ةعامج 28 
/al-/ 
the group 
ةعامجلا 29 
Morsi has moved 
armored 
forces…..the 
Israelis 
 ًسرم لسرأ
 ةٌنمأ تازٌزعت…. 
ًلٌئارسلإا بناجلا 
38 
/haadhaa/ 
this behavior 
لاونملا اذه 40 
Substitution 
translation 
Substituted 
information 
Line translation reference Line 
to release Morsi’s 
letter 
ًسرم باطخ رشن 25 doing so كلذب ماٌقلا 25-26 
Policy differences 
are 
understandable… 
fictions 
 تافلاتخلاا مهفت نكمٌ
ةساٌسلا ًف …لاٌخلا 
31-32 
/dhaalika/ 
know that 
 
 كلذ فرعٌ 33 
to mobilize the 
international 
community, and 
global financial 
 ًلودلا عمتجملا دشحل
 ةٌلاملا تاسسإملاو
 ةدعاسمل ةٌملاعلا
رصم 
33-34 do so كلذ لعفن 34 
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institutions, to 
help Egypt 
Ellipsis 
Refer to Reference 
Translation  
Ellipsed 
information 
Line  Translation  Reference  Line  
Morsi amended درفنا ًسرم 2 also amended درفنا 4 
The president 
send it to him 
(Morsi) 
 اهلسرأهل سٌئرلا 23 
The president sent 
it  
سٌئرلا اهلسرأ 23 
The 
administration of 
the United States 
ةدحتملا تاٌلاولا 30 The administration  ةرادلإا 39 
Conjunctions 
Translation  Conjunction 
reference 
Line  Translation  Reference  Line  
Morsi seized on 
the attack 
موجهلا ًسرم لغتسا 2 /wa/ 
 and (additive) 
وهو 2 
Morsi seized on 
the killing of 16 
Egyptian 
soldiers... early 
this month 
 موجهلا ًسرم لغتسا
 لتقم نع رفسأ يذلا
43  اٌدنج….  رهشلا
ًلاحلا 
2 /li-/  
to (causal) 
حٌطٌل 3 
Morsi seized on 
the killing of... 
early this month 
 ًسرم لغتسا دقل
 رفسأ يذلا موجهلا
لتقم نع….. رهشلا
ًلاحلا 
2 /kadhaalika/ 
also (additive) 
 
كلذك 4 
Many see Morsi’s 
move ….Mubarak 
regime and fulfill 
its promise 
 ىلإ نورٌثك رظنٌ
 ًسرم ةوطخ
.…. كرابم ماظن
اهبلاطم قٌقحتو 
6-9  /wa/ 
but others, 
(adversative) 
ىرٌو 8 
there is reason to 
be concerned 
 ىلإ وعدٌ ام دجوٌ لا
قلقلا 
10 /fa/ 
as (causal) 
دقف 10 
he comes from… ًمتنٌ… 11 
 
 
/wa/ 
and supports 
(additive) 
معدٌو  
11 
Morsi has 
appointed… 
ًسرم نٌّ ع دقف.. 10 /wa/ 
 and (additive) 
هٌجوت متو 12 
It is probably no 
accident that 
…favorable 
toward Morsi 
 رٌغت دعٌ لا امبرو
 ةلودلا ملاعإ ةربن… 
رٌبك دح ىلإ ًسرم 
13-14 /wa/ 
but (adversative) 
ًنعٌ لاو 14 
None of this 
means that 
Egypt’s path of 
change is 
foreordained 
 اذه نم يأ ًنعٌ لاو
 وحن رصم قٌرط نأ
ًمتح رٌٌغتلا 
14 /wa/ 
 and (additive) 
ًنعٌ لاو 14 
Morsi and the 
Brotherhood 
 ناوخلإاو ًسرم ودبٌ
 نٌّرقم نوملسملا
22 /la:kin/  
but (adversative) 
نكل 22 
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seem to recognize 
reality 
عقاولاب 
news of the 
correspondence 
provoked a 
…having any such 
contact with 
Israel 
 هذه ءابنأ تراثأ
 ةركذملا..  لاصتا يأ
لٌئارسإ عم 
22-23 /wa/  
and (additive) 
بضغلا عفدو 26 
Consider that 
Morsi denied … 
with Israel 
 . راكنإ ًف رظنا
 ًسرم.. لٌئارسإ عم 
23-24 /kadhaalika/ 
also (additive) 
 
 
كلذك 26 
the group the 
Brotherhood is 
wedded to its 
ideology 
…philosophy  
 ةكسمتم ةعامجلا نأ
 اهركفب… اهتدٌقعو 
29-30 /ma’ dhaalika/ 
However 
(adversative) 
كلذ عم 30 
the United States 
and others should 
not accommodate 
the Brotherhood’s 
alternative reality 
 فرتعت نأ ًغبنٌ لا
 ةدحتملا تاٌلاولا
 ىرخلأا لودلاو
 ناوخلإا ةعامجب
لٌدب عقاوك نٌملسملا 
30-31 /wa/ 
 and (additive) 
ًنعٌ لاو 31 
It is possible to 
understand policy 
differences  
ا مهفت نكمٌ تافلاتخلا
ةساٌسلا ًف 
31 /la:kin/  
but (adversative) 
نكل 31 
Egypt’s president 
and people 
should know that 
 لك فرعٌ نأ ًغبنٌ
ًسرم نم  ناوخلإاو
كلذ نٌملسملا 
32 /wa kadhaalika/ 
and also (additive) 
كلذكو 33 
we are prepared 
to mobilize the 
international 
community, and 
global financial 
institutions, to 
help Egypt 
 دشحل نودعتسم اننأ
 ًلودلا عمتجملا
 ةٌلاملا تاسسإملاو
 ةدعاسمل ةٌملاعلا
رصم 
33-34 /la:kin/ 
 but (adversative) 
اننكل 34 
They must 
respect the rights 
of minorities and 
women….peace 
treaty with Israel 
ٌ اومرتحٌ نأ بج
 تاٌلقلأا قوقح
ةأرملاو… عم ملاسلا
لٌئارسإ. 
35-36 /wa/  
Moreover, their 
record (additive) 
مهلجسو 37 
and their record 
to date is not 
good.. the peace 
treaty 
 هذه ىتح مهلجسو
دٌج رٌغ ةظحللا… 
ملاسلا ةدهاعم 
37-39 /fa/  
so (causal) 
بجٌف 39 
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Appendix C 
Text 1: 
L
in
e 
 
 
 
 
English device 
 
 
 
Arabic 
translation L
in
e 
                               
techniques 
S
u
st
a
in
in
g
 
A
d
d
it
io
n
 
S
u
b
tr
a
ct
io
n
 
A
lt
er
a
ti
o
n
 
Personal references 
3 
government his 
ٗزِٛىؽ 
/-hu/ 
3   
  
7 
removal his 
ش١ؾجٌاَطبمعا 
Al Bashir 
6   
  
7 it x x     
8 
common  their
hatred 
بٙز١٘اشو 
/-haa/ 
its hatred 
7   
  
8 
him 
ٌٗ 
/-hu/َ 
7   
  
8 
his party 
ٗثضؾٌ 
/-hi/ 
7   
  
9 they x x     
9 
him 
ٖٛطمعأ 
/-hu/ 
7   
  
9 
they 
ُٕٙ١ث 
/-hum/ them 
8   
  
16 he x x     
18 
their  jobs 
ٍّٓٙػ 
/-hunna/ 
14   
  
28 
he live 
ٗزِبلا his 
residence  
/-hi/ 
21   
  
33 They x x     
36 
he 
ٗٔلأ 
/-hu/ 
28   
  
37 
put him 
ٍٗخدأ 
/-hu/ 
29   
  
40 
his expulsion 
ٖدشط 
/-hi/ 
31   
  
42 
They 
بّ٘ 
they two 
/humaa/ 
32   
  
43 his  public 
statements 
ٗربؾ٠شقر 
/-hi/ 
33   
  
44 
land him 
ٗثَٟٙزٕر 
/-hi/ 
 
34   
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44 
he retains 
عفزؾ٠َٗٔبف 
/-hu/ 
34   
  
57 
their movement 
بّٙزوشؽ 
their two 
/-humaa/ 
44   
  
59 
their provinces 
بّٙ١ز٠لاٌٛ 
their two 
/-humaa/ 
45   
  
68 
it signed 
خوشؾٌا 
the movement 
51   
  
69 
its central 
principal 
َٞضوشٌّاَٗئذجِ
ؿبخٌا 
/-hi/ 
52   
  
69 
They 
ُ٘ 
hum 
52   
  
73 they x x     
74 They  x x     
74 
they 
ُ٘ 
hum 
56   
  
74 their allies ُ٘إبفٍؽ 
/-hum/ 
56   
  
75 they should have ُ٘دٚاشر 
/-hum/ 
surrounded 
them 
56   
  
Demonstrative reference 
7-8 
The groups 
/al-/ 
دبػّٛغٌّا 
6 
  
  
19 the country x x     
33 
these groups 
دبػّٛغٌّاَٖز٘ 
/haadhihi/ 
these groups 
26 
  
  
34 
the country 
ْادٛغٌا 
Sudan 
26 
  
  
36 
these policies 
دبعب١غٌاَٖز٘ 
/haadhihi/ 
These policies 
28 
  
  
37 
these radical 
groups 
دبػّٛغٌّاَٖز٘ 
/haadhihi/ 
these groups 
28-
29 
  
  
37 
that decision 
ساشمٌاَاز٘ 
/haadhaa/ 
this decision 
29 
  
  
38-
39 the two men 
/al-/ 
ْلاعشٌا 30 
  
  
40 
the president 
/al-/ 
ظ١ئشٌا 
31 
  
  
50 
The rebel 
/al-/ 
دشّزٌّا 
39 
  
  
59 
The agreement 
/al-/ 
خ١لبفرلاا 
45 
  
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61 
the process 
/al-/ 
خ١ٍّؼٌا 
46 
  
  
66 
the movement 
/al-/ 
خوشؾٌا 
50 
  
  
Comparative reference 
29 other ٜشخأ 22     
68 other ٜشخأ 51     
Substitution 
10 one ُٕٙ١ث 8     
73 
do 
هٌرََِٓإٛىّر 
do that 
55 
  
  
Ellipsis 
21 
not 
ُ٘ش١غ 
/-hum/ 
not (them)َ
16 
  
  
36 
Bashir eventually 
agreed 
ش١ؾجٌاَكفاٚ 
Al-Bashir 
agreed 
28 
  
  
42 
They still are 
بَّ٘ٚلاَْلااض٠َهٌزوَ
they still do 
that 
32 
  
  
43 
and is believed 
ذمزؼ٠َٗٔأ 
he is believedَ
33 
  
  
45 
and is considered 
ٗ١ٌا 
/-hi/ 
(Al him to 
Bashir)َ
35 
  
  
49 continued ساشّزعاَ 37     
67 
:revenge 
سؤضٌاَٛ٘ٚ 
it is revenge 
50 
  
  
69-
70 
not alone: اٛغ١ٌَُ٘ذؽٚ 52 
  
  
71 
but support 
بّٕٙىٌَْبّػذ٠ 
But they 
support 
53 
  
  
Conjunction 
3 
Currently 
(temporal) 
 
 
 
ب١ٌبؽٚ 
/wa/ 
and currently 
(additive + 
temporal) 
 
3 
  
  
4 
as well as 
(additive) 
ٓػَه١٘بٔ 
Also (additive) 
 
3 
  
  
7 
yet (adversative) 
 
 
 
ٓىٌ 
/la:kin/ 
However 
(adversative) 
 
6 
  
  
9 But (adversative) 
 
بَِاراٚ 
/wa izama/ 
7 
  
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 but/And if  
(adversative, 
temporal) 
27 also (additive) x x     
29 also (additive) x x     
37 
but (adversative) 
 
 
ٓىٌٚ 
/wa la:kin/ 
And however 
(additive + 
adversative) 
28 
  
  
63 
But (adversative) 
 
 
ٓىٌ 
/la:kin/ 
However 
(adversative) 
46 
  
  
66 
so (causal) 
 
 
ُصَِٓٚ 
/wa/ 
And so 
(additive + 
causal) 
50 
  
  
68 
But (adversative) 
ٓىٌ 
/la:kin/ 
but 
(adversative) 
 
51 
  
  
71 
but (adversative) 
 
 
بّٕٙىٌ 
/la:kin/ 
but 
(adversative) 
53 
  
  
73 
But (adversative) 
 
 
ٓىٌ 
/la:kin/ 
but 
(adversative) 
55 
  
  
 
 
Text 2:  
L
in
e 
 
 
 
 
English device 
 
 
 
Arabic 
translation L
in
e 
                            
techniques 
S
u
st
a
in
in
g
 
A
d
d
it
io
n
 
S
u
b
tr
a
ct
io
n
 
A
lt
er
a
ti
o
n
 
Personal references 
7 
my reporting 
ٌٗٛلأَبِ 
/-hu/ 
I report it 
5    
 
12 
identified them 
ٔأُٙ 
/-hum/ 
they  
9    
 
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17 
told me 
ٟٔشجخأ 
/-nii/ 
told me 
12    
 
17 
he thinks 
ٜش٠َٗٔأ 
/hu/ 
he thinks 
12    
 
20 
their rivals 
١غفبٌُّٕٙ 
/-him/ 
 
15    
 
26 
it led 
َددأخ١ٍّؼٌاَٖز٘ 
/haadhihi/ 
this process led 
20    
 
29 
it may 
ٔاَٗبّثس 
/-hu/ 
it may 
22    
 
30 they were 
augmented 
x 
    
 
31 
Their anger 
جضغَُٙ 
/-hum/ 
24    
 
35 
it does 
ٌبٙ 
/-haa/ 
it has 
28    
 
37 it x      
40 
They captured 
ُٙزضجل 
/-him/ 
their  capture 
33    
 
41 they seized x      
42 they can‟t x      
50 
His comments 
ربم١ٍؼرٗ 
/-hi/ 
his comments 
41    
 
51 it needs x      
Demonstrative reference 
2 
that 
از٘ 
/haadhaa/ 
this 
2 
   
 
17 
that crowd 
دٛؾؾٌاَهٍر 
/tilka/ 
those crowds 
12 
   
 
34 
these countries 
ٓ٠ذٍجٌآَ٠ز٘ 
/haadhayni/ 
these two 
countries 
27 
   
 
36 
this 
از٘ 
/haadhaa/ 
this 
29 
   
 
38 
That 
ًّؼٌاَهٌر 
/dhaalika/ 
that work 
31 
 
 
  
 
41 
that disaster 
خصسبىٌاَهٍر 
/tilka/ 
that disaster 
33 
   
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47 
That‟s 
هٌر 
/dhaalika/ 
that 
39 
   
 
51 
this crisis 
خِصلأاَٖز٘ 
/haadhihi/ 
this crisis 
41 
   
 
52 
these events 
ساذؽلأاَٖز٘ 
/haadhihi/ 
these events 
42 
   
 
54 
this success 
َاز٘ػبغٌٕا 
/haadhaa/ 
this success 
43 
   
 
Comparative reference 
15 more 
conservative 
خظفبؾَِشضوأ 
/a-/ 
11 
 
 
 
 
15 
less pragmatic 
خ١ربّغاشثًَلأ 
/a-/ 
11 
 
 
 
 
20 
more interesting 
حسبصاَشضولأا 
/al a-/ 
the most 
interesting 
14 
 
 
 
 
26 
a similar process 
َخ١ٍّػخٍصبِّ 
a similar 
process 
20 
 
 
 
 
51 
more 
بَِّشضوأ 
/a-/ 
41 
 
 
 
 
58 the same ظفٔ 46     
Substitution 
29 
the one  
َٛغٌٙا 
َََََthe attack 
22 
  
 
 
35 
it does 
خؾٍقَِبٌٙ 
it has an 
interest  
28 
  
 
 
Ellipsis 
19 
The first 
ٌٝٚلأاَخٌبعشٌا 
the first 
message 
13 
  
 
 
42 can‟t or won‟t ًؼفرٌََُٚأَغطزغرٌَُ 34     
47 
has links 
ٌَٗدلاف 
/-hu/ 
it has linksَ
38 
  
 
 
Conjunction 
2 
but (adversative) 
 
ًث 
/bal/ 
But 
(adversative) 
2 
  
 
 
 
7 
so (causal) 
 
ازٌ 
/li-/ 
for this reason 
(causal) 
5 
  
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8 
But (adversative) 
 
َٓىٌٚ 
/wa/ /la:kin/ 
(adversative) 
 
5 
  
 
 
25  
 
but (adversative) 
 
 
 
 
 
ُٕٙىٌ 
/la:kin/ 
but 
(adversative) 
18 
  
 
 
26 
and (additive) 
ذلٚ 
/wa/ 
And (additive) 
20 
  
 
 
29 
But (adversative) 
ش١غ 
/ghayra/ 
But 
(adversative) 
22 
  
 
 
36 
But this 
(adversative) 
َلااْأ  
/illa anna/ 
But this 
(adversative) 
29 
  
 
 
44 
Also ( additive) 
ََََٚ-َبض٠أ  
/wa ayddan/ 
and (additive) 
36 
  
 
 
 
 
Text 3: 
L
in
e 
 
 
 
 
English device 
 
 
 
Arabic 
translation L
in
e 
                            
techniques 
S
u
st
a
in
in
g
 
A
d
d
it
io
n
 
S
u
b
tr
a
ct
io
n
 
A
lt
er
a
ti
o
n
 
Personal references 
3 
its policies 
بٙربعب١ع 
/-haa/ 
 
2    
 
4 
Its own people 
بٙجؼؽ 
/-haa/ 
4    
 
6 
It 
ظفبٕزٌاَاز٘ 
/haadhaa/ 
this 
6    
 
9 its standing بٙزٔبىِ 8     
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/-haa/ 
19 
it had encouraged 
ضؾرٗ 
/-hu/ 
17    
 
20 it x      
20 
its territory 
١ضاسأبٙ 
/-haa/ 
19    
 
23 its democratic 
traditions 
خ١طاشمّ٠ذٌاَب٘ذ١ٌبمر 
/-haa/ 
21    
 
25 
its support 
بّٙػد 
/-haa/ 
22    
 
25 his brutal 
crackdown 
ؼّلَٟٗؾؽٌٛا 
/-hi/ 
22    
 
27 
it has become 
ذٌٛؾرَخ١ضمٌا 
the cause 
24    
 
43 
their persecution 
ُ٘دبٙطضا 
/-him/ 
35    
 
44 They x      
48 
its commitment 
ِاضزٌابٙ 
/-haa/ 
38    
 
48 its territory 
 
بٙ١ضاسأ 
/-haa/ 
39    
 
55 
their hands 
ٗلاسٚأ 
/-hi/ 
 
44    
 
Demonstrative reference 
5 
This 
از٘ 
/haadhaa/ 
5 
   
 
15 the two 
governments 
ٓ١زِٛىؾٌا 
/al-/ 
14 
   
 
24 
the revolution 
خ٠سٛغٌاَحسٛضٌا 
/al-/ 
21 
   
 
Comparative reference 
50 
a greater threat 
شضوأَِٓ  
/a-/ 
40     
52 
more aggressive 
شضوأَخ١ٔاٚذػ  
/a-/ 
41     
Ellipsis 
2 
: “Turkey….” 
:ٗ١فَيٛم٠    
He says: 
2 
  
  
4 
face 
 ٗعاٛزع   
 It will face 
3 
  
  
30 
reform 
دلاجٌاَٟفَدبؽلافا   
Reform the 
country 
26 
  
  
44 
amends 
داشولأاًَّؼ٠ٍََٝػ
َسٛغعَػلافا
خٕغٌاَغَِدبللاؼٌا  
to improve 
relations  with 
Sunni 
35-
36 
  
  
Conjunction 
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1 
for instance ( 
additive) 
يبضٌّاًَ١جعٍَٝؼف 
/fa…/ 
for instance 
(additive) 
1 
  
 
 
4 
or (adversative) 
/wa illa/ 
If not 
(adversative) 
3 
  
 
 
8 
though 
(adversative) 
هٌرَغِٚ 
/wa ma‟ 
dhaalika/ 
however 
(adversative) 
7 
  
  
17 
Meanwhile 
(temporal) 
ءبٕصلأاَٖزَٟ٘فٚ 
/wa fi: haadhihi 
al-athnaa/ 
and meanwhile 
(additive + 
temporal) 
16 
   
  
22 
Then (temporal) 
ذؼثَٚهٌر 
/wa baadaَ/ 
and then 
(additive 
+temporal) 
20 
  
  
26 
Either…or 
(additive) 
بِبفَ......بِاٚ 
/fa-imm….wa 
imma/ 
either…or 
(additive) 
23 
  
  
27 
Likewise 
(additive) 
ُص 
/tumma/ 
Then 
(temporal) 
23 
  
  
29 
Hence (causal) 
ازٍَ٘ٝػٚ 
/wa alaa 
haadhaa/ 
and hence 
( additive + 
causal) 
25 
  
  
36 
While 
(adversative) 
ٓ١ؽَٟف 
/fii heen/ 
while 
(adversative) 
31 
  
  
44 
also (additive) 
بّو 
/kama/ 
also (additive) 
36 
  
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Text 4:  
L
in
e 
 
 
 
 
English device 
 
 
 
Arabic 
translation L
in
e 
                               
techniques 
S
u
st
a
in
in
g
 
A
d
d
it
io
n
 
S
u
b
tr
a
ct
io
n
 
A
lt
er
a
ti
o
n
 
Personal references 
2 
its first 
anniversary 
بٌٌَٙٝٚلأاَٜشوزٌا 
/-haa/ 
2    
 
4 predicted it 
بٙصٚذؽ 
/-haa/ 
its  incidence 
3    
 
5 see it 
بٙصٚذؽ 
/-haa/ 
its  incidence 
3    
 
5 it‟s going 
خج٘ارَٟ٘ 
/hiya/ 
4    
 
21 they had voted 
ٓرٛفَذلَٓٙٔا 
/hunna/ they 
19    
 
24 they 
ُٙٔلأ 
/-hum/ 
they 
21    
 
24 they 
ُٕٙفشؼ٠ 
/-hum/ 
know them 
21    
 
26 their kids 
ٓ٘إبٕثأ 
/-hunna/ 
23   
 
 
26 told them 
ٌَٓٙيبل 
/-hunna/ 
23   
 
 
27 them 
بؼ١ّعَ 
all 
24   
 
 
27 they had voted 
ٓرٛفَٓٙٔا 
/-hunna/ 
24   
 
 
28 expected they 
ٓؼلٛز٠َٓٙٔلأ 
/-hunna/ 
24   
 
 
28 them 
ُِٕٙ 
/-hum/ 
from them 
24   
 
 
30 they voted - -     
30 I love 
بٔأ 
/anna/ 
26   
 
 
31 they 
ُ٘ 
/hum/ 
27   
 
 
31 I want - -     
32 We need 
ٓؾٔ 
/nahnu/ 
27  
  
 
32 I want  - -     
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32 my kids 
ٌٟبفطأ 
/-ii/ 
28   
 
 
33 they 
ُ٘ 
/hum/ 
28   
 
 
33 It 
ُ٘ 
/hum/ they 
29   
 
 
34 We - -     
35 My biggest fear 
شجىٌاَٟفٛخ 
/-ii/ 
30   
 
 
36 We sit  
ظٍغَٔبٕٔا 
/-naa/ 
30   
 
 
36 our homes 
بٕرٛ١ث 
/-naa/ 
31   
 
 
36 You - -     
36 Your 
بٔإبٕثأ 
/-naa/ our 
31   
 
 
38 he had voted - -     
39 he said  
ٌَٟيبل 
/-ii/  
told me 
32   
 
 
39 he wrote 
تزوَٗٔا 
/-hu/ 
32   
 
 
39 his ballot 
َعاشزللااَخلسٚ
ٗثَخفبخٌا 
/-hi/ 
ballot belongs 
to him 
33   
 
 
40 He spat out  - -     
40 his disgust 
ٖصاضئّؽا 
/-hu/ 
33   
 
 
41 like him 
ٍٗضِ 
/-hu/ 
34   
 
 
46 them 
ُِٕٙ 
/-hum/ 
37   
  
 
47 I 
بٔأ 
/anaa/ 
38   
 
 
48 I - -      
51 
their now proven 
ability 
ُٙرسذل 
/-him/ 
42   
  
 
52 they see - -     
56 His voting station 
ازَ٘تلاشٌّاَبفٍىَِ
ٗزجلاشّث 
َVoting station 
this observer is 
responsible to 
itmonitor  
46   
 
 
58 over to them 
ُ٘ٛؾٔ 
/-hum/ 
48   
 
 
59 our future 
بٍٕجمزغِ 
/-naa/ 
49   
 
  
59 they put 
ُٙٔأ 
/-hum/ 
49   
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59 put it 
ٗٔٛؼض١ع 
/-hu/ 
49   
 
 
61 it 
ٗٔا 
hu/-/ 
51   
 
َ 
63 meld them 
ب٘شٙف 
/-haa/ it 
52   
 
 
Demonstrative reference 
4 this 
اهل 
/-haa/ 
it 
4 
  
 
 
9 here 
رصم 
Egypt 
8 
  
 
 
11 
these Islamist 
parties 
هذه بازحلأا 
ةٌملاسلإا 
/haadhihi/ 
these Islamist 
parties 
10 
  
 
 
13 here 
رصم 
Egypt 
11 
  
 
 
20 Here 
هذه ةراٌزلا  
/haadhihi/ 
this visit 
18 
  
 
  
23 that way 
اذه وحنلا  
/haadhaa/ 
this way 
20 
  
 
 
34 the country 
دلابلا 
/al-/ 
the country 
29 
  
 
 
35 here 
رصم 
Egypt 
30 
  
 
 
40 the country 
دلبلا 
/al-/ 
the country 
33 
  
 
 
46 this story 
هذه ةصقلا 
/haadhihi/ this 
38 
  
 
 
49 the country 
دلبلا 
/al-/ 
The country 
40 
  
 
 
52 here رصم Egypt  43     
59 that box 
اذه قودنصلا  
/haadhaa/ 
this box 
49 
  
 
 
59 This is our future 
انلبقتسم وه 
/huwa/ 
is our future It 
49 
  
 
 
60 That box 
اذه قودنصلا  
/haadhaa/ 
this box 
50 
  
 
 
61 here 
انه 
/hunaa/ 
51 
  
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here 
61 The country 
دلابلا 
/al-/ 
the country 
51 
  
 
 
62 those votes 
تاوصلأا كلت 
/tilka/ 
those votes 
52 
  
 
 
62 those hopes 
يبِ٢اَهٍر 
/tilka/ 
those hopes 
52 
  
 
 
64 that 
هٌر 
/dhaalika/ 
that 
53 
 
 
 
 
 
64 
those ballot 
boxes 
َعاشزللااَك٠دبٕف
ٖز٘ 
/haadhihi/ 
these ballot 
boxes 
54 
  
 
 
65 then 
كلذ نٌحلا 
then 
54 
  
 
 
Comparative reference 
28 better, more 
honest 
لضفأ رثكأو اقدص 25 
  
  
Substitution 
7 
If you do 
اذإ عرش ءرملا ًف  
كلذ 
/dhaalika/ 
If someone 
thatbegin  
6 
 
 
 
 
31 
they are the only 
oneshonest  
َُ٘ذؽَُٚ٘ءبفشؾٌا 
They are (they 
alone) honest 
 
27 
 
 
  
 
Ellipsis 
22 none 
يأ ةدحاو نهنم 
none of them 
20 
  
  
24 Many 
تارٌثكلا نهنم 
many of them 
21 
  
  
25 visited 
نهتراٌزب 
visited them 
22 
  
  
26 and just voted 
نهنأو دق نتوص 
and they just 
voted 
23 
  
  
26 told them to 
لاق نهل نهإانبأ نأ 
نلعفٌ 
They told them 
doto  
23 
  
  
28-
29 
not more  
َاِٛٛم٠َٟىٌَظ١ٌ
َشجوأَدذػَءبٕجث 
not to build 
more 
25 
  
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48 I have to 
اذإ ىضتقا رملأا 
(باهذلا) 
If (the 
thing),going, is 
necessary 
39 
  
  
49 and now runs  
ووه نم رٌدٌ 
and it runs 
40 
  
  
61 not sufficient 
سٌل اٌفاك هدرفمب 
It is not 
sufficient alone 
51 
  
  
Conjunction 
11 But (adversative) 
نإف 
/fa/ 
but 
10 
  
 
 
22 But (adversative) 
نكلو 
/wa la:kin/ 
but 
(adversative) 
20 
  
 
 
24 because (causal) 
مهنلأ 
/li-/ 
because 
(causal) 
21 
  
 
 
26 But (adversative) 
نكلو 
/wa la:kin/ 
and + but 
23 
  
 
 
28 because (causal) 
نهنلأ 
/li-/ 
because 
(causal) 
24 
  
 
 
38 
Meanwhile 
(temporal) 
نكلو 
/wa la:kin/ 
and + but 
32 
  
 
 
44 And (additive) 
اذكهو 
/wa/ 
additive 
36 
  
 
 
61 But (adversative) 
هنإف 
/fa/ 
but 
(adversative) 
51 
  
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Text 5:  
L
in
e 
 
 
 
 
English device 
 
 
 
Arabic 
translation L
in
e 
                            
techniques 
S
u
st
a
in
in
g
 
A
d
d
it
io
n
 
S
u
b
tr
a
ct
io
n
 
A
lt
er
a
ti
o
n
 
Personal references 
4 you attend x      
5 their country x      
6 they should 
١ٍػَٟغجٕ٠ُٙ 
/-him/ 
them  
4   
 
 
 
7 you 
ٟعشِ 
Morsi 
5   
 
 
9 It x      
11 their votes 
ُٙراٛفأ 
/-him/ 
7   
 
 
12 he 
ٛ٘ 
/huwa/ 
8   
 
 
12 
his Muslim 
Brotherhood 
َْاٛخلإاَخػبّع
َّٟزٕ٠َٟزٌآَ١ٍّغٌّا
بٙ١ٌا 
/-haa/ 
the  Muslim 
Brotherhood 
which he 
belongs to it 
8   
 
 
14 his legitimacy 
ٗز١ػشؽ 
/-hu/ 
9   
 
 
15 he 
ٟعشِ 
Morsi 
10   
 
 
17 
its nuclear 
facilities 
خ٠ٌٕٚٛاَٗرآؾِٕ 
/-hi/ 
its nuclear 
facilities 
12   
 
 
20 It x      
20 remind him 
ٖشوز١ع 
/-hu/ 
13   
 
 
20 his own past 
ٗ١ضبّث 
/-hi/ 
13   
 
 
20 offer him 
ٌَٗشٙظ٠ 
/-hu/ 
13   
 
 
22 He could 
ٖسٚذمّث 
/-hi/ 
his ability 
14   
 
 
27 a logic to it 
ب١مطَِْٕبوَبٙغ١عؤر 
/-haa/ 
its 
17   
 
 
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establishment 
32 he 
ٛ٘ 
/huwa/ 
21   
 
 
35 his hand x      
38 his business 
ٗٔؤؽ 
/-hu/ 
25   
 
 
38 see him x      
39 It 
هٌر 
/dhaalika/ 
that 
25   
 
 
41 It x      
47 he can read 
حءاشلَٗٔبىِبجف 
/-hi/ 
he has the 
ability to read 
32   
 
 
51 
Their simple 
slogan 
ُ٘سبؼؽ 
/-hum/ 
35   
 
 
60 he read x      
61 to him 
ٌٗ 
/-hu/ 
42   
 
 
62 his Iranian hosts 
ٓ١١ٔاش٠لإاَٗ١ف١ضِ 
/-hi/ 
43   
 
 
62 their backs x      
63 their people 
ُٙثٛؼؽ 
/-him/ 
44   
 
 
63 urge them 
ُٙضؽ 
/-him/ 
44   
 
 
63 their country 
ُٙزٌٚد 
/-him/ 
44   
 
 
Demonstrative reference 
4 the meeting 
عبّزعلاا 
/al-/ 
3 
  
 
 
5 thatَ 
ٛ٘ 
/huwa/ it 
3 
  
 
 
9 
This Iranian 
regime 
َبظٌٕأَٟاش٠لإا 
the Iranian 
regime 
6 
  
 
 
15 This 
از٘ 
/haadhaa/ 
10 
  
 
 
27 then 
حشزفٌاَهٍر 
/tilka/ 
17 
  
 
 
29 these two blocs 
ٓ١زٍزىٌآَ١رب٘ 
/haathayni/ 
„these two‟ 
19 
  
 
 
32 that choice 
ٖسب١زخا 
/-hi/ 
his choice 
21 
  
 
 
35 
this Iranian 
whitewashing 
festival 
َشّرئٌّاَاز٘
ٟٔاش٠لإا 
/haadhaa/ 
23 
  
 
 
38 that 
ازٙف 
/haadhaa/ this 
25 
  
 
 
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60 
That is the 
regime 
از٘ 
/haadhaa/ this 
42 
  
 
 
Comparative reference 
7 same kind 
ظفَٔعٌٕٛا 
same 
4     
Substitution 
22-
23 
done that 
ذ٠شجٌاَشجػًَؼف٠َ
do 
15 
  
 
 
48 the one 
َٗجزوَبَِحءاشلَ
What was 
written 
32 
  
 
 
Ellipsis 
4 and have 
سٛضؽ 
To have 
attendanceَ
3 
  
 
 
11 the results 
دبثبخزٔلااَظئبزٔ 
the election 
results 
7 
  
 
 
13 followed 
بٙجمػأ 
followed itَ
9 
  
 
 
21 say 
يٛم٠َْا 
say thatَ
14 
  
 
 
22 Really? 
؟بمؽأ 
Is that really? 
14 
  
 
 
25 
Nonaligned 
against what and 
between whom? 
ٓ١ثََِٓفمرَخوشؽَ
َذػَ؟صب١ؾٔلاا 
With whom 
nonaligned 
does it stand 
for?َ
16 
  
 
 
27 a logic 
ب١مطَِْٕبوَبٙغ١عؤر 
a logic for its 
establishing 
17 
  
 
 
37 this 
از٘ 
thisَ
24 
  
 
 
42 maybe on 
بّثسٌَٚٝا 
maybe toَ
29 
  
 
 
42 Caltech 
 
ذٙؼَِ«ه١زٌبو» 
Caltech 
institution َ
29 
  
 
 
55 the government خِٛىؾٌا 38     
58 the regime َبظٌٕا 40     
60 sanitize 
ٗؽلافا 
sanitize it 
42َ    
 
61 urging 
ٞزٌاَٗضؾ٠ 
that is urging 
43َ    
 
65 that 
هٌر 
that 
45َ    
 
Conjunction 
3 but (adversative) 
ٓىٌ 
/la:kin/ 
2 
  
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but 
6 
and therefore 
(causal)  
ُصَِٓٚ 
/wa/ /thamma/ 
and therefore 
(causal) 
4 
  
 
 
13 but (adversative) 
ُٕٙىٌ 
/la:kin/ 
but 
(adversative) 
9 
  
 
 
28 and (additive) 
ٚدسبزخا 
/wa/ 
and (additive) 
18 
  
 
 
30 But (adversative) x  
  
 
 
 
34 
And by the way 
(additive) 
خجعبٌّٕبثٚ 
/wa/ 
And by the way 
(additive) 
22 
  
 
 
38 As (adversative) 
بِأ 
/amma/ 
while 
(adversative) 
25 
  
 
 
39 But (adversative) 
ٓىٌ 
/la:kin/ 
but 
(adversative) 
27 
  
 
 
52 
Over the next six 
months 
(temporal) 
َشٙؽأَخزعَساذٍَِٝػ
خ١ٌبر 
Over the next 
six months 
(temporal) 
36 
  
 
 
 
 
Text 6: 
L
in
e 
 
 
 
 
English device 
 
 
 
Arabic 
translation L
in
e 
                            
techniques 
S
u
st
a
in
in
g
 
A
d
d
it
io
n
 
S
u
b
tr
a
ct
io
n
 
A
lt
er
a
ti
o
n
 
Personal references 
2 
its relationship 
اهتقلاع 
/-haa/ 
1    
 
5 
its connection 
اهتقلاع 
/-haa/ 
5    
 
7 
is a daunting It 
ةمهم هذه 
/haadhihi/  
7    
 
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this task 
8 
it is also offers 
ٕىٌبَٙبض٠أَؼ١زر 
/-haa/ itَ 
7    
 
11 
it became 
تراص اهنكل 
/-haa/ 
10    
 
15 
it backed 
زّػدُٙ 
/-hum/ 
them 
13    
 
18 their nominally 
democratic 
x 
    
 
19 
its best 
مهدهج 
/-him/ their 
18    
 
20 
its lifelines 
مهتلاص 
/-him/ their 
18    
 
24 
transforming it 
اهلٌوحت 
/-haa/ 
22    
 
29 
it waived 
حسادلإا 
the 
administration 
26    
 
37 
َit infuriated 
ذجضغأَبٙٔأ 
/-haa/ 
32    
 
44 
it follows 
َبظٌٕا 
the regime 
38    
 
47 
he delivered 
اباطخ همٌلستب 
/-hi/ 
to deliver for 
him 
41    
 
50 
it should be 
continued 
اهرارمتسا 
/-haa/ 
Its continuity 
43    
 
51 it should 
eventually be 
restructured 
اهتلكٌه 
/-haa/ 
Its restructure 
43     
 
62 its influence  x      
Demonstrative reference 
23 
this tightrope 
عٌفرلا طٌخلا اذه 
/haadhaa/ 
21 
 
 
 
 
25 
those roles 
ٓ٠زَ٘ٓ٠سٚذٌا 
/haadhayni/ 
these two roles 
 
22 
 
 
 
 
32 
the new president 
دٌدجلا سٌئرلا 
/al-/ 
 
28 
 
 
 
 
38 
the Islamists 
نٌٌملاسلإا 
/al-/ 
33 
 
 
 
 
47 
those terms 
طورشلا هذهل 
/haadhihi/ 
these terms 
41 
 
 
 
 
50 
that 
ةطقنلا هذه 
/haadhihi/ this 
42 
 
 
 
 
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54 
that 
هذه 
/haadhihi/ this 
46 
 
 
 
 
59 
the country 
دلابلل 
the countries 
50 
 
 
 
 
63 
those pressures 
طوغضلا كلتل 
/tilka/ 
55 
 
 
 
 
Comparative reference 
60 The other شخ٢ا 52     
Ellipsis 
3 
perpetuated by 
اهتٌرارمتسا 
Its  
perpetuation 
3 
   
 
3 
and defended 
عفادت اهنع  
defended 
about it 
3 
   
 
7 
a daunting 
ةمهم ةلٌقث  
a daunting task 
7 
   
 
9-
10 
the remake 
ةمهم ةداعإ لٌكشت 
تاقلاعلا 
The remake of 
rebuild-
connections  
with Egypt 
8-9 
   
 
34 the 
administration 
حسادلإا 30 
   
 
40 
the 
administration 
خ١وش١ِلأاَحسادلإا 
the American 
administration 
35 
   
 
45 respects َضزٍ٠ 39     
46 preserves عفبؾ٠ 39     
49 
the 
administration 
خ١وش١ِلأاَحسادلإا 
the American 
administration 
42 
   
 
59 
are 
ٕىٌُٙ 
hum/-/ 
they 
50 
   
 
63 
the 
administration 
خ١وش١ِلأاَحسادلإا 
the American 
administration 
54 
  
  
Conjunction 
5 
however 
(adversative) 
نكلو 
/wa la:kin/ 
however 
(adversative) 
5 
 
 
 
 
8 
But (adversative) 
اهنكل 
/la:kin/ 
however 
(adversative) 
7 
 
 
 
 
11 
but (adversative) 
اهنكل 
/la:kin/ 
but 
10 
 
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(adversative) 
13 
Up until then 
(temporal)ََ 
خظؾٌٍاَهٍرَٝزؾف 
until then 
(temporal) 
11 
 
 
 
 
17 
For (causal) 
ًفف 
/fa/ 
 for (causal) 
16 
 
 
 
 
25 
Or (adversative) 
لٌدبلاو 
/wa/ 
But, the 
alternative 
(adversative) 
23 
 
 
  
 
 
34 
But (adversative) 
نكلو 
/wa la:kin/ 
however 
(adversative) 
30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
37 
But (adversative) 
لاإ اهنأ 
But 
(adversative) 
 
32 
 
 
 
 
50 
too (additive) 
بض٠أ 
/ayddan/ 
too (additive) 
 
42 
 
 
 
 
59 
but (adversative) 
مهنكل 
/la:kin/ 
 but 
(adversative) 
50 
 
 
 
 
 
Text 7: 
L
in
e 
 
 
 
 
English device 
 
 
 
Arabic 
translation L
in
e 
                            
techniques 
S
u
st
a
in
in
g
 
A
d
d
it
io
n
 
S
u
b
tr
a
ct
io
n
 
A
lt
er
a
ti
o
n
 
Personal references 
8 he x      
6 
 his office gave h
executive and 
legislative 
powers 
َخطٍغٌاٌََٗي ّٛ خ
خ١ؼ٠شؾزٌاَٚخ٠ز١فٕزٌا 
/-hu/ him 
4   
 
 
9 he sacked 
خٌبلا 
)ٟعشَِحٛطخ( 
Morsi‟s move 
which is sack 
6   
 
 
12 its promise 
بٙجٌبطِ 
/-haa/ 
8   
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15 around him 
ٌٗٛؽ 
/-hu/ 
10   
 
 
17 he 
ٛ٘ 
/huwa/ 
11   
 
 
24 He 
ٛ٘ 
/huwa/ 
16   
 
 
26 it x      
27 
their “renaissance 
plan” 
x 
   
 
 
28 they resisted 
ُٙزِٚبمِ 
/-him/ their 
assistance 
19   
 
 
29 
were not in  they
power 
خطٍغٌاَُٙ١ٌٛرًَجل 
/-him/ their 
19   
 
َ 
33 they appear 
ُٙٔأ 
/hum/ 
22   
 
 
33 deny it 
ٖسبىٔا 
/-hi/ its denial 
   
 
 
34 him x x     
43 its own reality 
ؿبخٌاَبٙؼلاٚ 
/-haa/ 
29   
 
 
44 its ideology 
بٙرذ١مػ 
/-haa/ 
30   
 
 
44 
its basic 
philosophy 
بٙزفغٍف 
/-haa/ 
29   
 
 
53 they x      
53 they 
ُٙ١ٍػ 
/-him/ 
36   
 
َ 
54 they x x     
54 
their international 
obligations 
ُٙربِاضزٌا 
/-him/ 
36   
 
 
62 it 
ٕٗىٌ 
/-hu/ 
41   
 
 
Demonstrative reference 
19 the president 
ظ١ئشٌا 
/al-/ 
13 
  
 
 
20 the state  
خٌٚذٌا 
/-al/ 
13 
  
 
 
22 this 
از٘ 
/haadhaa/ 
14 
  
 
 
23 the president 
ظ١ئشٌا 
/al-/ 
15 
  
 
 
25 The country 
خٌٚذٌا 
/-al/ 
17 
  
 
 
31 the IMF 
قٚذٕقٌا 
/al-/ 
the fund 
21 
  
 
 
36 this 
از٘ 
/haadhaa/ 
24 
  
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40 
the Egyptian 
soldiers 
x x 
  
 
 
43 the group 
خػبّغٌا 
/al-/ 
27 
  
 
 
59 this behavior 
يإٌّٛاَاز٘ 
/haadhaa/ 
40 
  
 
 
Comparative reference 
13 more prone x x     
15 the other moves 
َضؼثداءاشعلإا 
some moves 
10    
 
39 Similarly 
هٌزو  
/kadhaalika/ 
also/likewise 
26    
 
Substitution  
38 do so 
هٌزثََب١مٌا 
doing so 
25-
26 
    
49َ Know this هٌرَفشؼ٠َ 33     
51 do so هٌرًَؼفٔ 34     
Ellipsis 
21 and is far 
ٟعشَِتٔبعَدزخراَ
it focuses on 
Morsi‟s side 
14 
  
  
24 sympathizers 
بٙؼَِٓ١فطبؼزٌّا 
sympathizers 
with it 
15 
  
  
34 written him 
ظ١ئشٌاَبٍٙعسأ 
The president 
sent 
23 
  
  
43 If nothing else 
َنبَٕ٘ٓى٠ٌََُْاَاز٘
شخآَءٟؽ 
If there is 
nothing else 
30 
  
  
56 The record 
ٍغعُٙ 
their record (of 
 the Egyptian 
government) 
37 
  
  
59 
The 
administration‟s 
position 
حسادلإاَفلِٛ 
 
39 
 
 
 
 
Conjunction 
4 
to remove  
(causal) 
ؼ١ط١ٌ 
/li-/  
to (causal) 
3 
  
 
 
5 also (additive) 
هٌزو 
/kadhaalika/ 
also (additive) 
4 
  
 
 
17 and (additive) 
ُػذ٠ٚ 
/wa/ 
and supports 
(additive) 
11 
  
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32 But (adversative) 
ٓىٌ 
/la:kin/  
but 
(adversative) 
22 
  
 
 
39 
Similarly 
(additive) 
هٌزو 
likewise 
(additive) 
26 
  
 
 
45 But (adversative) 
هٌرَغِ 
/ma‟ dhaalika/ 
However 
(adversative) 
30 
  
 
 
47 but (adversative) 
ٓىٌ 
/la:kin/  
but 
(adversative) 
31 
  
 
 
50 also (additive) 
هٌزوٚ 
/wa kadhaalika/ 
and also 
(additive) 
33 
  
 
 
51 but (adversative) 
بٕٕىٌ 
/la:kin/ 
 but 
(adversative) 
34 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
